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ANNUAL CATALOGUE
OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
1949-50

1950-51

,v INTER PARK, FLORIDA

COLLEGE CALENDAR
1950-51
FALL TERM

September 25, Monday; 4 :00 p.m. . . . . . M eeting of Faculty
September 25-27, Monday (evening) through Wednesday
Orientation Period and Registration of New Students
September 28, Thursday . . . R egistration of Former Students
November 23, Thursday .
Tlianksgiving Day (Holiday)
December 16, Saturday noon . . .
. . Fall T erm Ends
WINTER TERM

January 4, Thursday; 8 :30 a.m.
February 24, Saturday . . .
March 17, Saturday noon .

.

.

W inter T erm Opens
. . Alumni Day
W inter Term E nds

SPRING TERM

March 21 , Wednesday; 8 :30 a.m. .
May 27, Sunday; 10 :30 a.m. . . .
June 1, Friday; 10 :00 a.m.
. .

.

Spring Term Opens
. Baccalaureate
. • . . Commencement

1951-52
FALL TERM

September 24, Monday; 4 :00 p.m.
. Meeting of Faculty
September 24-26, Monday (evening) throug h Wednesday
Orientation Period and R egistration of N ew Students
September 27, Thursday . . . R egistration of Former Students
November 22, Thursday . .
Tlianksgiving Da,y ( H oliday)
December 15, Saturday noon .
. . . Fall Term Ends
WINTER TERM

W inter Term Opens
. . Alumni Day
W inter Term Ends

J anuary 4, Friday; 8 :30 a.m.
February 23, Saturday .
March 20, Thursday noon . .
SPRING TERM

March 24, Monday; 8 :30 a.m. .
June 1, Sunday ; 10 :30 a.m.
June 4, Wednesday; 10 :00 a.m.
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.

.
.
.

Spring Term Opens
. . Baccalaureate
. . Commencement

COLLEGE CALENDAR

DIRECTIONS FOR CORRESPONDENCE
The Rollins College Bulletin, which is issued quarterly throughout the year, gives information about various phases of college life.
One number of the Bulletin each year is the College Catalogue.
The College is glad to send copies of the catalogue and other
numbers of the Bulletin to those who are interested.
Correspondence relating to the different aspects of the College
should be addressed as follows:
Dean of zh e College
Registrar
Director of Admissions
HOUSING • Dean of Men

GENERAL I NTEREST, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
ENTRANCE CREDITS

•

•

ADMISSION OF NEW STUDENTS

•

•
•

•
•

MEN S T UDENTS-PERSONAL WEL FARE AND

•

WOMEN STUDENTS-PERSONAL WELFARE AND H OUSI NG

Dea,ri of Women
T reasurer of the College
• Ca ikier
A lunmi Secretary

FINANCES
STUDENT

FINANCES

ALUMNI

Visitors to the College are welcome at all times, but as the college
offices are closed from Saturday noon until Monday morning, members of the administration and faculty may be seen dur!ng this time
only by special appointment made in advance.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Chairman
H ALSTED W. CALDWELL, E.M . , L . H.D. , Secretary
PAUL ALEXANDE R WAGNER, A.B., M . A., LL.D., President
WINTHROP BANCROFT, LL.B.,

TERMS TO EXPIRE IN
PAUL

E.

Glendale, California
Orlando, Florida
Boston, Massac/iusetts
Maitland, Florida

STILLMAN, A.B., LL.D.

NEWTON

P. YOWELL

MRS. FRANCES KNOWLES WARREN, L .H.D.
ARTHUR S CHULTZ
W ILLIAM TRUFANT FOSTER, A .B .,

A.M.,

1950

PH.D., L.H .D ., LL.D .

Winter Park, Florida
EUGENE RANDOLPH SMITH, A.B. , A.M. , PD.D., LL.D.

Winter Park, Florida
TERMS TO EXPIRE IN
HALSTED W. CALDWELL, E.M ., L .H. D .
THOMAS PHILLIPS JOHNSON, A . B., LL.B .,
Louis M . ORR,

II,

B.S ., M.D.

OLCOTT D EMING, A.B.,

A.M.

L. CORRIN STRONG, PH.B., LL. D.
* H . GEORGE CARRISON, A.B.
W INTHROP

BANCROFT, LL. B.

MILLER WALTON, LL. B.

TERMS TO EXPIRE I N
MRS. PAULA DOMMERICH S 1EDENBURG

19 51
Winter Park, Florida
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Orlando, Florida
Bangkok, T/iailand
Washington, D. C.
Atlantic Beach, Florida
Jacksonville, Florida
Miami, Florida

1952
Greenwic/i, Connecticut

ROGER SHAW, A.B., A.M ., PH.D ., LL.D.
MRS. J EANNETTE G ENIUS McKEAN
REGINALD

T.

Hastings-on-Hudson, New York
W inter Park, Florida

CLOUGH, A.B.

ELDRIDGE HAYNES
*WEBBER BLY H AINES,
SAMUEL HENRY MANN,

Jackson Heights, Long I sland, New York
• N ew York, New Y ork
PH.B., LL. B. Altamonte Springs, Florida
LL.B.
Saint Petersbttrg, Florida

TERMS TO EXPIRE IN

w.

1953
Brooklyn, New York
Winter Park, Florida

R OBERT
STEPHENS, A.B.
*RAYMOND WOOD GREENE, A . B.

* N omin.ated by tlie Alumni
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
HONORARY TRUSTEES
HENRY A. ATKINSON, A.B., D.D.

.

New York, New York

*IRVING BACHELLER, B.S., M.C., A.M., L.H.D., LITT.D., LL.D.
DONALD A . CHENEY, A.B., LL.B.
JOSEPH K . DORN, A.B.

New York, N ew York
Orlando, Florida
. Miami, Florida

WILLIAM HENRY Fox, A.B., LL.B., LITT.M ., L1TT.D .

Germantown, Pennsylvania
JOHN PALMER GAVIT, L.H.D.
Winter Park, Florida
HAMILTON HOLT, A.B., L.H.D., LITT.D ., Sc. D., LL.D.

Woodstock, Connecticttt
H ENRY C . H OLT, A.B.
Pomfret, Connecticut
RICHARD LLOYD JONES, LL.B., LL. M., L.H.D., LL.D .
T . w. LAWTON, A.B., PED.D.
THOMAS WILLIAM MILLER, JR., A.B.
DOUGLASS w. POTTER, A .B.
CHESTER D. PUGSLEY, A .B.
MRS. CHARLES RINGLING .
HARLEY A. w ARD •
MILTON J . WARNER, A .B .
'Dec,iutd F,bruary 24, 1950
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Tulsa, Oklahomo
Oviedo, Florida
Ashland, O!tio
Louisville, K entucky
Peekskill, N ew York
. Sarasota, Florida
Winter Park, Florida
Pine Orcliard, Connecticut

ADMIN 1STRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE STAFF
(1949-50)

ACADEMIC STAFF
PAUL Ar EXANDER WAGNER, A . B ., M.A. , LL.D.
HAMILTON HOLT, A . B ., L . H .D., Lrrr.D., Sc.D., LL.D.

President

Honorary President
EDWIN OSGOOD GROVER, B.L., LITT.D ., L . H .D.
Vice President
WENDELL CORNELL STONE, A.B., P H .D. , LL.D. , Dean of the College
LAURA M. NEVILLE, A.B.
• Registrar
ARTHUR D . ENYART, A.B., A . M., S.T.B., LITT. D., LL.D .
MARIAN VAN BUREN CLEVELAND, L.H.D.
MARIAN H. WILCOX
Assistant
THEODORE STANLEY DARRAH, B . S ., S.T. B.

Dean of Men
Dean of W omen
to the Dean of W omen

Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel
HORACE A. TOLLEFSON, A.B. , A.M., A .B.L.S.
Librarian
J OHN OLIVER RI CH, A.B., M.A.
Director of Admissions
CYNTHIA W . EASTWOOD
Assistant to the Dean of the College
HARVEY LEWIS WOODRUFF, B.Sc., M .A . , Director of the Conservatory
ARTHUR K . H UTCHINS, Mus. D .

Assistant Director of the Conservatory
ALFRED JA CKSON HANNA, A.B., L.H.D.
AURORA McKAY, A .B. Executive
HOWARD WILLIAM BAILEY, A.B .

Director of Inter-American Studies
Secretary to the Alumni Association

Director of the Annie Rtusell Theatre
of tlie Fred Stone Theatre

DONALD S. ALLEN, A.B. , A.M., Director
H UG H FERGUSON McKEAN, A .B. , A.M .

Director of the Morse Gallery of Art
Director of Exhibitions,
Morse Gallery of A rt
PAUL ANTHONY VESTAL, A.B. , A . M ., PH.D.
Director of the
Thomas R . Baker Museum of Natural Science and t/1e
Beal-Maltbie Shell Afuseum
DOROTHY C . T . DAVIS, Curator of the Beal-Maltbie Slzell Museum

JEANNETTE GENIUS McKEAN

FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS STAFF
JOHN M EYER TIEDTKE, A.B ., M .C.S.

T reamrer and Business tl1anager
FREDERIC H. WARD, A.B.
Assistant Treasurer and Comptroller
CHLOE M. LYLE
Cashier
H AROLD MUTISPAUGH, B.S.
Purdiasing Agent
DONALD C. VINCENT •
Director of Publicity
GEORGE C . CARTWRIGHT, Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings
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ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE STAF F
Assistant Superintendent of
Grounds and Buildings
Manager of the College Commons

GEORGE H. CARTWRIGHT, E.E.
CHARLES E. MAYS

SECRETARIAL AND OTHER STAFF
. Assistant and Secretary to the Dean
of Knowles Memorial Cltapel
WARREN W. AVERILL
Assistant, Treasurer's Office
H ELEN BAILEY
• SecretMy to tlie Annie Russell Tlteatre
H ALSTED W. CALDWELL, J R., A.B.
College Postmaster
RUTH FAIRCHILD
Secretar'), to th,- Student Deans
W. CARL GILL
Manager of tlte R otlins Center
CLAIRE W. KENT
Executive Secretary of the Conservatory
DOROTHY I. KOEHLER, A . B.
Assistant to the R egistrar
L UCILE L ACEY
Manager, Bookstore
A. LEONA LYLE
S ecretary to the Casliier
MARY E. McQUATERS
Recorder and Secretary to the Registrar
ELEANOR S. MISCHUCK, A . B. Secretary to the Director of Publicity
FRANCES C. MONTGOMERY, A . B.
S ecretary to tlte President
GEORGIA PHILLIPS
Secretary to tlte Director of Inter·
American Studies
MARY M. PRICE
Administrative Secretary to tlie President
MARIAN J . RICHEY
Secretary to the Treasurer
L ILLIAN SHAFER
Secretary, Dean's Office
OLIVE L. SPEIDEN
Assistant to the Director of the
Morse Gallery of Art
HELEN STOTLER
Bookkeeper
Secretary to the A dmissions Committee
MARJORY P. TRI PP
JEANNE B. VOLKERT , A.B.
. Assistant, Dean's Office
Assistant, Alumni Office
MARGARET A . WILLIAMS
CLARA B. ADOLFS, A.B.

HEADS OF RESIDENCE HALLS
Caroline Fox Hall

ELLEN V I CTORIA APPERSON

( Phi Mu)
K appa Alplia House
Mayflower Hall

MRS. FRANCES SLOAN BRADY
MRS. MARGERY WILSON BROWN

( Pi Beta Plti)
Cltase Hall

MRS. ALICE FLETCHER BURKE

( Dormitory for Men)
Lakeside Hall

MRS. KAT HLEEN CAMPBELL

( Alpha Phi)
MRS. GEORGIA ELWELL ENWRIGHT

.

Pugsley H all

(Kappa Kappa Gamma)
MRS. MARGARET F ITZGERALD

Strong H all

.

(Chi Omega and Gamma Phi Beta)
MRS. LEONE WARD HALLENBERG

•

(Independent Women)
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Corrin H all

ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE STAFF
MRS. RUBY WALKER MARSHALL

.

Rollins H all

( Sigma Nu)
MRS.

MAUDE

ROSSER Scorr

Hooker Hall

.

(Lambda Chi Alplta)
.
• Lyman and Gale Halls
( Alpl,,a Plii Lambda, Delta Clii and X Clttb)
MRS. CORDELIA WEBER .
•
Lucy Cross Hall
( Kappa Alplia Tlteta)
MRS. ETHEL LIITLEFIELD WHITTIER •
Cloverleaf Hall
(First Year Women)
MRS. MARIAN HOXIE WILCOX •
Cloverleaf Hall
(First Y ear Women)
MRS. MIRIAM R EAD SHAW
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FACULTY (1949-50)
ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dates indicate (1) first connection wit h R ollins, (2) date of receiving present ran/,.
Faculty listed under departments under the headini of Majors, ()age 56.

P AUL A LEXANDER WAGNER, A.B. (University of C hicago), M.A.
(Yale University), L L. D . ( 1949;1949)
President
H AMILTON H OLT, A.B. (Yale University), L .H .D., L ITT.D., Sc.D .,
LL.D. ( 1925 ;1949)
·
Honorary President

* * *
H ERMAN F ERMAIN H ARRIS, A.B., PED.B., A.M. ( University of Missouri ), LITT. D. ( 1924 ;1941)
Professor E meritus of English
J OSEPH DARLING I BBOTSON, A.B., A.M. (Hamilton College), L ITT. D .
( 1942; 1946)
L ibrarian Emeritus
FRED LEWIS PATTEE, A.B., A. M., M.L. (Dartmouth College), L1rr.D.
( 1928; 1942)
Professor Emeritus of American Literature
H ARRY RAYMOND P IERCE, B.O., M.O., SP.D . ( 1929; 1942)

Professor Emeritus of S-peecli
V IRGINIA ROBIE, Museum of Fine A r ts, Boston ; Cer t;ficate (Art
Ins titute, C hicago) (1927 ;1944 )
Professor Emeritus of Art
ANNA BIGELOW TREAT, A.B. (Smit h College) ( 1927; 1948)

R egistrar Emeritus

* * *
D ONALD S IMPSON ALLEN, A. B., A.M. (Ohio Wesleyan University )
(1934; 1945)
Professor of Theatre Arts;

Director of tlie Fred Stone Tlteatre
H OWARD WILLIAM BAILEY, A.B. (University of North Carolina)
(1938; 1945)
Professor of Theatre Arts;

Director of tlte Annie Rusoell Theatre
} AMES EDGAR BELL, B.S. (University of Chicago), PH.D. (Univer sity of Illinois) ( 1945 ;1945)
Visiting Professor of Cltemistry
BARBARA LOUISE BENNETT, A .B. (Dickinson College), A.M. (Peabody College) (1947;1947 )
Assistant Professor of Englisli
UDOLPHO THEODORE BRADLEY, A.B. (Princeton U n iversity) , A.M.,
PH.D. (Cornell University ) ( 1933; 1942) Professor of History
ELIZABETH CAMERON, A.B. ( Rollins College), B.L .S. (Pratt Institute), ( St. Louis School of Fine A r ts) (1937; 1944)

Assistant Professor of Art
ANGELA PALOMO CAMPBELL, graduate (Institu to del Cardenal C isneros), A.M. (Wellesley College) ( 1936;1944)

Professor of Spanish;
Director of Casa Iberia
MARIAN VAN BUREN CLEVELAND, L. H.D. ( 1940; 1941 )
Dean of Women (Professor)
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FACULTY
THEODORE COLLIER, A.B., A.M. (Hamilton College), PH .D.(Cornell
University), L.H.D. ( 1945 ;1945) Visiting Professor of History
WILLIAM ABBOTT CONSTABLE, M.A. (University of E dinburgh )
( 1943 ;1945)
Associate Professor of Englisli
THEODORE STANLEY DARRAH, B.S., S.T.B. (Harvard U niversity)
{1947;1947 )
Dean of K11owles Memorial Chapel;

Professor of Religion
NINA OLIVER DEAN, A.B. (Mississippi State College for Women ),
A.M. (Columbia University) {1943;1947)

A ssociate Professor of English
WILBUR DORSETT, A .B., A.M. (University of North Carolina)
{1946;1948)
Assistant Professor of T/1eatre Arts
SARA J ANE D ORSEY, B.S. (Rollins College) (1948 ;1948)

I nstructor in Physical Education for Women
ARTHUR DELANO ENYART, A.B., A .M. (Ohio Wesleyan University),
S.T.B. (Boston University), L 1TT.D., LL.D. {1911 ;1930)

Dean of Jlfen; Professor of BttSiness Economics and R eligion
ADOLPH US Ross EvANS, B .A.E. (University of Florida) , M.S. (Columbia University), C.P.A. ( 1949;1949)

Associate Professor of Business Administration
PAUL EDWARD FENLON, B.S. in Business Ad ministration (College
of the H oly Cross), A.B. (University of Ill inois), Certificate of
Study, University of Nancy (Faculte des Lettres) (1946;1948)

Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Administration
R UDOLPH FISCHER, A.B. (Univers ity of Basie) , A .M. ( Rollins
College), Gymnasiall ehrer Staatsexamen (University of Basie}.
Diplomes pour l'E nseignement du Frarn;ais des Universites
d' A ix-Marseille et de Poi tiers ( 1940; 1946)

Associate Professor of Frencli and German
WILLIAM EDWARDS FORT, J R., B.S. ( Georgi a Institute of T echnology), A.M., PH.D. ( Duke Un iversity) ( 194 1 ;1946)

Professor of Pliilosophy and Psycliology
ROYAL W1LBUR FRANCE, A.B. (George Washing ton University),
A .M. ( H amilton College), LL.D ., L.H.D. (1929;1929)

Professor of Economics
GEORGE WILLARD FREEMAN, D.B .S. ( 1947;1947)

Assistant Professor of Business Administratio,i (Winter T erm)
MARION TOULMIN GAINES, III, ( 1948; 1948)

lnstrnctor in Radi.? T echniqtte
NORMAN EVERETT GILBERT, A.B., A.M. (Wesleyan University),
PH.D. (Johns H opki ns University) ( 1945 ;1945)

Visiting Professor of Pliysics;
Chairman of the Division of Science
EDWIN PHILLIPS GRANBERRY, A.B. ( Columbia University), LITT.D.
( 1933 ;1940)
Irving Baclieller Professor of Creative Writing
EUGENIE MARIE YVONNE GRAND, A.B. ( Rollins Coll ege)
( 1930; 1944)
Assist=t Professor of French
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FACULTY
EDWIN OSGOOD GROVER, B.L. (Dartmouth), Lrrr.D., L.H.D.

(1926; 1938)

Vice President; Professor of Books

ALFRED JACKSON HANNA, A.B. (Rollins College), L .H.D.

( 1917;1938)

Weddell Professor of History of the Americas;
Director of Inter-American Studies

KATHRYN ABBEY HANNA, A.B., A.M., PH.D. (Northwestern University) ( 1943 ;1943)
Lecturer on Inter-American A ffairs

and A mertcan Diplomacy
( Adult Edttcation Program)
GLADYS STANALAND HENDERSON, A.B. (Hardin-S immons University) , B.S. in L ibrary Science ( L ouisiana State University)

( 1943; 1946)

Chief Reference Librarian (Assistant Professor)

RALPH THEODORE H UNTLEY, A.B. (Oberlin College) ( 1946; 1946)

A ssociate Professor of Pliysics
EDWARD FRANCIS JONES, B.S., C.E. (Manhattan College)

Professor of Mathematics

( 1922;1922)

J OSEPH J USTICE, A.B. (Rollins College) ( 1946; 1948)

Assistant Professor of Pliysical Education
CLARENCE WENDELL KI NG, A.B., A.M., PH.D. ( Yale University)

( 1946;1949)

Associate Professor of Sociology
lnstrnctor in Spanish
(Adult Education Program)

EMILIA EULALIA KNIGHT, ( 1945 ;1945)

ANTONIA GONZALEZ LAMB, A.B., A.M. (Indiana Univer~ity)

Professor of Spanisli

(1930;1946)

MORRIS SAMUEL LAzARON, A. B., A.M. (Univer sity of Cincinnati),
LITT.D. ( 1948 ;1948)
Visiting Professor

of Religion and Social R elations (Winter Term )
JAMES Mc DOUGALL ( 1947 ;1947)
lnstructur in Tennis
JOHN WITHERSPOON McDowALL, B.S. (North Carol ina State College), M.S. (D uke U ni versity ) (1929;1949)

Professor of Physical Education; Director of Athletics;
Chairman of tlie Division of H ealth and P/1ysical Education
HUGH FERGUSON McKEAN, A.B. ( Rollins College), A.M. (Williams College), d iploma ( L 'Ecole d es Beaux-Arts Americaine,
Fontainebleau) (1932; 1945)
Professor of Art;

Director of tlze Morse Gallery of Art;
Cltairman of the Division of Expressive Arts
FLORA LINDSAY MAGOUN, A.B. (Wellesley College), A.M. (Columbia
University) ( 1935;1946)

Assistant Professor of Business Education;
Clzairman of tlze Division of Economics and
Business Administration
JOHN MARTIN, B.S. (University of L ondon), LL.D. (1929;1929)
Conference Leader and Conrnltant on International Relations
RICHARD PERRY MATTHEWS II, B.A. (University of Chicago), M.A.
(Yale University), B.S.L.S. ( University of North Carolina)

( 1949 ;1949)

Catalogue Librarian (Instructor)
11

FACULTY
W ILLIAM MELCHER, A .B. (Drury College), A .M. (Harvard U niversity) , PH.D . (University of W isconsin ), LL.D. (1934 ;1934)

Professor of Business Administration
CHARLES STETSON MENDELL, A.B. ( Dartmouth College), A.M.
(Har vard University) ( 1936; 1946)
Professor of English
A INSLIE BURKE M INOR, A.B. (Marietta College) , A.M., PHD .
(Princeton U niversity) ( 1945 ;1945)

Assistant Professor of Spanish;
C/1,(lirm,m of the Division of Foreign Languages

NANCY FELT MINOR, A.B. (Florida State College for Women ), A.B.
in L.S. (Un iversity of North Carolina) (1937 ;1946)

Associate Librarian ( A ssistant Professor)
LAURA MAY NEVILLE, A.B. ( University of W ashing ton ) ( 1933 ;1948)

Registrar (Associate Professor); Secretary of the Faculty
CONSTANCE ORTMAYER, G raduate (Royal Academy of Vienna and
Royal Academy Master School) ( 1937 ;1947)

Prof essor r,f Sculpture

AUDREY L ILLIAN PACKHAM, B.S. in Education (Florida State College for Women ), A. M. (Columbia U niversity) (1930 ;1947)

Professor of Education
FLEETWOOD PEEPLES ( 1922 ;1922)
Director of Aquatic Sports
R ICHARD CHARLES PLUMER, A .B. (Dar tmouth ), LL.B. ( H arvard
L aw School) ( 1949; 1949)

Visiting / nstrnctor in Business Administration
JOHN OLIVER R1c H, A .B. ( Rollins College), A. M. (The Johns H opkins University) ( 1949 ;1949)
Director of Admissions;

I nstructor in H istory
H ARLOW CHAPMAN RICHARDSON, A.B. ( Grinnell College)
(1 949;1949)
Visiting Professor of English
J AMES H ERSHEY RussELL, A .B. (Allegheny College), M.A. (Columbia U n iversity), PH.D . (Indiana U niversity) ( 1947 ;1947)

Professor of Psychology
GEORGE SAUTE, P HB., A .M . (Brown U niversity ) ( 1943 ;1946)

Professor of Mathematics;
Director of the I nstitute of World Government at R ollins College
•PETER H OLLAN D SCHOONMAKER, A.B. (Rollins College)
( 1947 ;1947)
I nstructor in Golf
GARDNER SHARPE, A. B. (Cornell U niversity), M.B.A. ( H arvard
University) ( 1947 ;1947)
A ssistant Professor of Economics
BERNICE CATHERINE SHOR, B.S., M.S. ( Rollins College)
(1 926 ;1944)
Associate Professor of B iology
FREDERICK W INFIELD SLEIGHT, A.B. (University of A rizona)
(1 947; 1947)
Consultant in Archaeolog y

( Adult E ducation Program )
LEON POLK SMITH, B.A . ( Okl ahoma East Central Sta te College),
M .A. (Columbia Universit y) (1949; 1949)

Assistant Professor of A rt
•A bsent on leave 1949-1951
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FACULTY
RHEA MARSH SMITH, A.B. (Southern Methodist University), A.M.
(Princeton University), PH.D. (University of Pennsylvania)
( 1930 ;1942)
Professor of History;
Clzairman of the Division of Human R elations
NATHAN COMFORT STARR, A.B., A.M., PH.D. (Harvard University), B.A., M.A. (Oxford U niversity), L1TT.D. ( 194 1 ;1944)
Professor of English ;
Chairman of tlie Division of E nglish
W ENDELL CORNELL STONE, A.B. (Pomona College), PH.D. (Yale
University) , LL.D. ( 1933 ;1942)
Dean of the College; Professor of Pliilosophy
JOHN MEYER TIEDTKE, A.B., M.C.S. (Dartmouth College)
( 1936;1949)
Assistant Professor of E conomics ; Treasurer
H ORACE ARTHUR T OLLEFSON, A .B., A.M. (University of Wisconsin)
A.B.L.S. (University of Michigan ) ( 1946 ;1949)
Librarian (Professor)
COLETTE VAN BoECOP, License d e Philosophie (faculte de Paris),
Agr egation de Lettres A and B (license et agregation ) de
Francais Litterature, philologie, phonetiques ( U niversite d' A mVisiting Lecturer and Professor
sterdam ) . ( 1942; 1943)
of French Civilization
**RICHARD HowARD VERIGAN, B.S. (Rollins College) ( 1946; 1949)
I nstructor in Theatre Arts
PAUL ANTHONY VESTAL, A.B. (Colorado College), A.M., PH.D.
(Harvard University) ( 1942; 1949)
Professor of Biology;
Director of the Tliomas R . Baker Musettm of Natural Science
and the Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum
DONALD CHAMBERLAIN VINCENT ( 1945; 1945)
I nstructor in /01,rnalism; Director of Publicity
RALPH WALDO WAGER, A.B., M.S. (Emory U niversity), PH. D.
(Univer sity of Illinois) ( 1948;1948)
Associate Professor of Chemistry
MARIE E LIZABETH W AGNER, B.S., A.M., PH.D. (New York University) ( 1946; 1946)
Visiting Professor of English
ALEXANDER WAITE, A.B. (University of South Carolina ), M.Eo.,
PH.D. ( Duke University) (1937 ;1942) Professor of Ps·ycliology
WILLARD AUSTIN W ATTLES, A.B., A.M. (University of Kansas),
LITT.D. ( 1927; 1927)
Professor of American. Literature
A NNA NORTON WHEELER ( 1937;1944)
Instructor in Eq1titation
WILLIAM BISHOP WHITAKER, A.B. (S t. Cloud Teachers College),
A.M. (Northwestern University), PH.D. (University of WisProfessor of Speech
consin ) ( 1946 ;1949)
FLORENCE RUTLEDGE ABEL WILDE, Normal Art Diploma, Graduate
in Desig n and Costume Illustration ( Pratt Institute), foreign
study ( 1944; 1949)
Associate Professor of Art
BARBARA PARSONS ZEIGLER, A.B. (Rollins College) (1950:1950)
Instructor in Modern Dance (Winter T erm)
**Absent on l eave 1949-50
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CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
H ARVEY LEWIS WOODRUFF, B.Sc. (New York University), M .A.
(Columbia University), graduate study, Rutgers University,
Westminster Choir College ( 1949; 1949)
Director of tlze Conservatory of Music;
Associate Professor of Music Education;
Clzoirmas ter of Knowles Memorial Clzapel
ALPHONSE CARLO, Graduate, Teacher's Diploma, and post-graduate study, Juilliard School of Music; graduate, National Orchestral Association, New York City ( 1942; 1944)
Associate Professor of Violin and Viola
KATHERINE CARLO, Graduate, Institute of Musical Art, Juilliar d
School of Music, pupil in piano of Carl M. Roeder; study at
Yale Summer School of Music, piano with Bruce Simonds.
(1942 ;1949)
Instructor in Tlieory and Piano
JoHN CARTER, B.M. in composition (Rollins College); graduate
work, Juilliard School of Music; pupil of Roy H arris in composition and musicology; pupil in piano of Muriel Kerr, Alton
J ones, J ames Friskin; coached in German lieder by Coenraad
Bos. ( 1938;1949)
Professor of Tlieory and Composition and Piano
WALTER CHARMBURY, Artist Diploma, Peabody Conservatory ; graduate study with I sidor Philipp, Paris Conservatoire; pupil of
Ernest Hutcheson. ( 1939 ;1945)
Professor of Piano
RUDOLPH FISCHER, Teacher's Diploma (Musikschule und Konservatorium Basel, Switzerland ) ( 1940; 1946)
Instructor in Violoncello
JOSEPH GuSTAT ( 1949; 1949)
Instructor in Brass
(Extension Division)
ARTHUR KNOWLES H UTCHINS, Mus.D ., Pupil in voice of Stephen
Townsend, Carl Cochems, Mrs. Stanley Stillman, Verne W.
Thompson. (1944;1 945)
Associate Professor of Voice;
Assistant Director of tlie Conservatory
EDNA WALLACE JOHNSTON, B.M. (Rollins College) ( 1948;1948)
Associate Professor of Flute ( Extension Division )
H ELEN MOORE, B.M. (University of Illi nois), Mus. D .; graauate
study, Juilliard Graduate School of Music; diploma, Conservatoi re Americain (Fontainebleau); authorized exponent pedagogy of I sidor Philipp; pupil of Harold Bauer ( 1928; 1945)
Professor of Piano
MARY JARMAN NELSON, B.M. in piano (Queens-Chicora College);
graduate study, University of California, University of South
Carolina, University of Montana; pupil in piano of Guy Maier.
( 1947 ;1948)
A ssistant Professor of Music Education
MABEL RITCH, Pupil in voice of Albert Jeannotte, pupil in repertoire
of Dr. Ernest Knoch; Wilfred Pelletier, Charles Albert Baker.
(1939;1941)
A ssociate Professor of Voice
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HERMAN FREDERICK SIEWERT, F.A.G.O., Mus.D . ; g radu ate, G uilmant Organ School ; diploma, Conservatoire Americain (Fontainebleau); pupil of W illia m C. Carl and Marcel Dup re.
(1923 ;1945)
Professor of Organ;
Organist of Knowles Memorial Clia,pel

LIBRARY STAFF
J OSEPH D ARLING I BBOTSON, A.B., A.M., LITT.D . Librarian Emeritus
H ORACE A . TOLLEFSON, A.B., A.M., A. B.L .S.
L ibrarian
NANCY FE LT MINOR, A.B., A.B. IN L.S.
A ssociate Librarian
GLADYS S. HENDERSON, A.B., B .S. IN L.S. Chief Reference Librarian
RICHARD P. MATTHEWS, A.B., A.M., B.S.L .S. Catalogue Librarian
ELIZABETH CAMERON, A.B., B.L.S.
Art Librarian
MIRIAM N ICHOLSON, A.B.
Circulation Librarian
ELIZABETH A. RUPERT
Reserve Librarian
LORENA R . GRAHAM
Catalogtte Typist
M . JEAN CODY
L ibrary Assistant

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
J ULIET H UDGINGS, A .B.
. Researc/i Curator,
T he Thomas R . Baker Museum of Natural Science
and t!te Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum
RICHARD ARNOLD H ILL, A.B.
Acting Technical Supervisor,
Annie R ussell Theatre
DAVID WALTON CRAMP, B.S.
Cliemistry
MARY

UNDERGRADUATE ASSISTANTS
MARY J o G UNTER .
L EO L ISTER .
JAMES PASCAL MARTIN, JR.
PAULINE RUTH SCHWING
J AMES WILLIAM OGI LVIE, JR.
GEORGE MINARD SPENCER
MIGUEL ARANGUREN

B iology
Biology
B iology
Biology
Chemistry
Chemistry
Inter-American Center

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE AND INFIRMARY
MEREDITH MALLORY, A.B., M.D., D .Sc
WALTER BAILEY JOHNSTON, B.S., M.D.
EDITH NICHOLAS, R.N.

College Pliysician
I nfirmary Physician
Head Nurse

CONSU LTING PHYSI CIANS

DUNCAN T . McEwAN, M.D.
Surgery
J OHN R. CHAPPELL, M.D.
Surgery
Louis M. ORR, II, B.S., M.D .
Urology
H . A. DAY, B.S., M.D.
Gynecology
CHAR LES JOSEPH COLLINS, M.D .
Gynecology
H EWITT J OHNSTON, M.D.
Oplithalmology and Otolaryngology
HOLLIS C. I NGRAM, B.S., M.D., Oplitlialmology and Otolaryngology
RICHARD H. WALKER, JR., B.S., M.D.
Ortltopedic Surgery
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exists for the purpose of perpetuating and advancing
culture. In a d emocratic society this end is accomplished by
leading its citizens to d evelop within themselves means for
making mature judgments. We are now living in an historic epoch
in which American culture and democratic institutions are striving to
become effective agents of lasting peace.
In a democracy individuals are not molded into rigid patterns by
educational insti tutions. Instead there is cultivated a progressive
development of individual li ves on the basis of their capacities,
talents, and interests, to the end that the common good may be served.
Nations and societies which hold that the individual exists for the state
seek to mold their members into rigid and static personalities. Nations and societies wh ich believe that institutions exist for the good
of individuals recognize that an individual can acquire knowledge,
wisdom, and character, so long as he lives.
It has not been necessary for Rollins College to make major
adjustments in order to meet the critical changes in social and
political affairs wh ich challenge us today. Its prog ram of individualized education has bt;!en in operation for some years. It has proved
effective as a means fo r educating students to the r ealization of a
sound set of values. On the other hand, the courses at Rollins have
been reorientated to meet the probl ems of the present situation.
Courses must justify themselves not only in terms of academic content
but also in terms of students' present r esponsibilities. The material
in every course has been pointed toward the critical issues of living
in the world today.
Our individualized method of instruction and our method of
building the students' programs around their capacities and needs
makes it possible to direct th<:ir growth toward the development of
a sound set of values.
Our guidance prog ram which is a natural outgrowth of this
attitude toward education leads stud ents into a realization of their
responsibilities and capacities.

A

COLLEGE

INDIVIDUALIZING EDUCATION
The past world conflict has taught us that democracy can survive only if we uti lize to the utmost the talents of each individual.
Thus we believe that sound individualization in education is the
most effective way to lead our students into paths that will fortify
them, as loyal exponents of democratic ideals, to withstand the
shocks of these days and prepare them to create a permanent peace
resting on the foundation of true democracy.
The educational ideal at Rollins is to substitute learning for
instruction, to encourage the intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm of
the student, and to build his course of study around his individual
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needs and capacities. The Rollins Conference Plan and the Individualized Curriculum together constitute an attempt to individualize
education.
THE CONFERENCE PLAN

The Conference, or "work-shop", Plan, which is now in its
twenty-fourth year at Rollins, is almost entirely concerned with
method rather th an with content. The purpose of this plan is to
humanize education by bringing the student and the professor into
closer contact. Conferences are of two types: the group conference
which takes the form of class discussions, and the individual conference, scheduled outside of class time, which functions as a tutorial.
Each instructor is permitted to apply the plan to his courses in the
manner which he thinks best adapted to the subject studied.
THE I NDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM

Rollins strives to treat each incoming student as an individual
with his own particular problems, interests, and knowledge. To
attain this end, a course has been devised which helps the freshman
to discover his capacities and fundamental interests, on the basis of
which he is led to an adequate selection of courses in the Lower
Division. This course, taken in the first term of the freshman year,
is called "Application of the Principles of Mental H ygiene". In
addition to the valuable content of such a course, thre,~ means are
used to help the student gain an insight into the meaning of the
courses he proposes to take.
First, the instructor of the course makes a careful study of the
student's past records and achievements. Second, through frequel}t
personal conferences the instructor learns to know each student's
problems and desires. Third, one hour a week is devoted to taking a
series of nationally standardized achievement and aptitude tests.
The scores made on these tests in no way affect the student's g rade
in the course. Rather, on the basis of the achievement tests the
student learns in what general fields of knowledge-English, Science,
Social Science, and F oreig n Language-he is proficient or deficient,
while from the aptitude tests he learns in what subjects he has natural
ability. Thus, each student's program is built around his individual
needs, capacities, and talents.
THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

The Conference Plan and the Individualized Curriculum bear
fruit in our Guidance Program. The program is initiated by the
instructor in the course which the student takes during his first term
in college. This instructor makes out a tentative program for the
student's Lower Division work, based u pon the extensive information
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gathered about the student during this term. The student is then
assigned to a Lower Division adviser who checks t he program in
terms of its balance between the three g reat fields of the sciences, the
humanities, and the human relations. The adviser has frequent conferences wi th the student and leads him into the practice of the art of
accepting responsibility.
These advisers are chosen from a group of the faculty especially
interested in this work. In addition to assisting in the ,.rrangement
of their prog ram of studies, the adviser takes a special interest in the
students assigned to him, cultivates their acquaintance, and is of
personal hel p as a counselor and friend. In most cases the students
keep the same adviser until they choose a major p rofessor upon
entr ance to the Upper Division. As far as practical, the deans
work with and through the adviser in helping the individual student.
It is r ecog n ized that some students will accept advice only from
those whom they like. In other words some students like to choose
their own advisers. In order to achieve this as far as is possible, a
careful study is made of the student's record before assigning him to
an adviser. Since the adviser not only gives preliminary approval
to the st udent's courses but is expected to advise the student on all
manner of questions relative to his college course and his plans for
life t he D ean will from time to time interview both th e advisers and
advisees to ascertai n their progress, and will make shifts of advisees
when a change seems desirable.

HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION
Rollins was founded sixty-five years ago under Congregational
auspices to provide for Christian education in Florida, and is the
oldest institution of higher learning in the State. Al thou gh undenominational, it bas steadfastly maintained the ideals of its
heritage.
Rollins College was incorporated on April 28, 1885, taking its
name from Alonzo W. Rollins of Chicago, who g ave $50,000 of the
orig inal fund of $11 4,180 pled ged by Winter Park's pioneer friends
of education. T he fi rst president was Dr. Edward Payson Hooker.
H e was followed by a succession of presidents, several of whom
were Con gregational ministers.
In 1925 Dr. Hamilton Holt, former editor of The Independem
and world peace advocate, was elected president. His adm inistration, coverin g twenty-four years, was marked by the adoption and
d evelopment of the Conference Plan of Study and the Individual ized
Curriculum, as well as several other educational advances. During
his term of office, Roll ins College received more than $4,300,000 for
general expenses, endowment funds, equipment, and new buildings.
Pledges, including $500,000 for a new library, broug ht the total to
over $5 ,000,000.
Dr. Paul A lexander Wagner was elected president, and assumed
office at the b eginning of t he college year 1949-50.
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Rollins was the first college in Florida, as distinguished from
the state institutions of higher learning, to be accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. It is also
fully recognized by the Florida State Department of Education and
the New York State Department of Education.
Roll ins is a coeducational undergraduate institution, offering no
graduate work.
ACCREDITATION

Rollins is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools.
The College is also an active member of the Association of
American Colleges, the American Council on Education, the Florida
Association of Colleges and Universities, the National Association
of Schools of Music, the National Collegiate Athletic Association,
and the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association. It is on the
approved list of the A merican Association of University Professors.

LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT
The City of Winter Park, the home of Rollins College, is located
on the main line of the Atlantic Coast Line Railway, one hundred
and forty-two miles svuth of Jacksonville, and one hundred and
five miles northeast of Tampa. It is within four miles of the growing city of Orlando (62,000), which is served by the Eastern Air
Lines and National Airlines companies.
Winter Park has an enviable reputation as a beautiful, healthful,
and progressive community. It is situated in the high pine region
of Central Florida, amid orange groves, lakes, and sub-tropical
forests. There are eighteen lakes wholly within the city limits, all
of which are bordered by luxuriant sub-tropical vegetation. The
college campus borders on one of four lakes which are c<.mnected by
canals.
The mild, dry winter climate and infrequent frosts make possible
an all-year-round outdoor life with continuous exercise in l and and
water sports that insures vigorous health.

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
CAMPUS AND BUILDINGS

The main campus, consisting of approximately forty-five acres, is
well shaded by pines and live oaks, and has a frontage of nearly a
half mile on Lake Virginia, which provides a beautiful setting, as
well as bathing and boating facilities throughout the year.
The building program provides for an artistic grouping of residential and academic buildings, all of which show a strong Mediter-
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ranean influence in their design. Under this program Rollins has
er ected twenty-three new buildings during the past twenty years as
well as having acquired other properties by gift or purchase.
THE LIBRARY

The main library is housed in Carnegie Hall, a two-story brick
building near the center of the campus. The art library has its quarters in the Art Studio; the music library in Barze Hall ; the science
library in Knowles Hall, adjoining the l abor atories; the Fr ench
library in La Maison Provenc;ale; the conchological library in the
Beal-Maltbie Museum. The library contains approximately 80,000
volumes and rece ives over 400 periodicals and serial publications.
Endowments for book purchases amount to more than $14,000.
The "Book-a-Year Cl ub" is made up of friends of the library who
have contributed fifty dollars to the endowment, thus providing in
perpetuity one new book each year, bearing the name of the donor.
The income from endowments is supplemented by annual appropriations for books and periodicals from the general funds of the
College.
Four special collections have been established: Floridiana, maintained from general funds; the Jessie B. Rittenhouse Poetry Collection, maintained from general funds; the Hispanic Institute Library,
maintained by the Hispanic Institute in Florida; and material relating to Walt Whitman, bought from the income of an endowment
established by the late William Sloane Kennedy.
The students are encouraged to explore the stack room and are
helped to familiarize themselves with the methods of working in
a library.
The privileges of the l ibrary are extended to residents and visitors
in Winter Park on payment of a small fee to cover a part of the
expense to the College.
T he n ew $500,000 Mills Memorial Library will be completed and
ready for occupancy late in 1950. A gift to the College from the
Davella Mills Foundation of Upper Montclair, New Jersey, the
building will be centrally located and will harmonize architecturally
with the Spanish-Mediterranean style of the other buildings on the
campus. T he interior will be modern in every way and will include
reading rooms, work rooms, listening rooms, confer ence rooms, and
a completely equipped audio-visual area. The Mills Memorial Library
will house 150,000 volumes and will seat approxi mately 300 students
-79 at individual study desks in the air-conditioned bookstack area.
THE ROLLINS MUSEUMS

The Thomas R. Baker Museum of Natural Science, named in honor
of its founder, has scientific exhibits arranged so as to be instructive
to students and interesting to the general public. In addition there
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are study collections containing specimens not suited for public
display. The museum is at present located on the second floor of
Knowles Hall.
The Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum with its famous collection of
80,000 shells occupies a specially designed building on the campus.
The building is of Mediterranean architecture with red tile roof and
is without windows in order to protect the colors of the rare and
beautiful shells from daylight. The exhibit hall has overhead fluorescent lighting, and each display case has concealed fluorescent lamp'>
which add greatly to the beauty of the exhibit. Few objects of Nature present so vast a variety of forms, such varied and beautiful
designs, and so brilliant a display of colors as do the myriad shell
fish known as mollusks. Many of the shells on display are noted for
their rare beauty.

ALUMNI ORGANIZATION
THE ALUMNI Assoc1ATION. The Rollins Alumni Association was
founded in 1898 by the late Miss Clara Louise Guild, '90, the first
graduate of t he College. Since that time the Association has done
much to extend the influence of Florida's oldest college.
MEMBERSHI P IN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. Following the custom of
other standard colleges. every student leaving Rollins after having
completed one year of study automatically becomes an ~lumnus and
a member of the Alumni Association.
ANNUAL MEETING. The annual meeting and reunion of alumni is
held on Alumni Day of Founders' Week, the latter part fJf February.

PUBLIC SERVICE
In order to carry out the aim of Rollins College to render service
to the communities and to the state, as well as to its undergraduate
body, public lectures and addresses are offered by many of the
members of the Rollins fac ulty. The topics covered have a wide
range and include international relations, political theory, readings
in English literature, scientific subj ects, and musical programs.
There is full cooperation with the public schools and social agencies.
ADULT EDUCATION

In 1936, the College firs t presented an organized program of
Adult Education designed for those who wish to attend lectures and
special adult education courses upon an optional basis. From the outset this program met with an enthusiastic response from the residents and visitors of Central Florida.
Encouraged by this reception and by the fact that Adult Education has become a nation-wide movement, the College h1s continued
th is program which includes several series of lectures on topics of
the day and special adult education courses.
The staff in Adult Education includes both members of the faculty
and outside lecturers.
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ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

During the past fifteen years an Economic Conference has been
one of the public features of the College. It is held annually, late
in January or early in February. Sessions have been devoted to important economic, political, and industrial questions that are uppermost in the mind of the public, such as transportation, industrial relations, social security, taxation, the national budget, international
trade, and world order and stability. Able authorities upon these
questions have been secured to lead the discussions, which are followed
by an open forum in which all participate. The conference is under
the chairmanship of Dr William Melcher .
INSTITUTE OF WORLD GOVERNMENT

The Institute of World Government was established following the
Conference on World Government held at Rollins College, under the
leadership of Dr. Hamilton Holt, March 11-16, 1946.
Its purpose is to promote education in the field of world affairs in
the College and in the State of F lorida. To that end it cooperates
with the General Extension Division of the University of Florida and
the Department of Public Information of the U nited Nations in an
I n for mation Program for Florida. It also mai nta ins liaison with
national and state groups working toward world federation. A
modest collection of pa mphlets, books on world affairs, and recordings
of speeches, is available at the Institute office.
The work of the Institute is supported by gifts from interested
individuals and corporations.
THE ROLLINS ANIMATED MAGAZINE

U nique among Rollins " periodicals" is the R ollins Animated
Magazine published annually out-of-doors on the col!ege campus
during Founders' Week in February. The contributions are by
well-known a uthors, and are presented by the authors in person.
Each year from fourteen to sixteen d istinguished editors, novelists,
essayists, and poets appear as "contributors," reading their manuscripts before a large audience of deli ghted "subscribers."
RADIO PROGRAMS

The College presents radio programs through Orl ando stations.
Students interested in radio help plan and participate in these prog rams, and also are allowed to audit the programs while in the process
of rehearsal and broadcasting. The College Radio Workshop maintains a talent service for each of the four r ad io stations, aiding interested students in securing opportunity for experience in professional rad io broadca5ting. Rollin s radio students now appear regul arly as part and full time an nouncers and as members of the casts
of local "line talent" shows.
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UNION CATALOG OF FLORIDIANA

The Union Catalog of Floridiana is a library card index and loc:ition g uide to printed and manuscript records relating to Florida.
Its major objectives are ( 1) to list all existing records in this field
and (2) to indicate where such materials may be located. The
arrangement of cards follows the system of the Library of Congress;
that is, by author, title, and subject with specific headings and
analytics.
In view of the significance of much of the material relating to
Florida spanning as it does a p eriod of more than four centuries and
assembled in many of the great libraries of the United States, Spain,
France, England, Mexico, Cuba, and other countries, it is believed
the Union Catalog of Floridiana is r endering a hitherto neglected
service to students, teachers, scholars, writers, and the general public.
The Union Catalog of Floridiana was established in 1937 as a
cooperative project under t he trusteeship of Rollins C-Jll ege. It is
ma intai ned and developed by the gift of materials, service, and
funds from librarians, historians, and public-spirited laymen as a
specific contribution to the State of Florida and for the general
advancement of American scholarship. It is administered by the
staff of the g eneral library u:1der the direction of the librarian, and
the catalog is located in the librarian's office. A . J. Hanna, professor of history, servt:s as Union Catalog consultant.
INTER-AMERICAN STUDIES AND ACTIVITIES

Inter-American studies and activities were inaugurated at Rollins by the late distinguished scholar Dr. E. C. Hills, during the
Spanish American War when students from Cuba were accommodated on the campus to prevent the interruption of their studies.
In the fall of 1942 these studies and activities were accelerated as
a part of the war effort to stimulate interest in and disseminate information about Latin America. This program was placed on a
permanent basis in 1944 with the establishment of Casa Iberia,
Inter-American Center. Affiliation is maintained with the Council
for Inter-American Cooperation, New York, with other InterAmerican Centers throughout the United States and programs are
developed in cooperation with the D epartment of State and with
international, national, state, and local groups of similar purpose.
Emphasis is placed on courses of study for both undergraduates
and adults in the Spanish l anguage and literature, in the history
of Spain, Portugal, and Lati n America, and in lectures br specialists
from both North and South America. Among the activities are programs of motion pictures in color and with sound, exhibits of art
and handicrafts, conferences and discussion groups, as well as
programs of music, drama, and radio. Printed materials are distributed to the public and to schools.
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HE number of new students that can be admitted to Rollins in
any one year is limited . The College aims to select only those
studen ts whose qualities of character, personali ty, intellectual
abil ity, and interest in schol arship indicate that they can pursue a
college course with profit.
In add ition to meeting the scholastic requirements as listed below,
all cand idates for admission to the College must offer satisfactory
t estimonials of good moral character. Those who have been in attenda nce at other colleges must present certificates uf honorable
d ismissal.
If requested, students a re also expected to show evidence of their
ability to meet the financial requirements of the College.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The following procedure is n ecessary before a student may be
consid ered as an applican t fo r admission to Rollins College.
APPLICATION FOR ADM ISSION. Students d esiring admission to
Roll ins College should send for an A ,p,plication for Admission blank.
This should be filled c,ut by the prospective student and mailed to the
Office of Admissions of the College, with the application fee of
$ 10.00. This fee is paid only once by any student and is not refund abl e under any circumstances, since it covers only a pa;t of the actual cash outlay on the part of the College in collecting information
and investigating the record of the prospective student. A small
photograph or snapshot is a necessary part of the application.
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE. The parents of each applicant are
requested to fill out a questionnaire in order that the College may
have a better picture of the background and training of the applicant.
CERTIFICATE OF H EALTH. The Certificate of H ealth must be made
out on a blank provided by the College. This blank must be filled
out by a physician, preferably one who bas had previous knowledge
of the health of the ,.pplicant.
RECORD OF SECONDARY SCHOOL CREDITS. Tlte Secondary Sc/tool
Credits blank is sent to the principal of the secondary school from
which the student has been graduated. This transcript must show the
number of weeks d uring wh ich each sub ject was studied, the number
of recitation periods each week, and the length of the period, together
with the grade received and the un its of credit g ranted.
For students who are still in school a preliminar y blank will be
sent at the time of application and the final blank for cer tification of
credits will be sent direct to the school at the time of graduation.
After an applicant has complied with the fo regoing n·quirements
his nam e will be placed before the Admissions Committee and he will
be notified as soon as possible whether he is accep ted, refused admis-
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sion, or placed upon a preferred list, to be admitted if a vacancy
occurs. Upon notice of acceptance the contingent deposit fee of
SZS.00 must be paid.
Application should be made whenever possible at the beginning of
the final year of secondary school work. Undue delay in making or
completing application may prevent consideration of the cand idate
for admission.
Upon request the Admissions Committee will transfer an appl ication to a later date of entrance, but a candidate whose name has been
withdrawn from the list will be considered as a new candidate. Any
application for entrance at t he beginning of the year will he automatically withdrawn by the Committee on October 10 of that year unless
request has been made for transfer to a later date of entrance.
Failure to comply promptly with the r egulations of the College
concerning admission may be regarded as equivalent to withdrawal
of the application.
Applicants for admission are asked to inform the College promptly
of any change of address, transfer from one school to another, or
withdrawal of application.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
All candidates for admission must present evidence of the satisfactory completion of no: less than fifteen units of secondary 5chool work.
The major portion of the secondary school cou rse accepted for admission should be definitely correlated with the curriculum of Rollins
College, and must include at least three units of English.
While Rollins desires to place no restrictions upon the secondary
school courses, at least nine of the remaining units should be selected
from regular college preparatory courses. When a language is
offered, a minimum of t wo units in the same language must be
submitted. Prospective applicants for admission are ad-;ised to write
the Office of Admissions relative to the selection of their units.
A unit represents a year's study of a subject in a secondary school.
Th is defi ni tion assumes that the academic year in the secondary school
is not less than the equivalent of thirty-six weeks, with a class period
of not less than for ty minutes in length, and that the subject is pursued for five periods a week; or that an aggregate of two hundred
minutes a week be allotted to t he work of a unit.
ADMIS SION BY CERTIFI CATE

Graduates of secondary schools which are approved by a recognized
accrediting agency, if certified by their principals, are eligible fo r
consideration without entra nce examinations.
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ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINATION

Academic diplomas issued by the Regents of the University of the
State of New York are accepted in all subj ects covered oy them.
Certificates of the New York State Examination Board are accepted.
Certificates of the College Entrance Examination Board are accepted.
ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION

If students do not meet the standards for entrance but, in the
opinion of the Admissions Committee, show compensating abilities,
they may be allowed to take examinations. These examir..ations will
be sent to a regular member of the staff of the student's preparatory
school to be administered there.
Candidates who are graduates of non-accredited secondary schools
will be expected to submit transcripts from such schools showing the
subj ects studied, and in addition may be required to pass entrance
examinations in four high school subjects, English being one of the
four.
ADMISSION FROM OTHER COLLEGES

Students from other colleges, seeking admission to Rollins College,
in addition to complying with all admission requirements, must
present evidence of honorable dismissal, a statement of methods of
admission, an official statement in detail of studies taken by terms
or semesters, with standing in the same, the exact number of terms
of attendance, and a marked catalogue of the institution showing
each subject that has been completed.
Students who transfer to Rollins from other colleges arc entered in
the Lower Division, but may gain admission to the Upper Division
when they demonstrate that they have completed the equivalent of
the Lower Division plan at Rollins. They will not be granted a
degree in Jess than one year of residence at Rollins, regardless of
work done elsewhere. Two terms of this year of residence must be
spent in the Upper D ivision.
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VETERANS

R

College is approved by the Veterans Administration for
the education of honorably discharged veterans. Its individualized educational plan and concern for the particular
needs of each of its students provide excellent facilities t.o meet their
varied requirements. T he application procedure is d,~scr ibed on
page 24.
OLLINS

H onorably discharged veterans are eligible for consideration for
admission to Rollins College:
( 1)

If they present 15 satisfactory entrance credits (see page
25), or

(2)

If, presenting at least 12 units covering courses taken in
secondary school including 3 in English, they make satisfactory scores on nationally-standardized achievement and
aptitude tests.

Subject to the regulations lai d down by its accrediting agencies,
Rollins College will grant a limited amount of credit for courses
taken under the auspices of the Armed Forces Institute or for specialized courses taken while in service. It may wish to determine
the validity of these credits by r equiring the applicant to pass tests
covering the content of the courses taken while in service. Rollins
does not grant credit based on college-level G.E.D. test !<Cores.
Veterans accepted under Public Law 346 must presem before registration a satisfactorily-completed V.A. Form 7-1953, Certificate of
Eligibility and E ntitlement.
Before a veteran accepted for training under Public L aw 16 may
be registered, the College must receive from the Veterans Administration Form 7-1905, Authorization and Notice of Entrance into
Training.
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T

HE official expenses for each student in Rollins College for 19501951 are as follows:*

Application fee (new students only) ___________________ j 10.00
payable upon application for entrance.
Contingent Deposit ( new students only)------------------------ 25.00
payable immediately upon acceptance.
Student A ssociation Fee ( all stttdents )---- - - - - - 35.00
payable September 15.
(determined annually by vote of the Student Association)
General Fee, Boarding Students (tuition, board, room, etc.) $ 1.J{50.00
payable, $25 0 July 1, 1950; $1,.t.50 September 15. 1950.
General Fee, Day Students ( tuition, etc.)-------------------------- 800.00
p ayable, $100 July 1, 1950; $700 September 15, 1950.
APPLI CATION FEE. Upon application for admission to the College,
new students pay the application fee of $10. This sum is paid but
once and is not refundable under any circumstances as it covers only
part of the actual cash outlay of the College in collecting and evalu ating the applicant's credentials.
CONTINGENT DEPOSIT. The Contingent Deposit of $25 is paid
by the student immediately upon notification of acceptance. Upon
receipt of the d eposit the College promptly reserves a p lace for the
student with the deposit servin g as a guarantee that the student will
enter as planned. T his deposit remains to the credit of the student
until graduation or until the student officially withdraws at the close
of any college year, whereupon a ny unused bal ance will be refunded
upon application, provided all obligations to the College have been
met.
STUDENT AssocrATION FEE. A ll students pay t he Student Association F ee which is levied by the Student Association and collected
by the Colleg e. This fee covers certain student activities and publications and is administered by the Student Association under the
direction of the College and may be changed at any time by vote of
the Student Association.
GENERAL FEE, BOARDING STUDENTS. The general fee includes
items usually d ifferentiated as tuition, board, room, certain special
fees such as l aboratory fees and p rivate lessons in music ; limited medical and infirmary service for minor illnesses, use of tennis courts,
swimming course, and canoes; and in general the use of all college
facilities necessary in pursuing a L iberal Arts course. ( Riding lessons, equitation lectures, and water-skiing are not covered by the
general fee.)

*TILe fees listed are mbject to change at any time by action of the
Board of T rustees.
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GENERAL FEE, DAY STUDENTS. A limited number of day students,
residing with their parents within fifty miles of Winter Park, will be
accepted for 1950-51, subject to the payment of the General Fee of
$800, plus the other special fees. Day students are entitled to all the
privileges of boarding students, except board and room.
No student entering as a boarding student is permitted to change
his status to a day student during the college year.
REGULATIONS REGARDING FEES AND EXPENSES

As the College predicates its expenses and bases its budget upon
the full collection of the general fee from all accepted students
adjustments are made only under the following regulations:
1. If a student, on account of serious and prolonged illness, is
obliged to leave college. upon- the r ecommendation of the college physician, the College will share the resulting loss with the parents by refunding 75 % of any prepaid portion.

2. If any student enrolled at Rollins receives a mandatory call
from the Federal Government to enter the military or naval service
on an active duty status, the gener al fee for the year will be pro-rated
as of the date the student is required to leave college to report for
duty.
3. If a n ew student fails to enter college after acceptance has
been granted, or if a student who has been in previous attendance
fails to return, or if any student leaves college for any reason other
than those stated in No. 1 and No. 2 above, or is suspended or dismissed, no refund will be made.
Failure to pay the stipulated installments of the applicable General Fee promptly upon the dates specified fo rfeits all previous payments and deposi ts as well as t he right to a place in the College,
and the College reserves the rig ht to select another student immediately to fill the vacancy thereby created.
4. A student will be considered in attendance at the College until
formal notice of wi thdrawal h as been filed in the Office of the Dean
by the parent or guardian. Claim for adjustment prior to the filing
of such notice will not be considered.
All financial obligations must be fulfilled before the student attends
classes.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE

While the College itself assumes no liability for accidents, an
agreement has been entered into with an insurance company which
makes available medical r eimbursement insurance to the students at
Roll ins College. The maximum benefit under this policy is $500 per
accident and the insurance covers t he time the student is on the
college campus. Full details and appl ication blanks will be sent
with the college bill. This insurance is optional.
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INSURANCE OF PERSONAL BELONGINGS

T he College does not carry insurance on students' personal belongings and is not responsible for loss or damage from any cause.
Students should arrange for extended coverage on existing policies
or make arrangements for insur ance locally upon arrival.

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
Rollins College prides itself on its generous record of helping
worthy students who can prove their need for financial aid. I n
selecting such students the following qualifications are carefully
considered:
(a) Financial need supported by a confidential st:itement furnished by the parents or guardian.
(b) Possession of high moral character.
(c) Ability to maintain a good scholastic record.
Several types of financial aid and self-help are available, such as
deferred payment of a portion of the general fee, part-time work,
and loans.
Application for financial aid for the coming year must be filed by
new students with their application for admission, and by returning
students before March 1.
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

Since the College predicates its budget on the assum ption that all
fees and expenses will be paid promptly a nd in full on the d ates outlined in this catalogue, exceptions can be made only in lhe most unusual circumstances. Parents or students who find it essential to discuss any variation in the stated terms or dates of payment should take
the matter up in writing with the College Cashier in ample time to
have any proposed cha nge officially reviewed before the stipulated
date of payment arrives.
PART-TIME WORK

A number of students earn a small portion of their expenses by
part-time work at Rollins. Qualified students may be as::.igned work
in the coll ege dining hall, l ibrary, administrative office5, et cetera.
Few working students can earn more than $150 per year while carrying a full college load.
LOANS TO STUDENTS

The College has a number of loan funds from which loans may
be made to exceptional students. Ordinarily only upptrclass students are eligible to borrow from these loan funds. If a student
who has been granted a loan transfers to another institution, the loan
must be paid in full before the student will be granted an honorable
d ismissal from Rollins College.
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ELBERT H. GARY LOAN FUND. This fund was established by a
generous gift of the late Judge Elbert H . Gary and is to be used in
helping ambitious and hardworking boys and girls to secure a
college education which they otherwise could not afford.
SENIOR L OAN FUND. A loan fund started by the Senior Class of
1929 and increased by subsequent classes. This fund is available!
only to seniors.
CAROLINE A. Fox LOAN FUND. This fund was established in honor
of the late Caroline A. Fox, a generous benefactress of the College.
FRANKLIN A. COBB MEMORIAL LOAN FUND. This is a small Joan
fund established by H arrison S. Cobb, Class of '30, as .: memorial
to his brother, the late Franklin A. Cobb, who also attended Rollins
for one year. Loans from this fund are made only to exceptional
students of the highest rr.oral character.
MILTON J . WARNER LOAN FUND. A Joan fund establ ist•ed in 1941
through the generosity of Mil ton J. Warner, a trustee of Rollins
College.
JoH N G. AND FANNIE F . RUGE LOAN-S CHOLARSHIP FuNn. This
fund was established by the late John G. and Fannie F. Ruge of
Apalachicola, Florida, and amounts to $4,500 annually for a period
of ten years. The first g rant was available for the coll ege year
1946-47. Loans are to be made to worthy students with preference
being given to students who are natives of Florida and who have
resided therein continuously for fiv e years preceding ;:he award of
such Joans. Under certain conditions, the Board of Trustees may
grant scholarships from this fund.
THOMAS G. LEE MEMORIAL LOAN FUND. A student loan fund,
created by th e wife of t he late T homas G. Lee in memory of her husband, a distinguished educator.
SPECIAL REGULATIONS

Boarding students receivi ng financial aid may n ot have cars unless
the cars are used for business during th e coll ege year. A II students
receiving a id must conform to the regulations adopted by the
Financial Aid Committee.
For furth er information r egardin g financial a id to s~udents, address Chloe M. Lyle, Cashier, Rollins College, Winter Park.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
CHOLARSHIPS at Rollins are awarded primarily on the basis of
superior ability and promise of unusual achievement. Entering
students interested should write to the Office of Admissions
for full information.

S

HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS
HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS. Rollins College awards annuaily a limited
number of H onor Scholarships to first year students. The winners
are selected from candidates recommended by their h igh school
principals before January 15. A superior academic record is a basic
requirement. These scholarships are valued at $ 1,000 each and are
renewable for that amount if the student maintains a high academic
record and a high standard of conduct.
Music HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS. Rollins College is awarding for
the academic year 1950-51 one Honor Scholarship in piano, valued
at $1 ,000. This will be g iven to a pupil of a member of the National
Guild of Piano Teachers. The competing students must have a high
academic record, must be recommended by their piano teachers, and
must submit recordings of their piano playing.

ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIPS
A CHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIPS. Rollins College awards a limited
number of A chievement Scholarships to new as well as returning
students each year. These are given to students who rave a good
academic hig h school or college record and unusual ability and
promise in a special field, and who cannot pay the full fee at Rollins
College. The amount of such scholarships varies according to need
and abi lity.
Students must apply and be accepted for admission to Rollins
before they can be considered for achievement scholarships. Application for achievement scholarships as well as completed adm ission
applications must be fil ed by new students not later than March 1.
Application for scholarships for the succeeding year must be
filed by returning students before March 1.
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS. The following endowed scholarships
are offer ed annually by Roll ins College to upperclass students in
honor of donors to the endowment fund of the College :
THE CHASE SCHOLARSHIP
THE HALL SCHOLARSHIP
THE MARK SCHOLARSHIP
THE SCOTT SCHOLARSHIP
THE BURLEIGH SCHOLARSHIP
THE PEARSONS SCHOLARSH IP
THE ANGIER SCHOLARSHIP
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THE WYETH SCHOLARSHIP
THE PALMER SCHOLARSHIP
THE D UVAL SCHOLARSHIP
THE WORTHINGTON SCHOLARSHIP
E ach of the above scholarships has a value of $50 per year.
ANNA G. BURT SCHOLARSHIP. This schol ar ship is available only
to Florida girls and amounts to approximately $500 annually.
E DWARD S. MEYER SCHOLARSHIP. A n annual scholarship of approximately $150 to be awarded to an outsta nding stud en::, prefer ably
one ma joring in modern lan guages. T his schol arship was established
in 1941 t hrough the generosity of the late Professor E d ward Stockton
Meyer.
T HEODORE CLARENCE H OLLANDER SCHOLARSHIP. T he Theodore
Clarence H ollander Cooperative Schol arship Commi ttee of the Permanent C harity F und, Incorporated , Boston, Massachusetts, offer s
an annu al scholarship to be awarded to an outstanding student, preferably on e coming from the vicin ity of Boston, Massachusetts. This
scholarship is on a cooperative basis and is to be awar ded to a student
who is earn ing a part of his college expenses.
CAROLINE G. P LANT SCHOLARSHIP F UN D. A n annual award of
$1, 150 to be given to an outstandin g student. T his award may be
in the form of a scholar ship or loan. T his fund was established in
1949 t hroug h the generosity of the late Caroline G. P lan t.
PRESSER Music SCHOLARSHIP. For the year 1950-51 a scholarship
of $250 will b e awarded by the Presser F oundation to a student majoring in music.

CENTRAL FLORIDA SCHOLARSHIPS
A s a gesture of appreciation for the loyal suppor t which the r esid ents of Central Florida have accorded Rollins College during its
entire history, Rollins College will, in 1950-5 1, award a limited
number of scholarships of $250 each to selected day students whose
parents are bon a fide legal residents living within fifty miles of t he
college campus. These special schol arships will be applieJ toward the
fi nal payment of the Gen eral Fee for D ay Stud ents. Boarding stud ents are not eligible to hold these Central F lorida Scholarships.

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS
Rollins occasionally offer s scholarships to foreign studen ts. These
are often award ed in consultation with the Institu te of International
E ducation. The value and number of foreign scholar ships vary from
y ear to year.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
00PERATIVE STUDENT GOVERNMENT. Student activities at
Rollins College ar e administered by the students with the cooperation of the administration and fac ulty of the College.
The authority of the student body is vested in the Student Association, which has fo r its purpose the management of publications and
other student activities, and the promotion of good fellowship and
self-government.
Upon registration, a regular student automatically becomes a
member of the Rollins Student Association.
The executive and judicial powers of the A ssociation are vested in
the Student Council, which is composed of one representative from
each social fraternity and social soror ity, four independent r epresent atives, including at least one woman, all of whom must be members
of the Upper Division or have been regularly enrolled for five terms;
the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women.

C

SOCIETIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
The various interests of a wholesome student life are sustained and
promoted by means of appropriate organizations.
THE THETA CHAPTER OF PHI BETA FRATERNITY, a musical and
dramatic art fraternity for women, was installed at Rollins in 1923.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA, n ational honorary ser vice fraternity, was
installed at Rollins in 1931. Membership is conferred on U pper
Division men who have distinguished themselves in campus activities.
THE FLORIDA DELTA CHAPTER OF PI GAMMA M u, national social
science honor society, was installed at Rollins in 1932.
PI KAPPA DELTA, national debati ng fraternity, was installed at
Rollins in 1932. Students who have participated in three intercollegiate debates or have won two debates a re eligible to membership.
PHI SOCIETY is a first year honorary scholarship society encouraged by Phi Beta Kappa and having chapters at several colleges.
ZETA ALPHA EPSILON is an honorary scientific frat ernity, the purpose of which is to give recognition to outstanding students and to
promote a broadened interest in the sciences.
THETA ALP HA PHI. The Florida Gamma Chapter of Theta Alpha
Phi, national honorary dramatic fraternity, was installed at Rollins
in 1938. Membership is conferred on Upper Division students who
have done superior work in dramatics.
THE ROLLINS KEY SOCIETY is an honorary society founded in 1927
for the purpose of fostering interest in all campus and scholastic
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activities and promoting the welfare of Rollins College. Membership is open to Upper Division students only and is based on hig h
scholastic work.

0 .0.0.0. is a men's honorary organization the purpose of which
is to create, preserve, and foster the traditions and ideals of Rollins;
to promote respect for the customs of the College ; and to develop a
spirit of leadership and cooperation in the student body.
THE ORDER OF THE LIBRA, a small honorary society for Upper
Division women, was organized in 1935, for the purpose of recognizing balanced living and broad interests, and for encouraging further
development in high scholarship, extra-curricular activities, genercus citizenship, and integrity of character.
THE " R" CLUB is composed of letter men who have ~en awarded
their "R" in some major sport. The purpose of the club is to promote sportsmanship, cooperation, and interest in athletics.
THE WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION was organized to promote
and foster the highest spirit of sportsmanship and cooperation among
the girls. A ll women students automatically become members.
THE ROLLINS SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, organized by the undergraduate
majors in Science in the fall of 1942, has as its purpose the bringing
together of students interested in discussing and hearing about advancements within the several fields of science. Prominent scientists
are invited to be present at the meetings to discuss developments in
their particular field of science or the Fellows of the Society discuss
sig nificant research they are doing and report recent advances which
have appeared in the various scientific journals.
THE ROLLINS PLAYERS, under the direction of the Theatre Arts
D epartment, present a series of plays during the year in both the
Annie Russell and Fred Stone Theatres. This organization is composed of students who have done outstanding work in dramatics. A
point system for work accomplished in acting and stagecraft has been
established as a basis for membership. Tryouts for the plays produced by The Rollins Players are open to all Rollins students with
preference given to Theatre Arts Majors.
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS is an organization, membership in which is
open to those who have a working knowledge of French. It is affiliated with La Federation de l'Alliance Franfaise aux fttats-Unis et au
Canada.
DER DEUTSCHE VEREJN is an organization, membership in which
is open to those who have a working knowledge of German.
THE PAN-AMERICAN LEAGUE has for its purpose to encourage the
young people of both our continents to buil d up a lasting friendship
which will preserve, forever, peaceful relations and settle all differences around the conference table instead of by war; to unite in
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goodwill and to cultivate frien dship and understanding and American sol idarity among the twenty-one sovereign republics of the
Wes tern H emisphere.
THE ROLLINS SPEECH SOCIETY is an organ ization open to all students, faculty, and g uests who meet once a month throughout , t he
school year for dinner at the Commons. The organization exists for
the pu rpose of g iving speaking opportunities to those interested in an
atmospheric manner of informality and enjoyment.
THE STUDIO CLUB provides an opportunity for students with
artistic interests to meet for study and to further resthetic appreciation.
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS are listed under the Conservatory of
Music.

RELIGIOUS LIFE
Rollins College was founded under the auspices of the Congregational Churches. Althoug h now non-sectarian, we still maintain the
ideals of our heritage.
A rel igious program has three responsibilities: teaching, worshipping, and serving . The teaching responsibility is shared between
the courses offered in the College and t he services of the Chapel. T he
other responsibilities center in the program of the Knowles Memorial
Chapel.
The services of worship are held in the Chapel Sunday mornings,
on special days and in certain seasons of the Christian Year. In our
services students participate in t he conduct of worship, either as
readers or as members of the Rollins Chapel Choir. Organ Vespers
are usually held on Wednesdays during the winter season.
Our Chapel Service Program is channelled through three student
committees: Race Relations, Community Service, and Ir.temational
Relations.
The over-al! Religious Program on the Rollins campus is carried
on by the Dean of the Chapel and the Chapel Staff. The Staff is
composed of the chairmen of the student committees, nine elected
students, and two members of the faculty. The Dean of the Chapel
is available for guidance a nd for conferences with students on religious problems.
A ll students are urged to join in the services of the churches in
Winter Park: Baptist, Congregational-Christian, E piscopal, Methodist, Brethren, Roman Catholic.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS UNION. Rollins College is noted for its
encouragement of creative writing, and the student interef,t is demon strated by the number and quality of its undergraduate ;:mblications.
The following are members of the Roll ins Publications Union, which
has offices in its own building provided by the College:
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THE T0MOKAN is a year book published annually by the graduating class. It gives a resume of the activities, organitations, and
events of interest to the students and faculty of Rollins.
THE FLAMINGO, a magazine of drama, short stories, and poetry, is
published by a board of undergraduate editors. A remarkably high
standard has been attained in this publication of undergraduate
writing.
THE SANDSPUR is a weekly newspaper issued by the editorial staff
and the journalism class of the College. It prints all campus and
much local news. It has the versatility in reading matter of a city
newspaper, and keeps the Rollins students well posted through its
editorial, social, and news columns.
THE "R" BooK is published by the Student Association to furnish
entering students with information on the traditions, customs, and
organizations of the College.
THE ROLLINS NEWSREEL is a student organization which combines
photography, writing, and acting. The two main purposes are to
make a motion picture history of important college functions and
to produce a film showing the life at Rollins. Each term's work is
shown at the Annie Russell Theatre.

ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES
Because of the excellent and mild climate of Florida, Rollins is
able to maintain out-of-door athletic activities throughout the year.
Two hours of each day are available for recreation an<l supervised
instruction in physical activities in order to enable the students to
participate in the sports in which they are particularly interested.
Although inter-collegiate athletics were suspended temporarily
during the war, Roll ins r e-entered the field of inter-collegiate competition in th e fall of 1946. The following inter-collegiate sports have
been r esumed: football, baseball, crew, swimming, tennis, golf, and
basketball. A full schedule of intramural sports is conducted under
expert direction. These include year-round, intramural competition
for men in basketball. crew, diamond-ball, touch-football, golf, swimming, tennis and volleyball, and intramural competition for women
in basketball, golf, tennis, riding, archery, swimming, volleyball,
fencing, pingpong, softball and water-skiing.
It is of course understood that these activities ar e carried on in
addition to the regular classes scheduled in physical education.
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GREEK LE'ITER ORGANIZATIONS
The Interfraternity Council is composed of the following men's
fraternities:
THETA-GAMMA ZETA OF L AMBDA CHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, installed in 1924.
THE ALPHA PsI CHAPTER OF KAPPA ALPHA ORDER installed in

1927.
T HE EPSILON TAu CHAPTER OF S IGMA Nu, installed in 1938.
THE ROLLINS COLLEGE CHAPTER OF DELTA CHI FRATERNITY, installed in 1941.
THE X CLUB (local), organized in 1929.
ALPHA PHI LAMBDA (local ), organized in 1946.
The Panhellen ic Association is composed of the following women's
fraternities :
THE ALPHA Mu CHAPTER OF GAMMA PHI BETA SORORITY, installed in 1928.
THE ALPHA OMEGA CHAPT£R OF PHI Mu F RATERNITY, installed

in 1929.
THE FLORIDA GAMMA CHAl'TER OF PI BETA PHI FRATERNITY,
installed in 1929.
THE UPSILON BETA CHAPTER OF C HI OMEGA FRATERNITY, installed in 193 1.
T HE BETA LAMBDA CHAPTER OF ALPHA PHI FRATERNITY, installed
in 1931.
THE D ELTA EPSILON CHAPTER OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA FRATERNITY, installed in 1932.
THE GAMMA G AMMA CHAPTER OF KAPPA
FRATERNITY, installed in 1933.

ALPHA THETA

S tudents who are not members of a fraternity are or ganized as I N DEPENDE N TS. This organization en joys the same privileges as
the frat ernities, comp eting with them i n all intramural activities and
participating in the stud en t government.
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HONORS AND PRIZES
LGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AwARD--ln 1925 the New York
Southern Society, in order to perpetuate the memory of its
esteemed founder, estabEshed the Algernon Sydney Sullivan
A ward. This award, in the form of a bronze medallion, is intended
to "recognize and encourage in others those same principles of love
for and service to men, which were his dominant characteristics."

A

Rollins College has the honor of being one of the limited number
of institutions chosen to bestow this award. It may be given each
year to not more than one man and one woman of the graduating class
and to one other person who is not a student at the College.
"The recipients of the A ward shall be chosen by the hculty of the
College. In the selection of the recipients, nothing shall be considered except the possession of such characteristics of heart, mind
and conduct as evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness toward
other men and women."
. The first award of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion by
Rollins College was made in 1927 to Mr. Irving Bacheller, the distinguished novelist.
THE ROLLINS DECORATION OF H ONOR was established by the Board
of Trustees on February 22, 1935. The first award was made to
President Hamilton H olt. It is awarded to alumni, trustees, members of the faculty or administrative staff, or friends of the College,
in recognition of disting uished service which has been a contribution
to the progress of Rollins.
THE GENERAL REEVE AWARDS FOR SCHOLARSHIP, established in
1945 by the late General Charles McCormick Reeve in r ecognition
of high scholastic standing, are awarded at graduation each year
to the five seniors who have maintained the highest scholastic record
during their last three years in Rollins.
THE O.D.K. H ONOR AWARD is conferred upon the man in the graduating class who by his conduct and service has made the greatest
contribution to the development of the spirit of leadership and cooperation in the student body of Rollins College.
THE ORDER OF THE LIBRA CuP is awarded to the woman in the
graduating class who by her conduct and service has made the greatest contribution to the development of the spirit of leadership and
cooperation in the student body of Rollins College.
THE Cm OMEGA SOCIAL SCIENCE AWARD of i2s.oo is presented
by the Upsilon Beta Chapter of Chi Omega Fraternity to the girl in
the graduating class with the highest scholarship record in the fields
of history, sociology, psychology, or political science.
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AN EcoNOMICS PRIZE of $10.00 is offered by the Gamma Phi Beta
Sorority to the senior woman who has won the highest scholarship
record in economics or business administration. The object of this
cash prize, which is awarded at commencement time, is to cr eate in terest in this field among women students.
THE HOWARD Fox LITERATURE PRIZE of $50.00 has been offered
by Dr. Howard Fox of New York Ci ty for the best piece of literature p roduced by a student at Rollins College. In awarding this
prize, originality, human interest, and craftsmanship shall be considered.
THE SPRAGUE ORATORICAL PRIZE CONTEST was originated by Pi
Beta Phi Fraternity with the cooperation of the l ate Dr. Robert J.
Sprague.
THE J oHN MARTIN ESSAY CONTEST was originated by friends of
Dr. John Martin in 1936. Competition is open to all Rollins stud ents, and prizes are given to those who submit the best essays on
some subj ect of vital international concern. Amount of awards may
vary from year to year .
THE GENERAL REEVE CONTEST offers each year to the men students
who shall compose the best orig inal essays in the English la ng uage six
prizes of $75.00 each, given through the generosity of the late General Charles McCormick Reeve of Minneapolis and Winter Park. The
subjects for these essays shall be chosen in each academic year by a
Committee of the Faculty. No discrimination as to merit shall be
made among the six essays designated for prizes by the Committee.
A ll essays awarded prizes shall be delivered by their authors at a
public meeting of the members of the College. The author who, in the
opinion of judges specialJ,. selected for the purpose, has most effectively composed and delivered his mater ial will be awarded in addition the Hamilton H olt Gold Medal.
THE EDWARD H ooKER DEWEY ORATORICAL PRIZE FOR WOMEN is
offered by Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Dewey in honor of their son,
Edward H ooker Dewey, late associate professor of English at Rollins
College. The competition is open to all women students. A prize of
$35.00 will be awarded for first place and $15.00 for ~econd place
for the best ori g inal essays on some topic of international import.
TTIE SuzANNE W1LFLEY RAUSCHER PRIZE of $50.00 is divided
amon g three Rollins studen ts submitting the best essays on the
question, "What can religion contribute toward making our civilization and industrial life more hum ane?" The contest is open to all
students interested, and the awar d will be g iven subject to the approval of the Dean of the Chapel and a committee appointed by him.
THE ZETA ALPHA EPSILON PRIZE is awarded at the final H onors
Day program of the academic year to the senior student member of
the society having the highest record of achievement in science.
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THE THOMAS R. BAKER MEMORIAL PRIZE is awarded annually to
a junior in Rollins who shall have maintained the highest scholarship
record in the study of chemistry.
THE CLASS OF 1941 SCIENCE PRIZE, a year's subscription to " The
J ournal of Chemical Education", is awarded annually to "a promising" chemistry student. This prize is presented by the science majors
of 1941 in order to stimulate further scientific studies.
PHI BETA AWARDS, one in Theatre Arts and one in Music, are
offered to the women members of the graduati ng class who have
shown the greatest accomplishment in these fields.
THE P1 BETA PHI DRAMATICS PRIZE of $10.00 is given by Pi Beta
Phi Fraternity for the g reatest improvement made by ;i. student in
theatre arts.
THE THETA ALPHA PHI AWARD is a prize given by Theta Alpha
Phi, national honorary dramatic fraternity, to the freshman man
and woman doing the most outstanding work in the Theatre Arts
Department.
THE SPEECH CuP is awarded by the Speech Society. At each meeting a " best speaker" is chosen by the group and g iven one month's
possession of the cup. A ny individual who has won the cup three
times during the academic year is awarded it as a permanent possession .
THE TIEDTKE AWARD is a gold medal given by Mr. John Tiedtke,
of Toledo, Ohio, and Winter Park, Florida, to a student who has
shown outstanding achievement and progress in the fine a rts.
THE H IRAM POWERS MEMORIAL PRIZE AWARDS FOR ART, in
amounts of $50.00, 25.00 and Sl0.00, are donated by his daughter
Rose Powers Rochelle to be awarded to Rollins students, for "excellence in painting."
THE ROSE MILLS POWERS MEMORIAL PRIZE AWARDS FOR POETRY,
in amounts of $50.00, $25.00 and Sl0.00, are donated by her daughter Rose P owers Rochelle to be awarded to Rollins students, for
"those poems marked by mastery of form, power of imagination, and
persuasive communication."
THE 0.0.0.0. TROPHY is presented by the organiz2tion to the
man who has most distinguished himself in athletics durmg the year
at Rollins.
THE Pm Mu ATHLETIC AWARD is presented annually by the Phi
Mu Fraternity to the outstanding senior woman athlet~.
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WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL TROPHIES are awarded annually. P ermanent possession is granted to any gr oup winning a trophy for three
consecutive years.
Archery-presented by Pi Beta Phi.
Basketball-presented by Alpha Phi.
Golf-presented by Kappa Alpha Theta.
Swimming-presented by Chi Omega.
Tennis-presented by Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Volleyball-presented by Gamma Phi Beta.
THE O'BRIEN I NTRAMURAL TROPHY, donated by Mr. Neill O'Brien
of Winter Park in 1946, is awarded to the women's group having t he
greatest number of points at the completion of the intramural sports
season. Permanent possession is g ranted to any group winning the
trophy for three consecutive year s.
T HE J. GORDON CLERK INTRAM URAL TROPHY was donated in 1945
by Mrs. J. Gordon Clerk in memory of her husband, a Rollins alumnus of the Class of 1932 who was killed in action in World War I L
The cup is awarded to the men's group having t he greatest number
of points at the completion of the intramural sports season, and must
be won three years in order to become a permanent possession.
THE CAMPUS SING, sponsored by the Independents, was organized
to stimulate g roup singing on the campus. Prizes are awarded to the
fraternity and the soror ity that are winners in the competition held
every spring.
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS SCHOLARSHIP TROPHIES are presented each
year, throug h the generosity of H onorary President H olt and under
the auspices of the Panhellenic Association and Interfratemity Council, to the men's and women's social organizations having the highest
scholastic group standing.
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CONDUCT OF STUDENTS

T

College Administration is concerned not only with the
scholastic standing but with the social habits and influence of
the individual student. Any student who is persistently negligent in academic work, who violates the regulations of the College,
who breaks the laws of civil society, or makes himself an undesirable
citizen of the campus or community because of specific acts or general attitude opposed to good order, may be warned, placed on probation, suspended, or dropped from college, as the conditions warrant.
A student may forfeit his connection with the College without an
overt act if, in the opinion of the facul ty, he is not in accord with its
standards.
HE

THE ORIENTATION PROGRAM

All entering students assemble at the College a few days in advance of the rest of the students. During these opening days, matters of importance are presented to the new members of the college
body. Attendance throughout this period is therefore required of
all new students.
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

All entering students are r equired to furnish a medical certificate
before matriculation.
If it seems advisable students must submit to a physical examination each year , given by the college physicians. A report giving
special advice and recommendations when necessar y will then be
filed so that no student shall enter any activity for which he or she
is not physically fit.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

The Student Health Service and treatment at the College Infirmary are services rendered by the College, not only for the care
of the sick, but also for the protection of the well.
The Infirmary is intended only for the treatment of out patients
or ambulatory patients, or of bed patients with minor illnesses. It
does not offer treatment of major illnesses, chronic illnesses of a
serious nature, or cases involving operation and hospitalization, and
affords only temporary treatment in the case of serious accidents.
In cases of this sort, the College will make such temporary arrangements as are necessary, but will in all cases notify the parents or
guardians of the students, who must assume full responsibility.
While a student would thus be confined to a hospital and not to the
College Infirmary, he may have the college physicians treat him but
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would be expected to pay the college physicians privately for this
treatment.
While students may be required to submit to a physical examination by the college physicians, no student is required to have the college physicians treat him but may seek medical advice and treatment from any physician of his own choosing, the expenses of which
be himself shall bear. Upon entering the Infirmary, however, a
student may receive treatment only from the Infirmary Physician, or
from any member of The Orange County Medical Association with
the approval of the college physician.
Because the Student H ealth Service and Infirmary are private,
volun tary services rendered by the College, for which no charge
above the general fee is made, the followi ng financial arrangements
are necessary :
l. All prescriptions and medicines will be charged at cost.
2. No charge will be made for small items of equipment such as
gauze bandages, cotton, etc., when kept in stock at the Infir mary.
3.
ro charge will be made for the first three days of confinement
in the Infirmary. It is assumed that for any minor illness a stay of
three days will be adequate. After three days, however, the College
r eserves the right to transfer a student to a hospital or to make a
r easonable charge for a longer period of confinem ent in the Infirmary. This charge will be determined by the service and treatment
g iven the patient.
The College does not undertake to furnish medic:il treatment
during vacation periods, and the Infirmary will be closed at such
times.
DORMITORY AND COMMONS REGULATIONS

The Board of Trustees has adopted the following requirements
for coll ege dormitories, and the Commons :
l. Every r egularly enrolled student is required to live in one
of the college dormitories and boa rd at the College Commons.
2. First-year students live in special dormitories r eserved for the
entering class, unless otherwise assigned by the Student Deans.
3. Dormitories or parts of dormitories are assigned to the different fra ternities, and as fa r as possible members of a fraterni ty live
in the dormitory assigned to that fraternity, except in t he case of
first-year women who must r emain in the freshman dormitory during
the entire first year.
4. Only regularly enroll ed undergraduate students may live in
college dormitories without special written approval of the College
Administration.
These regulations do not apply to the d ay students who live at
home with their parents.
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5. Alcoholic beverages may not be served at college functions on
college property, in dormitories, or on any other college property.
This regulation includes light wines and beer.
First-year women students must be in the dormitory at 10 :00 P.M.
except Friday ( 10 :30 P. M.) and Saturday ( 11 :00 P. M.); upperclass women students at 10 :30 P. M. except Friday and Saturday
( 12 midnight).
College dormitories and the Commons are closed during college
vacations. Special arrangements for housing during vacations may
be made with the Student Deans.
Students are not allowed to have pets in any college dormitory.
RESERVATION OF ROOMS

When the contingent deposit of $25.00 is received from a boarding
studen t a room is immediately r eserved.
All dormitory rooms ar e furnished with single beds, dressers,
study tables, and chairs. All other furnishings desired must be provided by the occupant.
Each occupant of a dormitory room must bring a pillow, four
sheets, three pillow sl ips, at least two blankets, one comforter, one
mattress pad, two bed spreads for a s ingle bed, and personal linen.
All these articles should be plainly marked with the owner's name.
Each dormitory resident is held responsible for the condition of
all equipment in his room. U nusual damages or expenses will be
assessed against the students r esponsible.
A student to whom a dormitory room is assigned is obl igated to
occupy it for the year unless another student, not a r esident of the
hall, agrees, with the approval of the Student Dean, to occupy the
room, provided there is no financial loss to the College in the
exchange.
AUTOMOBILE REGULATIONS

Students at Rollins College are allowed to own and operate cars
with the permission of their parents and under the following regulations:
I.

Within a week after the opening of college every student-owned car on the campus
shall be tested as lo the condition of its brakes, lights, horn, muffler, and ti res by an
accredited agency.

2.

Every approved car shall be licensed and the owner required to purchase a number
plate, issued by the Student-Faculty Traffic Committee, which shall be carried on the
front of the car.

3.

All dri vers shall be obliged lo have a stale driver's license before gelling a number plate.
All drivers shall pass an examination on Florida Road Laws.
4. Every campus student's car shall carry p ersonal liability and property damage insurance.

5.

All accidents and cases of reckless driving shall be investigated by the Student-Faculty
T raffic Committee.
The Administration reserves the right to revoke licenses al any lime.
The Student-Faculty Traffic Committee has the authority to recommend punishment
for violat ion of the traffic rules.
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CLASS ATTENDANCE

Prompt and regular attendance is a part of the work of each course.
Rollins College has no so-called cut system. A student who is consistently absent from classes without the permission of his instructors
will be required to withdraw from college. Whenever a student is
absent, it is his responsibility to arrange with each of hi3 instructors
to make up the work lost. When it is necessary for a student to be
absent from the campus for one day or more, he must receive permission from bis Student Dean before leaving.
PROBATION

A student may be placed on probation either for misconduct or for
failure to maintain satisfactory scholastic standing.
No student on probation, whether for social or scholastic reasons, is
allowed to represent the College as a member of any athletic team,
in an extra-curricular dramatic production , or in a ny other way, nor
is he eligible to hold any office, to participate i n any public activities,
to receive financial aid of any sort, or to be admitted to the Upper
Division. A student who has been placed on probation for unsatisactory scholarship must complete one term with a satisfactory record
after being removed from probation before being elig ible for initiation into a fraternity or sorority.
While on probation a student must comply with the restrictions
outlined for him by the Faculty Committee on A cad emic Standing,
the Student-Faculty Discipline Committee or the Student Deans. A
student on probation may be dropped from the College at any time
if he fai ls to maintain a satisfactory academic standing.
WITHDRAWALS

A student wishing to withdraw from the College must receive a
withdrawal permit before so doing. No permit will be given until
the student has con sulted with the Dean of the College and a formal
notice of withdrawal has been filed in the Offiice of the Dean by the
parent or guardian.
MARRIAGE

If marriage during the college year is contemplated, notification
of such must be made to the Student Deans. If the Student D eans are
not notified prior to marriage, the student or students will automatically be suspended from college for the balance of the year.

REGISTRATION
Students must present themselves for registration on the days
assigned for that purpose. Registration (the completion of which
includes the payment of all financial charges) after the regularly
appointed day subjects the student to exclusion from those classes
which may be over-registered.
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Students entering college late must make up all back work within
one month after entrance. Any exceptions to this rule must be
authorized by the Dean of the College.
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION

Any changes in registration should be made during the first week
of the term. Approval of changes later in the term will depend upon
the class and the circumstances.
DROPPING WORK

Work for which the student has once registered may not be dropped
except by formal permission secured through the Office of the
Registrar. A course abandoned without such permission will be
recorded as a failure on the student's permanent record.

DIVISIONS
The work of the College is d ivided into two divisions, a Lower
Division in which all students must acquire their broad fundamental
training, and an Upper Division where they are to cbtain their
specialized work. A detailed description of the work in these divisions is given under Requirements for Graduation.
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EVALUATION OF THE STUDENT'S WORK
Although the College stresses the importance of academic achievement, it believes that educational progress may be j udged in many
ways. Educational development shoul d be a reflection of the development of the whol e person. To this end, a ra ting sheet is used
which reflects this attitude. A copy of the report is sent to the
parent as well as to the student at the end of each ter m. T he form
is reproduced below.
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EXPL ANATION OF THE CARD AND OF THE I TEMS
TO BE RATED

T his report card is based on the foll owing principles :
A. The evaluation of a student should be an appraisal of d esirable habits and qualities of character as well as of scholarship.
B. Every attempt should be made to de-emphasize grades as
being in themselves the objective of education.
The report card should be an individualized r eport card.
T he goal at Rollins is ind ividualized education. This is achieved
by individualized teaching. To be consistent, the report card should
provide for individualized grading.
C.

The card should offer the opportunity to evaluate many habits
and traits of character; but the card should be so designed that all
t hese traits do not require grading for every student. In other
words, the instructor may use as murh or as li ttle of the ca rd as
he chooses.
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The instructor will mark Success in A c!iieving t!te Specific Pttrposes of tlie Course ( item 1) and only such other items as he feels
qualified to rate or he feels need to be rated.

Success in A chieving tlte Specific Purposes of tlte Course (item 1).
These "purposes" include understanding and appreciation as well
as skills, techniques, and essen tial information.
Social R eponsibility ( item 4 ). By this is meant unselfish consideration for personality, property, time and general welfare of
individuals, Rollins College, and the world at large, as shown in
the class group.
The category A t Usual Stage indicates an average quality of
work based on the instructor's standards for the course and not
necessari ly on a statistical average.
The category Serio1tsly Below Usual ind icates failure in the items
~o checked.
As stated above, item 1 shall be checked for all students. Instructors are urged to check the other items, and include a general
comment, except when the nature of the subject matter or work in
the cou rse is such that it is difficult or impossible to evaluate the
5tudent in this ability or trait, or when the instructor feels he has
not yet had the opportunity to make a valid judgment of this trait
or ability in the student.
General Comment. This section should be used to comment on
significant interests, l imitations, merits, general cooperation for the
objectives of the College and, particularly, advice to students and
parents as to how they can cooperate in overcoming any weakness
indicated.
If, in the opinion of the instructor, the student needs more work
in this field, or would not profit by more work in this field, or is
in the wrong major, thi s should be specifically noted under General

Comment.
FACULTY BOARD OF ADMISSIONS TO THE UPPER DMSION

As is set forth under the requirements for entrance to the Upper
Division a faculty Board of Admission determines the qualifications
of the candidates for admission to the Upper Division. The Board
satisfies itself, in such manner as it sees fit, that the statement of
accomplishments presented by the candidate truly represents his
preparation. In addition the Board considers the estimates by the
student's instructors of his ability and character. The student must
appear in person before the Board before he is admitted to the Upper
Division. The Board certifies the extent to which it finds the student's statement of accomplishments to be true, and these certified
r epor ts then become a part of the student's college record as maintained in the Registrar's office.
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College grants to its graduates t he degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Music. The
awarding of a degree means tha t the College believes the studen t has acquired the funda mentals of a liberal arts education. In
order to be eligible for a degree, a student must demonstrate a satisfactory level of achievement both qualitatively and quantitatively.
As previously stated, the work of the College is divided into two
divisions, a Lower Division in which students become acquainted
with the fundamentals of several areas of learning, and an Upper
Division where they pursue more deeply a somewhat specialized
field of learning .

R
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LOWER DIVISION REQU IREMENTS
Lower Division requirements are based on achievements and needs
objectively determined from t he student's admission papers, from
the r esults of a comprehensive testing program, and from the results of
frequent conferences with the instructor in the course on the Application of the Principles of Mental H ygiene.
W hen t he first-year student enters he is directed to a faculty
member who advises him in making out his progr am for t he first
term. This program includes the following courses:
A . Application of the Principles of Mental Hygiene.
B. A course developing an outstanding interest as shown in the
student's admission papers.
C. An elective.
D . Foundation English, scheduled as a half cour se to be continued for six terms.
During the first term the instructor in the Application of the
Principles of Mental H ygiene makes out a suggested Lower Division program. Three methods are used to discover the talents, capacities, and deficiencies of the student: ( 1) a large group of nationally standardi zed achievement and aptitude tests is given and the
r esults summarized in an easily understandable pr ofile ; (2) all information received by the College through letters of recommendation, high school or preparatory school record, and entr ance questionnaires is summarized as a history of the student; ( 3) frequent individual conferences are held between the instructor in the mental
hyg iene course and the student.
At the end of this term the student is assigned to an adviser who
checks this program in terms of its b alance between the thr ee great
fields of knowledge--the sciences, the humanities, and human relations. It is assumed that the student will acquir e either through
previous training or at Rollins an adequate knowledge of these areas
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cf study. Final approval of the p rogram rests with the Dean of the
College or the Registrar.
This program constitutes an agreement with the College which
when followed prepares the student for application to the Board of
Admissions to the Upper Division. This program may be changed
only upon the recommendation of the faculty adviser and with the
approval of the Dean of the College or the Reg istrar.
The student should, if possible, arrange to do the introductory
work of his major field in the Lower Division.
Every Lower Division student should register for three full
academic courses, Foundation English, and one physical education
activity each term, unless special dispensation is granted upon the
recommendation of the adviser and with the approval of the Dean
of the College or the Registrar.
Students are expected to con form to such r egulations as are deemed
necessary by the instructors for the conduct of the work of the courses
for which they register.
Failure to meet the requirements for admission to the Upper Division in three years will result in the student being dropped from
college.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO UPPER
DIVISION
Admission to the Upper Division is contingent on the student's
demonstrating to the Board of Admissions to the Upper Division:
1.

That he has completed his Lower Division program.

2. That he is in possession of the requisite degree of competence
in the courses included in this p rogram.
3. T hat he has occupied the ti me not expended on specific Lower
Division requirements in the profitable pursuit of (a) additional
academic work of his own selection, and (b) extra-curricular activities whether of an organized nature or not.
4. T hat he has acquired sufficient maturity to enable him to
make an intelligent selection of a field of specialization for his work
in the Upper Division, and that on completion of the work he will
have the equivalent of a four-year college course on both a quantitative and a qualitative basis. Under certain circumstances accelerated programs may be arranged.
These statements must be p resented in writing at the time the
student makes application for admission to the Upper Division.
The student must al so fill out all blanks and comply with the
procedure established by the Board of Admissions to the Upper
Division.
Second year students must file their Upper Division papers before the end of the winter term, and transfers who expect to compl ete
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their college work within two years must file their Upper D ivision
papers before November 20 if entering in the fall term or by midterm of their first term if entering at ony other time.
Students should consult the description of major, page 56 of the
catalogu e, for information regarding introductory work that should
be taken in a given field in the Lower Division.
RECONSIDERATION OF CANDIDATES

In case the Board of A dmissions to the Upper Division refuses
the application of a cand ida te for admission to the Upper Division,
the Board may, at its d iscr etion, permit the candidate to make a
second application after a suitable interval devoted to add itional
preparation.

UPPER DIVISION PROGRAM
A t the time of application for admission to the Upper Division,
the student must, in consultation with a major professor, plan the
work to be accomplished in this division.
Such a p rogr am involves work of an intensive character in a selected field of learning, with such extensive work in other fields as
seems d esirable in each case.
Course changes should be mad e only when necessary, after consultation with the student's major professor, a nd with the approval
of the Dean of the College, the Registrar, or the Board of A dmiss10ns to the Up per Division. In all cases the proposed changes
should be equivalent to the orig inal courses. A change in major can
be made only by making re-application to the Board.
The work of the major field must be d efin itely correlated and must
possess a reasonable degree of sequence.
Students in the Upper Division must meet the same requirements
for physical fitness as are prescribed for Lower Division students,
except that they may speciali ze in a sport of their own choosing a nd
do so with the minimum of direction.
Each Upper Division student should register for three full academic courses, a seminar, and one physical education activity each
term, unless special dispensation is granted upon the recommenda tion
of the adviser and with t he approval of the Dean of the College.
The total of the student's work in the Lower and Upper D ivisions
should be the equivalent of a four-year college course. The absolute
minimum quantitative requirement is the equivalent of thirty-six
full courses and twelve hours of seminar. U nder certain circumstances
a student may complete the work for Lower and Upper Divisions in
three years if he continues his work for four terms each year.
A student must be in the Upper Division fo r at least two terms.
The entire senior year must be taken consecutively at Rollins.
Students major ing in science may become candidates for a Bachelor of Science degree by fulfilling the specific requirements for ma-
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joring in science with special reference to the fiel ds of biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics, pre-engineerin g, or pre-med ical as outl ined under Majors.
The r equirements leading to a Bachelor of Music d egree are
stated on page 66.

HONORS WORK
A student whose work is of hig h quality showing special aptitude
in his maj or field may, with the approval of his maj or professor,
make application to be considered for H onors Work not l ater than the
middle of the last term preceding his senior year. This special work
shall count for not more tha n one full course. If the application is approved, a special Honors Committee will examine t he student toward
the end of his senior year to determine whether he is to be granted
his degr ee with distinction in his major field .
A student whose work is of hi gh quality but who does not undertake such specialized work will be awarded his degr ee with distinction without reference to a specialized subject.

PROFESSIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN EDUCATION
Students desiring to obtain a college degree and at the same
time prepare for teaching may enter college in the usual way and
major in the subj ect which they desire to teach. As part of their
elective work they may select courses in education and in certain
other subjects and thereby prepare themselves to receive a state teaching certificate in nearly all the states in t he Union.
Among the courses in general preparation r equired for a Florida
Certificate for Secondary School teaching are included fourteen
full cour ses or the equi valent divided among the followi ng fields,
with a minimum of two full courses and two seminar hours in each
field.
1.

Arts of Communication (English-at least 9 term hours,
speech, foreign language)
2. Human Adjustment (health, physical education, psychology,
religion, logic, ethics, nutrition, problems of living in home
and family, comm unity living)
3. The Biolog ical and Physical Sciences, Mathematics (in addition to credit in biological science, some credit in either physical science or in ma thematics)
4. The Social Studies (at least two of the following : geography,
history, political science, sociology, economics)
Credit in American history, U. S. government, and in geography is particularly d esirable.
5. Humanities and Applied Arts (at least two of the following:
literature in Eng lish or foreig n lang uage, constructive d esign and fine arts, skills in music, music appreciation)
The Lower Division courses among those listed above should, if
possible, be taken during the first two years of the college course.
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TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES

Students completing the required work for a F lorida certificate
will have the same status as will gr aduates from the four-year educational course offered by the University of Florida and the Florida
State University. The Florida State Superintendent of Education
at present holds that the l aw as now on the statute books permits him
to grant state certificates without examination only to graduates
from four-year college courses.
Since there are special requirements for teachers' certificates in
different states and in the elementary grades as well as in the various
departments in secondary schools, students planning to teach should
consult the registrar of the college or the professor of education as
early as possible in their college course for full information in regard to the specific requirements in the various fields of specialization, in professional preparation, and the filing of application for
teachers' certificates.

PRE-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Rollins College offers pre-professional courses for students who
wish to enter schools of Law, Medicine, Engineering, and the other
professions. Special pre-medical and pre-engineering majors are
offered, the requirements for which are listed under Majors. When
necessary, courses are arranged to satisfy the requirements of the
particular school chosen by the student. Each student should provide
himself with a catalogue of t he professional school he intends to enter
and with the aid of his adviser, plan his course accordingly. This
should be d one when he first enters college, so that he may be sure
to meet all the necessary requirements.
While it is possible to enter certain professional schools after t"'.o
years of college training, the student is advised, whenever possible,
to complete the full college course before undertaking professional
study. This will enable the student to obtain a better g rasp of his
chosen subject and a broader viewpoint of the profession which he
plans to enter.

COMBINATION COURSE FOR NURSES
Rollins College cooperates with hospital schools which are accredited by the American College of Surgeons and the American H osr-ital Association and which meet the requirements of the American
Red Cross and the United States Public Health Service, in providing a course for nurses leading to the Bachelor's degree. The course
of study meets all the r equirements of the Florida State Board of
Examiners of Nurses and of the National Leag ue of Nursing Education. The school of nursing must be recommended to the College
by the State Training School Inspector.
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It will normally require six years to complete the course, although
by special arrangements and by taking summer school work the time
may be shortened. The first two years are spent at Rollins or at
another accredited college or university. After completing the second
year of college work the student enters an accredited school of nursing. Upon graduation from the school of nursing the student reenters
Rollins College for the final year's work. Upon satisfactory completion of the course, including graduation from an approved hospital
school of nursing, the student will receive the Bachelor of Science
degree.
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HE different divisions of instruction are arranged under seven
groups. A student majors in a subject list ed under one of the
first six groups. Subj ects printed in italics may not be chosen
as majors. With the approval of the adviser, the Board of Admissions to the Upper Division, and the Dean of the College, a student
may elect a combined major chosen from subjects in different divisions.

T

DIVISIONS OF I NSTRUCTION
ENGLISH
English a nd Lite rature
Th eatre Arts
LANGUAGE
Fre nc h
German
Latin
Span is h
S C IENCE
B io logy
Che m istry
Math ematics
P h ysics
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
B u s i n ess Admini s tration
Economics

HUMAN RELATIONS
Education
Histo ry a n d Government
Inter-American Studies
Philosophy
Psychology
R eligion
Sociology
EXPRESSIVE ARTS
Art
Music
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Pltysical Educat ion
Athletic Activities and Sports

As described elsewhere the major will b e arranged to fit the individual needs of each student and the outl ine of work will vary in
accordance with his special interest and approach, therefore, a detailed description of the major is impossible. H owever, there are
rnme general requirements in the various subjects which can be
listed and these are set forth below.
A student is expected while in the Lower Division to do the introductory work in his major subj ect which will g ive him the fundamental knowled ge necessary for advanced work. H e should consult
his adviser in regard to this work. The specific achievements which
are listed as r equired under the different majors pr esuppose such
knowledge as would be acquired by a student who had satisfactorily
completed the work offered in the subj ect, or an equivalent study
of t he topic.

ENGLISH
ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
Bennett, Constable, Dean, Granberry, M end ell, Richardson, Starr, Vincent,
M. Wagner, Wattles

Students majoring in English and literature should in the Lower
Division lay the foundation for advanced study by taking in the second year English Literature and its Backgrounds (203-204-205).
This is in addition to the foundation courses ( 11l-11 2-11 3-114-115116) r equired of all students.
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Students in the English major are urged to elect at least one year
course in a foreign language, or in the cultural history of a foreign
country. In any case they m1,st do so unless they have satisfactorily
completed at least three years in language before coming to college.
In the Upper Division the following courses are required:
Eighteenth Century (301)
Nineteenth Century (332, 333)
Plays of Shakespeare (3 17, 318, 319) two terms
In addition there must be a specialized study covering all the
work offered in at least one of the following subjects and amounting
in all to a minimum of three terms :
American Literature ( 302, 303, 304)
Magazine and Newspaper (307, 308)
H istory of the Drama (35 1,352) and (364)
The English 1ovel ( 355, 356) and (365)
Contemporary Literature (364, 365, 366, 412)
Creative Writing (367, 368, 369)
THEATRE ARTS
Allen, Bailey, Dorset t, Gaines, Verigan, Whitaker

A student majoring in Theatre Arts should have a comprehensive knowledge of the nature of all speech activity. H e must be able
to demonstrate through performance a high degree of proficiency
in (a) communicative speaking, (b) interpretative reading, and
either (c) radio production or (d) the acting, directing, d esigning
and production of plays. To assist in achieving this proficiency,
every student is expected to take certain specified courses, and will
be required to participate in two major events each year in his special
field. This participation can be in p latform speakin g or debate,
radio production or theatre production, depending on the student's
particular interest. A complete record of this activity will be kept
and entered in the student's permanent file.
Required courses in the Lower Division :
Fundamentals of Speech ( 101) or
Voice and Diction ( 110)
Introduction to the Theatre ( 121)
Introduction to Acting (122-123) Seminar
Stage Lighting and Make-up (214) Seminar
Radio-two terms (202-303) or
Acting-two terms (25 1-252)
Stagecraft (26 1)
Required major courses in the Upper Division:
Advanced Acting-two terms (304-305)
Fundamentals of Play Directing (306)
Oral Interpretation ( 312)
The Modern Theatre (337-338-339) Seminar
Advanced Play Directing-two terms (40 1-402)
5'7
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Required courses in other departments :
One year of a foreign language (if student has not had at
least two years in preparatory or high school)
Plays of Shakespeare-two terms
Development of Drama-two terms (3 51-352) or
Contemporary Drama ( 364) plus a third term of Shakespeare
Recommended electives:
Voice training (Private lessons, Chapel Choir)
Literature and Creative Writing
Plays of Shakespeare-third term
Contemporary Literature-( Drama ) (364)
Interior Decoration
Upper Division Speech courses-three

LANGUAGE
MODERN LANGUAGES: FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANI SH
Campbell, Fischer, Grand, Lamb, Min or, van Boecop

Even though the outline of study in a ma jor in modern foreign
languages varies according to the individual interest and the language chosen, the following constitutes the normal plan.
After completing two years of college work or its equivalent in
the language the student will take nine Upper Division courses in the
major field. Students planning to go into g raduate work are advised to add three more Upper Division courses in the major field.
The student must also have a working knowledge in a second foreign language, either ancient or modern.

SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
Shor, Vestal

With the unique opportunity offered in F lorida for out-of-door
study, a major in biology stresses two objectives, ( 1) a broad understanding of the inter -r elationships of the local fauna and flora correlated with (2) the basic ideas and techniques associated with the
more formal training in the laboratory. T he course as outlined offers a broad field of basic training for a wide variety of advanced
studies.
A student majoring in biology shall in the Lower Division obtain
a knowledge of:
Gener al Biology ( 104-105-106)
Field Biology (20 1-202-203)
In the Upper Division he shall take six advanced courses in the
field. All students majoring in biology shall have a knowledge of
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general chemistry and a d istribution of courses in other fields ot
study which shall give a broad cultural background. If graduate
work is contemplated, the student is strongly urged to obtain a
knowledge of organic chemistry and modern physics, and a reading
knowledg e of German or Fr ench.
CHEMISTRY
Bell, Huntley, Wager

For a major in chemistry, the following courses are required:
General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis (105-106-107)
Analytical Chemistry (201-202-203 )
Organic Chemistry ( 311-312-313)
Physical Chemistry ( 405-406-407)
Advanced Chemistry (Either 413 or 421-422-423)
General Physics (201-202-203)
Mathematics through Calculus (2 11 , 212, 213)
Recommended: General Biology ( 104-105-106 )
If g raduate work is contemplated, one or two years of German
are essential.
MATHEMATICS
J ones, Saute

A student majoring in mathematics should in the Lower Division
obtain a knowledge of :
Advanced College Algebra ( 101)
Plane and Spherical T rigonometry ( 102)
Analytic Geometry and Calculus (2 11 , 212, 213)
Two of the following sciences, as represented by a full year course
with laboratory: physics, chemistry, biology. At least one of these
must be taken in college.
In the Upper Division he should take six full courses from the
following:
Graphic Statics (303)
Mechanics (307-308)
Advanced Calculus (311, 312, 313)
Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics ( 401-402-403 )
Statistical Method ( 407)
Mathematics of Finance ( 408)
History of Mathematics ( 409-410)
A dvanced Mathematics (421,422,423 ) (Such fields as theory
of equations, advanced geometry, theory of numerical
analysis, algebra of logic)
In addition he should take at least three full courses beyond the
first year course in either physics, chemistry, or biology.
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F or balance, he should elect at least three full courses outside the
division of science.
If graduate work is contemplated, the student should take courses
to acquire a good reading knowledge of German.
PHYSICS
Gilbert , Huntley

A student majori ng in physics should in the Lower D ivision obtain a knowledge of:
General Physics (201-202-203 )
Mathematics throug h Calculus (2 11 , 212, 213)
F rench or German or Spanish
Gener al Chemistry and Qualitative A n alysis ( 105-106-107 )
In the U pper D ivision he should take seven courses including
::107-308 and 315-316 and at least one labor atory course.
Students expecting to enter grad uate schools are advised to take
courses in advanced calculus, physical chemistry, and German.
PRE-ENGINEERING
Bell, Gilbert, Huntley, J ones, Saute, W ager

A three-year course has been outlined which will en able a student
to enter any engineering school in the junior class with a broader
education than he would otherwise acquire. T he essentials of this
course include mathematics through analytic geometry and calculus,
general inorg anic chemistry and qualitative analysis, a year of
general physics, one or more years of French or German, and one
year of English. In the third year students planning a career in
chemical eng ineer ing take analytical chemistry, all others take mechanics. Suggested electives include mechanical drawing, survey ing ,
astronomy, a nd logic, as well as other courses outside the field of
science.
A student planning to spend four years before entering an engineering school should ma jor in chemistry if a prospective chemical
eng ineer, and in physics for all the other eng ineering fields, such
as mechan ical, electrical, civil, aeronautical, etc.
PRE-MEDICAL
Bell, Gilbert, Htmtley, J ones, Saute, Shor, Vestal, Wager

A student intending to study medicine should take as broad training in scien tific and general cultural cour ses as possible in college
besides the particular courses r equired for entering into medical
study. The minimum requirements of most medical schools of this
country include :
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General Biology (104- 105-106 )
Comparative Anatomy (204-205-206)
General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 105-106107)
Organic Chemistry ( Chem. 31 1-312-313)
General Physics ( Physics 201-202-203)
Further, the student should have an understanding of college algebra and trigonometry, at least one year of English, and a reading
knowledge of either French or German. For a Bachelor of Science
degree from Rollins, the student shall in addition complete a major
in biology or chemistry or have a minimum of six full U pper Division
courses in science which in the opinion of his adviser would be useful
as preliminary training for medical school. A choice of the following may be suggested:
Genetics (308)
Bacter iology ( 328)
Human A natomy and Physiology ( 301-302-303)
A nalytical Chemistry (Chem. 20 1-202-203)
Physical Chemistry (Chem. 405-406-407 )
Analytic Geometry and the Calculus (Math. 2 11 , 212, 2 13)
GENERAL SCIENCE
Bell, Gilbert, Huntley, Jones, Saute, Shor, Vestal, Wager

A student wishi ng a broad training in science may take a major
in General Science. The primary purpose of this course is to satisfy
the needs of those students wishing to teach science or to enter the
busi ness side of technical industries. This work will lead to a Bachelor of Arts degr ee.
In the Lower Division the student should take the first year cou rse
in b iology, chemistry, and physics, and should have had mathematics
through tr igonometry.
In the Upper D ivision the student should take at least seven additional full courses in science, of which at least three should be of
Upper Division rank, and at least five Upper Division courses in
another department or d ivision.

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS ADMI N I STRATION
Evans, Fenlon, Freeman, France, Mag oun, M elclier, Plumer, Sharpe, Tiedtke

A student majoring in business administration must complete the
following courses in the Lower Division:
Principles of Economics (Ee. 101-102)
Business Mathematics ( Math. 121) or equivalent Principles of Accounting ( Bus. 204-205) Business Organization ( Bus. 207) -
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Students interested in secretarial practice must complete two years'
work in typing and shorthand, or equivalent, but are required to take
only the first term of accounting (Bus. 204).
In the Upper Division the student should complete Business
English ( Bus. 317-318-319) and eight full courses chosen from the
following ( or equivalent) :
Public Finance (Ee. 306)
Corporation F inance (Bus. 307)
Fundamentals of Investments (Bus. 308)
Money and Banking (Ee. 309)
Intermediate Accounting (Bus. 314, 315)
Economic Aspects of Social Trends (Ee. 323) or
Current Economic Problems (Ee. 414)
Personnel Administration (Bus. 324-325-326)
Advertising (Bus. 332)
Income Tax Accounting (Bus. 335)
Cost Accounting (Bus. 336)
Public Relations (Bus. 342 )
Business and Industrial Psychology (Psych. 373 )
Transportation (Bus. 404, 405 )
Statistical Method (Math. 407)
Mathematics of Finance (Math. 408)
Marketing (Bus. 4 11-412)
Business Law (Bus. 41 5)
Accounting (Bus. 451, 452, 453)
ECONOMICS
Evans, Fenlon, Freeman, France, Magoun, Melcher, Plumer, Sharpe, Tiedtke

A student majoring in economics must complete the following
courses in the Lower Division:
Principles of Economics (Ee. 101-102)
Business Mathematics (Math. 121) or equivalent
Princi pies of Sociology ( Soc. 201)
Economic Aspects of American History (Ee. 202)
In the Upper Division he must complete:
Economic Aspects of Social Trends (Ee. 323)
Labor Problems (Ee. 42 1)
Readings in Economic Theory (Ee. 432)
Economics Seminar (Ee. 401, 402, 403) (at least une term)
and five full courses chosen from the following:
Public Finance (Ee. 306)
Corporation Finance (Bus. 307)
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Fundamentals of Investments (Bus. 308)
Money and Banking (Ee. 309)
Advertising (Bus. 332)
P ublic Relations (Bus. 342)
Business and Industrial Psychology (Psych. 373)
Transportation (Bus. 404)
Industrial Management (Bus. 406)
Statistical Method ( Math. 407)
Mathematics of Finance (Math. 408)
Market ing (Bus. 41 1)
Current Economic P roblems (Ee. 4 14)
Business Law (Bus. 415)
and one year of seminar chosen from the following:
Business English (Bus. 317-318-3 19)
Personnel A dministration (Bus. 324-325-326)
Geopolitics (Ee. 351, 352, 353)

HUMAN RELATIONS
EDUCATION

Packham, Waite
Studen ts who are preparing to teach should major in psychology
or some other field, with special emphasis on education. Requirements for a F lorida teaching certificate are fou nd on page 53.
HISTORY
Bradley, Collier, Hanna, Rich, R . Smith

Students major ing in history will take a minimum of twelve courses
in their major field. In the Lower Division they wili'rntrat least
three survey courses in order to obtain a broad background for th eir
later specialization in the Upper Division. The nine other courses, at
least six of which must be Upper Division courses, will be selected in
accordance with their special interests and the nature of the later pursuits fo r which they a re preparing. It is highly desirable that these
courses and their electives should be so integrated as to give the history majors a broad understanding of the complexities of contemporary life and their responsibilities as citizens.
INTER-AMERICAN STUDIBS

T he course in Inter-American Studies has as its twin objectives
to offer ed ucation ( 1) broadly in basic subjects of liberal arts, and
(2) specifically in the national cultures of the Western H emisphere,
as a basis for a comprehension of the goals and obstacles of PanAmerican policy, or as a preparation for further study in the field.
It permits the coordination of pertinent courses from the several
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divisions of academic studies into individual student progr ams sufficiently comprehensive and flexible to adapt themselves to the
interests and varied preparation of both Latin-American and A ngloAmerican students.
This course of Inter-A merican Stud ies can be integrated in the
major in t he following manner: Students majori ng in economics,
history, l iterature, or l anguages will offer the cour se as partial fulfillment of the major requirements.
PHILOSOPHY
Fort, Starr, Stone

A student majoring in philosophy should study in the Lower D ivision :
A Survey of the Problems of Philosophy (203)
Log ic (223)
T he H istory of A ncient and Med ieval P hilosophy (201)
H istory of Modern Philosophy (202 )
Ethics (22 1)
In the U pper D ivision he should study five full U pper Division
courses in philosophy.
The philosophy major is urged in consultation with his instructor
to make as wide a selection in related courses as possible. T he specific courses wil l depend u pon the area of his special interest in
philosophy.
P SYCHOLOGY
Fort, Packham, R ussell, Wa ite

A student majoring in psychology should study in the Lower
Division general psychology and at least two courses from the following : Psychology of personality, developmental psychology, and
social psychology. In addition the student should study at least one
course in philosophy, one term of a biological science, a nd one course
in sociology.
In the Upper Division he should study a minimum of eight upper
division psychology courses.
Four or more Upper Division subjects should be chosen from the
fi elds of v'economics, education, Jhistory, Jphilosophy, religion, and
.; sociology.
SOCIOLOGY

K ing, Lazaron
The student majori ng in sociology should, in the Lower Division,
take at least three courses in sociology, including Sociology 20 1. H e
should also schedul e Psychology 20 1 and 205 and Economics 10 1-102.
History 109 is recommended , with at least one additional course in
history and a course in science and philosophy.
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The upper division student should take three full courses and a
seminar in sociology. A minimum of two full upper division courses
in psychology is recommended, together with one each in economics,
history, and philosophy.
Students considering graduate work in sociology should develop
a reading knowledge in French or German or, p referably, both. Such
a knowledge, while desirable, is not essential for graduate study in
social work.
PRE-SOCIAL WORK

Graduate schools of social work prefer applicants who have had
a broad liberal arts education with emphasis on the social sciences.
Some work in biological science and deftness in both written and
c,ral self-expression are important. The American Association of
Schools of Social Work states that "a student interested in social
work may properly major in any one of the social sciences so long
as he supplements with courses from the others."
GENERAL HUMAN RELATIONS
Bradley, Collier, Darrah, Enyart, Fort, Hanna, King, Lazaron, Packham, Rich,
Russell, R. Smith, Stone, Waite

A student taking a general major in human relations will in the
Lower Division study the principles of economics, psychology, and
sociology, and a course in philosophy, history, and religion.
In the Upper Division the student will take eleven full Upper
Division human relations courses, chosen from lists offered by the
departments concerned. Of these eleven courses at least three must
be in one department. Some election will b e made in at least four
other departments including economics. The remainder of the full
courses in human relations may be in any department. Courses
listed outside the Human Relations Division, but which have important human relations aspects, such as journalism, may be included as
part of the above "remainder" and may count as part of the major,
with the consent of the major professor.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS
ART
Cameron, McKean, Ortmayer, L. Smith, Wilde

A major in art requires a broad fundamental training in the various phases of art expression. The student should have a thorough
understanding of fu ndamental art principles, be able to analyze individual art problems, and suggest a logical plan for their solution. Emphasis on creative thinking is the aim of the department.
A course in art principles ( 131-132-133), two of the followi ng
survey courses in the history and appreciation of art (101, 102, 103,
219 or 267), and one year of practical work are required as a prerequisite for advanced study.
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After a student has completed the three term course in art principles, he may choose between the Fine Arts (painting or sculpture) ,
Commercial Art, or Art History and criticism, and will schedule
th e three terms of Lower Di vision work in the field selected.
In the Upper Division a student special izing in creative work is
required to take si x creative art courses in the field of his choice and
a t least three Upper Div ision art history courses.
Recommended electives:
French or German
Philosophy (Aesthetics)
History
Literature
Art History majors are required to take two years general survey
in the field of art history: in the Lower Division survey courses in
the history and appreciation of art (10 1, 2 19, 267); in the Upper
Division Early Italian and Frem h Art (3 11, 312), Contemporary
Art ( 323). In addition he must schedule three creative a r t courses
cf his own choosing, two philosophy courses, one to be aesthetics. an d
he must acquire a reading knowledge of French or German.
Recommended electives :
Later European Art (3 13, 321)
A merican Art ( 322)
and as many courses in human r elations as possible.
MUSIC
A. Carlo, K. Carlo, Carter, Cliarmbury, Fischer, Hutchins, I oli11ston,
Moore, Nels 011, Ritch, Siewert

F or a student majoring in music, approximately two-th irds of the
work taken wi ll be in the College of Liberal Arts and one-third in
the C)nserva tory of Music. Th is same plan, in general, is carried
out over the four-year period.
Students are expected to elect their major in music upon entrance.
A defin ite amount of prerequisite work is necessary in one field of
appl ied music, varying with the major subject (voice, p iano, violin,
organ , etc. ) .
In the Lower Division the student must satisfactorily complete t\vo
years of theoretical music in the Conservatory of Music. In addition,
the student takes two private lessons a week, with an average of two
hours a day practice, in his chosen field of applied music (voice,
piano, etc.)
T he candidate for a degree must have made sa ti sfactory achievement in the study of the history of music, so1 feggio, and ea r training,
and ha ve played in various ensemble and repertoire classes. Particiµation in student recita ls is required. and one full recital program
must be given to which the public is invited.
In addition to the applied and thcnretical music in the Upper
Division. a student may elect the equivalent of two correlated subjects in 1iberal arts each term.
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1950-1951, 1951-1952

T

HE work of instruction in the College is divided into two d ivisions, a Lower Division in which all students must acqui re a
broad fundamental training, and an Upper Division where
they <lo more specialized work. Special courses desig ned to aid the
student in meeting the requirements of admission to the Upper Division are offered in the Lower D ivision.

NUMBERI NG OF COURSES

In the number ing of courses the following system has been used :
Courses open to Lower Division students are numbered beginning
with 101 and with 201; those open only to Upper Di vision students
are number ed beginning with 301 and with 401. Upper Division
students are also privileged to register for wwer Division courses.
The term is indicated with the letter f, fall; w, winter; s, spring.
Most courses are giYen in term units; however , in some cases two
or more terms constitute a unit. The pr inti ng of a course with a
hyphen between the term numbers, for example, ( 101f-102w-103s ),
indicates that the course must be taken as a unit. The printing of a
course with a comma between the term numbers, for example, ( 101f,
102w, 103s), indicates that the course may be entered in any term
for which the student is qual ified. When course numbers are sepnated by a semicolon it indicates that the course is repeated, for
example, (l0lf ; 101w).
Courses are designated as /ttll courses or seminars. Full courses
(5 term hours' credi t ) require a minimum of ten hours of work a
week, and usually meet five times a week. Seminars require a minimum of two to four hours of work a week and usually meet once or
twice a week. Some courses a re g iven alternate years. The year in
which such courses will be g iven is indicated after the course.
The courses offered are arranged in the following order:
Art
Biology
B usiness Admi nistration
Chemistry
Economics
Education
English
French
German
Health a nd Physical Education
History a nd Government

Italian
Latin
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Psychology
Tladio Comm unfco.tfons
Religion
Sociology
Spanish
Theatre Arts a n d Speech
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ART
101£, 102w, 103s. INTRODUCTION TO ART AND ARTISTS. Open to all
students. 101 required of art h istory majors. Full Com-se.
McKean
104f, 105w, 106s. CREATIVE ART. The practice of drawing and
painting as means of personal expression and experiment. Open to
all students. Two-lwur Seminar.
L. Smith
107f, 108w, 109s. ExPLORING THE ARTS. Varied mediums are presented, individual expression is encouraged. An opportunity for
interested students to discover if they have an aptitude for expression in the plastic arts. Open to all students. Full Course.
L. Smith
131f-132w-133s. INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES OF ART. A basic
course d ealing with the underlying structure upon which all works
of art are built. Open to all students, required of majors. Full
Course.
McKean
151£, 152w, 153s. SCULPTURE SEMINAR-ELEMENTARY. Creative
work in modeling and casting in plaster. Two-liour S eminar.
Ortmayer
203f, 204w, 205s. I NTERIOR DECORATION. A course to develop
taste in the decoration and furnishing of houses. Open to all
students. F11ll Cottrse.
Wilde
219w. A SURVEY OF ARTS OF ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS. Full Cottrse
( 1951-52 )
Cameron
231£, 232w, 233s. SECOND YEAR PAINTING. Science and practice
of pain ting and of various studio techniques. Prereq. 133. Full
Course.
L. Smith
241f-242w-243s. COMMERCIAL ILLUSTRATION. Handling of pencil
and pen and ink, in reference to commercial r eproduction. Principles of design; commercial portraiture; color theory and textile
d esign. Prereq. 133. Full Cottrse.
Wilde
254f, 255w, 256s. ELEMENTARY SCULPTURE. Creative work in modeling and casting in plaster. Full Course.
Ortmayer
267w. MEDIEVAL ART AND ARCHIT;:CTURE. Fttll Course. ( 1950-51)
Cameron
304f, 305w, 306s. ADVANCED SCULPTURE. A continuation of Elementary Sculpture. Full Course.
Ortmaycr
3 11£, 312w, 3 13s. A study of the art of the Renaissance. Prereq.
133 or consent of instructor .
31 lf. ART IN ITALY FROM THE THIRTEENTH THROUGH THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. Full Course. ( 1950-5 1)
Cameron
312w. ART IN FRANCE AND NORTHERN EUROPE FROM THIRTEENTH CENTURY THROUGH THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Full
Course. ( 1950-51)
Cameron
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313s. E IGHTEENTH CENTURY EUROPEAN ART. Full Course.
( 1950-5 1)
Cameron
321£, 322w, 323s. A study of the culture and society of the following
periods as mirrored in their creative ar ts. Prereq. 133 or consent
of instructor.
321£. N INETEENTH CENTURY EUROPEAN ART. Full Course.
(195 1-52)
Cameron
322w. ART IN AMERICA FROM THE COLONIAL PERIOD TO THE
PRESENT T IME. Full Course. (195 1-52)
Cameron
Cameron
323s. CONTEMPORARY ART. Full Course. ( 1951 -52)
331£, 332w, 333s. THIRD YEAR PAINTING. A n advanced course in
painting. Full Course.
L. Smith
34lf-342w-343s. SECOND YEAR COMMERCIAL ILLUSTRATION. The
use of photographs for gen eral advertising. Lettering; figure
sketching ; fashion layouts; posters and commercial portraiture in
color. Prereq. 243. Full Course.
Wilde
351£, 352w, 353s. SCULPTURE SEMINAR-ADVANCED. For students
who have had elementary work in sculpture. Two-liour Seminar.
Ortmayer
361£, 362w, 363s. ART LITERATURE. A study of art literature and
bibliography adapted to the n eeds of individual students. Open to
art majors and others. Prereq. 133 or consent of instructor. Twoliour Seminar
Cameron
41 lf-412w-413s. FOURTH YEAR PAINTING OR SCULPTURE. A course
in which an art major works toward the senior exhibition. Full
Course.
414f-415w-416s. SENIOR PROJECT. H onor students may submit a
contract for the senior project to be worked out individually with
the help of a faculty member as adviser-tutor. Full Course.
44lf-442w-443s. THIRD YEAR COMMERCIAL I LLUSTRATION. Advanced work in posters, book jackets; colored fashions ; advertising
campaigns; newspaper layouts; drawing from merchandise; simple
story illustrations. Professional handling of all mediums and
modern techniques. With consent of instructor, advanced students
may specialize in their favorite subject. Prereq. 343. Full Co1,rse.
Wilde

BIOLOGY
l04f-l05w-106s. GENERAL BIOLOGY. An introduction to the entire
wide field of Gener al Biology, form ulated to make it significant
to a general education, as well as basic to major work in the field .
Evolution is used as the unifying principle. Open to all students.
Full Course.
Shor, Vestal
20 lf-202w-203s. FIELD BIOLOGY. A correlated study of natural
history as it occurs in Florida, stressing the interrelationships between organisms as well as their taxonomy. Field trips, laboratory
work and discussions. Full Course.
Shor, Vestal
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204f-205w-206s. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. Comparative morphological and embryological studies of the organ systems of the
vertebrates. Discussions, and d issection of representative types.
Shor
Prereq. 106. Ftdl Course. (1951-52 )
301£-302w-303s. H UMAN ANATOMY AND PHvs10LOGY. The essentials of anatomy and physiology presented in logical sequence with
a biological approach. Open only to pre-medical students and
nurses. Prereq. 106. T/1ree-/iour Seminar. ( 1950-5 1)
Shor
308f. GENETICS. A course deal ing with the laws of variation and
heredity. Textbook and laboratory work. Prereq. 106. Fttll
Course. ( 1951-52)
Vestal
316s. BIO-ECOLOGY. The relation of organisms to their environment
with laws affecting thei r geographical distribution. Special a ttention to local forms. Prereq. 106. Full Course. (1951-52)
Vestal
328w. BACTERIOLOGY. The application of bacteriology of household
and sanitary sciences; bacterial diseases; classification of bacteria;
identification of various types of bacteria. Prereq. 106. Full
Course. ( 1950-51)
Shor
328bw. BACTERIOLOGY CONFERENCE. An hour of summarizi ng and
correlating principles and problems encoun tered in text and
laboratory. To be taken in conjunct ion with Biol. 328w. One-lioitr
Seminar. ( 1950-5 1)
Shor
333w. GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. A study d ealing with the vital processes and phenomena associated with the living organism. Full
Course. ( 1951-52)
Vestal
336s. BIOLOGICAL LITERATA. The critical reading and discussion of
important biological literature. Classical writings as well as recent
papers will be read. Emphasis will be placed on scientific literature
as a tool for research and education. Full Course. (1950-51)
Shor, Vestal
337f-338w. BIOLOGICAL H ISTORY. Case histories of im portant men
and their work with a view to the understanding and appreciation
of their thinking and researches. One-Mur Seminar. ( 1950-51)
Vestal
339s. ETH NOBIOLOGY. A study directed toward an understanding of
how people, li ving in cl ose contact with their natural environment,
effectively use their limited resources by making them a dynamic
part of their cultural pattern. One-l1ottr Seminar. ( 1950-51)
Vestal
344f, 345w, 346s. PLANTS AND MAN. A study of those plants u sed
by man for foods, drugs, fibers, etc. Two-hour S eminar. (195 1-52)
Vestal
35 1£. ENTOMOLOGY. Studies in the general characteristics, metamorphosis, control, and economic importance of the pri ncipal
families of insects. Field work in collection, preservation, and
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identification of some Florida insects. Prereq. 106. Fttll Course.
( 1950-51)
Shor
353w-354s. ANIMAL PARASITES. Study of some of the principal
parasites affecting man with emphasis on life histories and control.
Practical work in collecting, mounting, and identification. Prereq.
103. Three-hour Seminar. (195 1-52)
Shor
364f, 365w, '366s. ORNITHOLOGY. A special study of a few common
birds found in or near Winter Park. One-hour Seminar.
Shor
404f, 405w, 406s. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY. Individual problems or special topics according to the interests and preparation of
the students. For majors onl y. Full Course.
Shor, Vestal
407f, 408w, 409s. PROJECT IN FLORIDA FAUNA AND FLORA. Prereq.
404, 405, and 406. Full Course. (To be arranged) Shor, Vestal

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
16lf-162w-163s. ELEMENTARY TYP ING. Mastery of the keyboard,
development of correct typing habits, application of typewriting
skills to the writing of letters and simple manuscripts, development
of speed and accuracy. Two-hour Seminar.
Magoun
164f-165w-1 66s. FUNDAMENTALS OF SHORTHAND. A study of the
principles of Gregg shorthand, development of proficiency in writing shorthand from dictation and transcribing it accurately, complete coverage of shorthand theory. Prereq. Demonstration of
typing a bility equivalent to courses 161-1 62-1 63, or enrolment in
those courses. Tliree-hour S eminar. Witli Typing Full Course.
Magoun
204f-205w. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING. Principles of accounting,
as applied to trading and manufacturing enterprises, operating as
sole propr ietorship, partnership, or corporation, including the analysis of transactions, the making of all types of original entry,
posting, adjusting, summarizing, and the interpretation of statements. Full Course.
Evans, Melcher
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION. A survey of the nature of a business enterprise: its promotion, operating structure, marketing of
products, personnel problems, control and readj ustment problems.
Prereq. Ee. 102 or Ee. 201. FuU Course.
Fenl on, Melcher, Sharpe, Tiedtke
261f-262w. ADVANCED TYPING. Improvement in typewriting habits
and techniques, development of speed and accuracy in sust ained
t yping, application of typing skills to tabulation and statistical
matter . Prereq. Bus. 163. Two-hour S eminar.
Magoun
263s. OFFICE PRACTICE. Development of faci lity in taking dictation
direct to typewriter; preparation of contracts, financial r eports,
and other business forms; typing of manuscripts, plays, scenarios,
and radio sequences. Prereq. Bus. 262 or equivalent. T wo-hour
S eminar. Witli Bus. 266 Full Cottrse.
Magoun

_2.17s.
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264f-26Sw. ADVANCED SHORTHAND. Review of shorthand theory,
intensive practice for speed and accuracy in taking dictation and
in transcription. Prereq. Bus. 166. T!tree-hottr Seminar. With
Typing Full Course.
Magoun
266s. SECRETARIAL PRACTICE. A course in advanced dictation and
transcription, involving a wide variety of office forms and techniques with a sampling of specific secretarial duties that are encountered in a number of typical business establishments. Prereq.
Bus 265 or equivalent. Three-liour S eminar. With Bus. 263 Full
Course.
Magoun
307f. CORPORATION FINANCE. A study of the forms and instruments
of corporate finance; adaptations and comparisons of business
organizations; re-organization and consolidations; practical probPrereq. E e. 102, Math 121. Full Course.
lems and practice.
Plumer, Sharpe
308w. FUNDAMENTALS OF INVESTMENTS. A study of the problem
of investing funds from the point of view of the investor; evaluation of present forecasting methods, security analysis. Prereq. Ee.
102. Full Course.
Sharpe
314s. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING: I NCOME AND VALUATION. Analysis and review of the principals underlying double entry, single
entry, cash and accrual accounting, and other work incident to
the preparation of financial statements; a study of the principles
of correct determination and measurement of incomes, expenses
and p rofits, and the proper valuation of various assets usually
reported on the balance sheet. Prereq. Bus. 205. Full Course.
Evans
315f. I NTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING: LAW AND FINANCE. A study of
problems largely conditioned by law, including contingent, current, and fixed liabilities; advanced problems in partnership; advanced problems of capital stock, reserves, and surplus; a study
of financial reports from the point of view of business management and finance, including correct reporting, ratio analysis, inEvans
terpretation and reading. Prereq. 205. Full Course.
317f-318w-3 19s. BUSINESS ENGLIS H. A course intended to give
the student an effective command of the English language as used
in business. Knowledge of typing advisable. Two-lio1tr Seminar.
Magoun
324f-32Sw-326s. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION. Human r elations in
industry; an analysis and d escription of the methods of personnel
work and an attempt to evaluate plans for improvement. Prereq.
Melcher
102. Two-liour Seminar.
332w. ADVERTISING--ORGAN IZATIONS AND MEDIA. A broad survey
course designed to give a comprehensive, over-all p icture of the
entire field of present day advertising and practices, with special
study of the functions of the modern advertising agency. Full
Course.
Freeman
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335w. INCOME TAX A CCOUNTING. A study of t axable i ncome as defined in the Internal Revenue Code, the regulations, and court
decisions, which must be reported on r eturns filed by individuals,
partnerships, corporations, fiduciaries, and others. Prereq. 205.
Full Course.
Evans
336s. CosT ACCOUNTING. A study of the nature and purposes of
cost accounting in relation to management ; departmental costs ;
unit costs; process costs; specific order costs ; accounting for labor,
materials, and manufacturin g expenses ; budgets and standard
costs; s pecial problems including joint-and by-products, and others.
Prereq. 205. Fttll Course.
E vans
342w. PUBLIC RELATIONS. A course designed to introduce majors
in Business Administr ation and Political Science to methods and
techniques that succeed in business and in public life. Ethical aspects are stressed, basic principles analyzed, and case h istories
of effective programs studied. Emphasis on practical work. Fttll
Course.
Freeman
404f. PRINCIPLES OF TRANSPORTATION. A study of the many forms
of transportation and the underlying principles in the economics
of transportati on; the trans portation problem as a whole: and ways
to the solution of our domestic transportation conflicts. Full
Course.
( 1951 -52)
Melcher
405~. ADVANCED T RANSPORTATION AND I NTERNATIONAL TRADE. A
d escription of the development of ocean transportation and a study
of the problems of the merchant marine and of the relation between
international trade and transportation. A speci al stud y of international air routes. Full Cottrse.
( 1951-52)
Melcher
406s. INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT. Business and factory management. T y pes of organization and control ; adjustment to changing
. conditions: conversion problems. Actual cases studied. Prereq.
Ee. 102, Bus. 205 and 207. Full Course. (1950-51)
Melcher
41 lf-41 2w. MARKETING, SALESMANAGEMENT AND ADVERTISING. A n
analysis of marketing practices a nd a study of the development
and trends of mar ketin g institutions. Prereq. Ee. 102, Bus. 205,
and 207 or 307. Fttll Course.
( 1950-5 1)
Melcher
415f ; 415w. BUSINESS L AW. The fund amental principles of law applying to business. Students needing more advanced work in
law can obta in it in other courses, or in the seminar E conomics
40 1, 402, 403. Prereq. one full course in the principles of econoFrance, Plumer
mics. Full Course.
442w. VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES. A practical course in the principles involved in locating and obtaining a position. Covers methods of finding openings, application letters and techniques, interviews, and follow-ups. One-or two-liour Seminar.
Sharpe
451£. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING P ROBLEMS. A study of problems of
an advanced and complex nature, includin g installments, consign-
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men ts, agencies and branches, recefrerships, estates and trusts,
mergers, consolidations, and others. Prereq. Bus. 314. Full Course
Evans
452w. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING: CONTROLLERSHIP. A study of accounting in its relation to management; the nature of controllership; du lies of the controller ; the accounting system, its desi g n,
installation, and operation; special problems; particular emphasis
on financial reports and their use by management. Prereq. Bus.
Evans
451. Full Course.
453s. AUDITING A::-1D PUBLIC ACCOUNTING. Consideration will be
given to internal auditing and control; regulation and social aspects of public accounting; ethics and legal responsibilities; working papers; auditing procedures and practices ; auditor's reports.
Reports, discussions, and problems. Prereq. Bus. 452. Full Co1trse.
Evans

CHEMISTRY
105f-106w-107s. GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.
A course of principles, theory, and laboratory practice d esigned
for a ll students ma joring in science. Prereq. working knowledge
of arithmetic and algebra. Fttll Course.
Bell
11 2w; 112s. CHEM ISTRY SURVEY. A cul tural course designed for
the non-science student. It includes the fund amental facts and
theories and stresses the influence of chemistry as a force in the
modern world. Full Course.
Huntley, Wager
20 1f-202w-203s. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. Principles of separation,
volumetric and gravimetric theory and technique, chemical equilibria, stoichiometry, principles of colori metry and spectrophotometry, and introductory statistical analysis. Two class hours and
two laboratory periods per week. Prereq....lQZ. Four-liour Seminar.
Wager
3 11f-312w-313s. ORGAN IC CHEMISTRY. A year course on the basic
chemical principles and theories of the hydrocarbons and their
d erivatives. Qualitative organic analysis is included in the treatment of both subject matter and laboratory work. Three class hour s
aljld two laboratory periods per week. Prereq. 107. Full Course.
Wager
40Sf-406w-407s. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. A course in theoretical
chemistry including some laboratory work. Prereq. Chemistry
203, Physics 203, and Calculus. Full Course.
Bell
411 w. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS. A course with laboratory work . /
covering the chemical principles and technique invoked in the 'l.
preparation and purification of inorganic substances. Full Cottrse.
Bell
413w. PROBLEMS IN I!-IORGANIC AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Individual problems or special topics according to the interest and
preparation of the student. F or majors only. Full Course.
Bell
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421f-422w-423s. ADVANCED CHEMISTRY. A term each is devoted
to advanced and integrated qualitative and quantitative analysis,
organic chemistry, and introductory biochemistry. Prereq. Three
one-year courses in chemistry, including organic chemistry. Two
class hours and one laboratory period per week. T!tree-Hour
S eminar.
Wager
427f-428w-429s. RESEARCH IN CHEMISTRY. In order to allow training in initiative and independent performance, investigative work
is assigned whereby use of the literature, preparation of reports,
and experimental work are required. One class hour per week fo r
progress reports and seminars. Open only to outstanding students
in chemistry. Ft,ll Course.
Wager

CODE
l 14f, 115w, 116s. RADIO CoMMUNICATIONS. A course teaching students to send and receive in Morse Code at the rate of 20 or more
words per minute; this quali fies them for a government "B" license,
Amateu r Radio Operator. Two-lzour Seminar.
Jones

ECONOMICS
101£-102w; 10lw-102s. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. A thorough
founda tion course to provide the student with a general, yet fundamental, knowledge of economic principles and institutions. Full
Course.
Fenlon, France, Sharpe
109f CONSUMER PROBLEMS. The untrained buyer in a world of
high-pressure selling, efficient buying of consumers' goods, con- _
sumer movements. Full Course.
( 1951-52)
Fenlon
11 2f. AMERICAN ECONOMIC PROBLEMS. A study of the American
economic situation, giving a survey of the facts and an evaluation
of the social, political, and economic aspects of present-day prob( 1950-51)
Fenlon
lems. For non-majors. Full Course.
201£; 201w; 201s. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. A one-term foundation course to provide the student with a general, yet fundamental,
knowledge of economic principles and institutions. For non-majors.
Full Course.
Fenlon, Sharpe, Tiedtke
202w. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF AMERICAN HISTORY. A study of the
important economic events in U. S. history. Particular emphasis
is placed on post-World War I developments. Full CotJrse. Fenlon
209s. E CONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. Designed to show the economic inter-relation of the world and give the student practical informat ion as to economic conditions and trade requirements of important cou ntries. F1dl Course.
France
306s. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC FINANCE. Study of government expenditure, financial planning, effects of government finance on
business, theory and practice of taxation. Prereq. Ee. 102. Full
Course.
F enlon
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309w. MONEY AND BANKING. H istory and development of the use
of money; types of currency; modern banking operations; nature
and use of credit; application of banking methods to business
practice; problems. Prereq. Ee. 102, Math. 121. Full Course.
Sharpe
323s. E CONOMIC ASPECTS OF SOCIAL TRENDS. A survey and evaluation of the social, political, and economic aspects of many of our
historic problems. An attempt to associate all social forces. Prereq.
Ee. 102. Full Course.
Melcher
351£, 352w, 353s. GEOPOLITICS. The relations of geography to the
development of peoples and states, including a study of the effect
of environmental factors on n ational cultures and the relationship
of geogr aphic and economic factors to world peace. One-or twoliour Seminar.
( 1950-51)
France
363s. CONSERVATION OF ATURAL RESOURCES. A course design ed
to fulfill the requirements of the Florida State Department of
Education for teachers of social science. Full Course. ( 1951-52 )
France
371£, 372w, 373s. CURRENT P ROBLEMS. A seminar in Current
Events, for the study of current developments in the fields of
economics, government, and international relations. One-or twolwur S eminar. ( 195 1-52)
France
401£, 402w, 403s. ECONOM ICS SEMINAR. A course for advanced students who make independent research and report on special problems. Prereq. E e. 101-102 or equivalent. One-or two-lwur S eminar.
France, Plumer
414w. CURRENT ECONOMIC PROBLEMS. A course teaching students
to use current economic materi al and using financial sections of New
York daily papers and weekly and monthly publications. Prereq.
One full course in the principles of economics. Full Course. (195 152)
France
421£; 421s ( 1950-51) LABOR PROBLEMS. A study of labor problems and of the relations between labor and capital, especially in
the U nited States. Prereq. One full course in the principles of
economics. Full Cottrse.
France
432w. READINGS IN E CONOMIC THEORY. Study of some of the works
of the great thinkers in the field of economics and of some of the
leaders of economic thought today. Prereq. Ee. 101-102 or equivaFrance
lent. Full C01trse. (1950-51)

EDUCATION
233s. EDUCATION IN A DEMOCRACY. A foundation course of orientation in the modern trends of building schools for a democratic
society. F or those interested in civic problems as well as those plannin g to teach. To be taken second year. Full Course.
Packham
324w. PRINCIPLES OF SCHOOL ORGAN IZATION. A fo undation course
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in g uidance, organization, curriculum, and administration for the
elementary and secondary schools. To be taken third year. Full
Course. (1950-5 1)
Packham
341. TECHNIQUES OF CHILD GUIDANCE. A study and evaluation of
various techniques for measuring and understanding the social and
emotional growth of childr en wtih opportunities to observe and
apply selected techniques. Full Course.
Waite
342. CASE STUDIES IN CHILD GUIDANCE. Intensive study and appraisal of the social and emotional growth of individual children .
Full Course.
Waite
343. PRINCIPLES OF CHILD GUIDANCE. Examination and evaluation
of the principles of adult-child relationships and the consequences
of their application in the social and emotional growth of children.
Full Course.
Wait e
351w. ADOLESCENT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. A course in
psychology of the adolescent age leading to the home and the
school's functions in proper treatment of this age. Full Course.
( 1951-52)
Packham
404s. MEASUREMENT IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR. How to choose, give,
and interpret measurements for guidance in schools and for clinical g uidance. To be taken third or fourth year. Full Course.
Packham
41 lf. PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING. A course applying principles of
development and learning to individuals in schools. Six weeks of
individualized observation in local schools. Open only to those preparing to teach. To be taken fourth year. Prereq. 233 or 324.
Full Course.
Packham
412w-413s. TECHNIQUE OF TEACHING AND PRACTICE TEACHING. A
course on general and special methods, content, teaching material,
and twelve weeks of practice teaching in local schools. Prereq. 4 11.
Full Course.
Packham
414-415-416 (winter or spring). I NTERNSHIP. A course in technique
of teaching and eight weeks of all day practice teaching in local
Packham
schools. Prereq. 411. Three Full Cottrses.

ENGLISH
104f. CLINIC IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION. Review of the principles of
g r ammar and their application to written composition with emphasis on corrective work and attention to individual d ifficulties.
Half Course.
Wagner
1 llf-112w-113s. FOUNDATION CouRSE IN COMPOSITION. Fundamentals of writing-the sentence, paragraph, and short composition. Expository writing studied through composition s and illustrative readings. Required first year. Hal/ Course.
Bennett, Dean, Mendell, Richardson, Starr, Wagner
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114f-115w-116s. FOUNDATION COURSE IN COMPOSITION. Review of
fundamentals of composition. Further practice in exposition .
Emphasis upon analysis of thought and upon the structure of the
essay. Required second year. Hat/ Cottrse.
Bennett, Granberr y, Richardson, Starr, Wagner
203f, 204w, 205s. ENGLISH LITERATURE AND ITS BACKGROUNDS.
Fall-Old E nglish and Middle English periods; winter-the
Elizabethans and Cavalier Poets; spring- Milton and the writers
of the Restoration. Full Course.
D ean, Mendell
23 1£, 232w, 233s. CREATIVE WRITING WITH EMPHASIS ON SHORT
STORY AND PLAY WRITING. A course for those interested in
branches of crea tive writing-fiction, drama, journalism, editing,
or publ ishing. Two-hour Semi11ar.
Granberry
261w, 26~s. I NTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE. T he course will analyze the sources of literary power . Critical study of selected texts
in world literature. Wi nter term : Prose; spring term: Poetry,
.::specially narrative and lyrical. Full Course.
Starr
281£, 283s. LITERATURE AS EXPERIENCE. A study of human values
<1.nd experience as revealed in selected biography, poetry, essays,
short stories, and plays, mostly of our own time. For non-English
majors. Business Administration majors wi ll receive preference.
Full Course.
'Wagner
301£. E IGHTEENTH CENTURY. E nglish liter ature from Swift to
Burns, with special emphasis on the beg innings of the Romantic
Movement and the ideas that have shaped the thinking of modern
t imes. Full Course.
Mendell
302f, 303w, 304s. AMERICAN LITERATURE. (Fall-from colonial
days to 1850; winter-from 1850-1 890; spring-from 1890 to the
present. Integrated with American h istory. Full Course. Wattles
307f. NEWSPAPER WRITING AND EDITING. A course in newspaper
reporting, wr iting, copy read ing, and head wri ting conducted on
the workshop plan. Open to qualified lower division students.
Prereq. elementary typing or equivalent. Full Cot~rse.
Vincent
308w. MAGAZ INE AND NEWSPAPER. Practice and theory of reporting, ed iting, a nd make-up, with a study of American magazines
and newspapers, using the college publications for laboratory. Special attention is given to a study of the news behind the news.
\Vattles
Open to second year students. Full Course.
313s. SOUTHERN LITERATURE. A study of the literature of the
South, both the old and the new, designed to d evelop an appreciation of the best in Southern literature in the field of fiction, poetry,
<trama, the essay, and biography. Full Course. ( 1951-52) Dean
317f, 318w, 319s. SHAKESPEARE. A study of twenty of the plays of
Shakespeare and the sonnets, with brief studies of the Pre-Shakespearian drama, and of some of his later contemporaries. Nonmajors may elect the course for one term. Full Course.
Constable, D ean
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332w. N INETEENTH CENTURY, PART I. A study of the literature of
the English Romantic Movement, with special emphasis on the
poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, By ron, Shelley, and Keats.
Full Course.
Starr
333s. NINETEENTH CENTURY, PART II. The literature of England
from 1850 to 1900. Specia l attention will be given to Tennyson,
Browning, Arno!d, Morris, Carlyle, and Swinburne. Futl Coz,rse.
Starr
351 w, 352s. DEVELOPM ENT OF THE DRAMA. A survey of the important plays, mainly English, from the Greeks to the 19th century. E mphasis on dramatic principles as an aid in enjoying the
theatre. FuU Course. ( 1950-5 1)
Mendell
J55w, 356s. ENGLISH NovEL. The development of the novel from
its begi nning throug h its periods of greatness: first term, fro m
Defoe to Scott; second ter m, from Dickens to H ardy. Full
Course. ( 1951-52)
l\1endell
364s. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA. Repr esentative mod ern European ,
Briti sh and American dramatists, beginning with Ibsen . Open to
Constable
second year students. Full Course.
') 365f, 366s. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE. Design ed to develop an
appreciation and critical jud gment of the best of contemporary
literature--fiction, essay, and biography. F ull Cottrse.
Wattles
367f, 368w, 369s. ROLLINS WRITING W ORKS HOP. An ad,·anced
cour~e in creative writing, conducted on the workshop plan. Weekly reading and criticism of manuscripts written outside of class.
Full Course.
Granberr y
40 1£. ENGLISH TEACHING, METHOD AND MATERIAL. Adapted to the
train ing of E nglish teachers in junior and senior hi gh school.
Meets requ irements of state certification. Tliree-hour S eminar.
Wattles
4 12w. CONTEMPORARY POETRY. Full Course.
\Vattles

FRENCH
101f-102w-103s. ELEMENTARY FRENCH . Beginners' course: Phonetics, elementary French grammar, r eading, translations, vocabu lary building, simple conversation. Student should acquire good
reading knowledge, fair speaking and wri ting knowledge. Full
Course.
Fischer, Grand
11 7f, 11 8w, 11 9s. PHONETICS. A course in French and Italian
phonetics. One or Two-liour S eminar. (To be arranged.) van Boecop
201£, 202w, 203s. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH. Review of French grammar and syntax; vocabulary building; training in conversation;
practice in writing free compositions; read ing of modern masterpieces with explanations in French. Prereq. 103. Full Course.
Grand
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251f-252w-253s. REVIEW COURSE. Two-liour Seminar. van Boecop
301£, 302w, 303s. ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION. Conducted in F rench; wr itten composition ; interpretive
r eading; masterpieces of F rench literature. Full Co1trse. van Boecop
309s. METHODS OF TEACH ING FRENCH. Did actics and methods of
t eaching French in secondary schools. Full Course. (T o be arvan Boecop
r an ged.)
371f-372w-373s. LITERATURE AND C1v1LIZATION. Full Course.
(1950-51)
van Boecop
381£-382w-383s. MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE AND LIFE. Full
Course. (1 95 1-52)
van Boecop
401£, 402w, 403s. SEMINAR IN FRENCH L ITERATURE. Study of
special problems of periods according to preference of student.
Two-liour Seminar or F1tll Course.
van Boecop
404f-405w-406s. PHILOLOGY. T he philology of ancient and medieval F rench and its rela tion to Latin. Two-hour Seminatr. (T o
van Boecop
be arranged )

GERMAN
10 1£-102w- 103s. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. Beginners' course. Phonetics, elementary g rammar, r ead ing , transl ations, vocabulary
building, simple conversation. Student should acquir e good reading knowledge, fair speaking and writing knowled ge. Full Course.
F ischer
20 1£, 202w, 203s. I NTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Thoroug h review of German grammar and syntax; interpretive reading of German masterpieces with explanations in German ; transla tion s and easy free
compositions; con versation on everyday topics; special consideration of the economy, geogr aphy and history of Germany and German speaking countr ies; scientific Ger man. Conducted in German.
Prereq. 103 or equivalent. Full Course.
Fischer
25 lf-252w-253s. REv1Ew COURSE. Some emphasis on scientific GerFischer
man . P rereq. 103. T wo-ltour Seminar.
30 lf-302w-303s. ADVANCED GERMAN. Systematic study of German
history and civilization, combi ned with the study of the outstanding
masterpieces of German literature; advanced composition and conversation. Student expected to acqu ire fluency in speaking and
writing German. Course cond ucted entirely in German. P rereq.
F ischer
203 or equivalent. Full Course.
309s. METHODS OF TEACHING GERMAN. Didactics and methods of
teaching German in secondary schools. Full Course. (To be
arranged.)
F ischer
40lf-402w-403s. GERMAN CIVILIZATION AND LITERATURE. Thoroug h
study of the civilization and literature of German speaking countries. Specific per iods and a uthor s presented alternately each
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year : (a) Sagen und Dichtung des Mittelalters, die deutschen
Klassiker ; (b) Romantik und N euzeit, das deutsche Drama.
Course conducted in German. Prereq. 303 or equivalent. Full
Course or T wo-hour Seminar.
Fischer
404f-40Sw-406s. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN. Aspects of German philology.
Special problems consider ed accord ing to preference of individual
student. Independent work. Course conducted in German. Prereq.
303 or equivalent. Full Course or Two-hour Seminar.
Fischer

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

New students must furnish a medical certificate before entering
college. Blank certificates may be obtained from the Office of
Admissions.
All students should take a physical examination each year. No
5-tudent shall enter any activity for which he or she is not physically
fitted.
The directors of physical education and the college physicians
have daily office hours when they may be seen for consultation by
the students of the College.
Swimming tests are required of all students before they may use
the canoes.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
EQUIPMENT

Each student in physical education is expected to supply himself
with his own uniform and such equipment as may be needed by the
individual. The College will furnish all necessary playing equipment for intramural activities.
COURSES

The courses listed below cover instruction in the approved activities.
101Mf,
20 1Mf,
301Mf,
401Mf,

102Mw,
202Mw,
302Mw,
402Mw,

103Ms.
203Ms.
303Ms.
403Ms.

FIRST YEAR COURSE.
SECOND YEAR COURSE.
THIRD YEAR COURSE.
FOURTH YEAR COURSE.

ACTIVITIES FOR MEN

The following activities are open to men students whose physical
~xaminations show their health permits such participation. Activities
may b~ added or withdrawn at the d iscretion of the D irector of
Physical Education and the Dean of the College.
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F all T erm. Fencing, Football, Golf, Riding, Swimming, Tennis,
Water-skiing.
W i11ter T erm.
Baseball, Basketball, Canoeing , Crew, Fencing,
Football , Golf, Riding, Tennis.
Spring T erm. Baseball, Cr ew, Di ving, Fencing, Golf, Life-savi.1g, Rid ing, Swimming, Tennis, Water-skiing.
Competitive I ntramural Activities. Basketball, Crew, Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Touch football, Volleyball, and other sports.
Lower Division stud ents must register for instruction in physical
tducation classes of indiv idual sports such as golf, tennis, swimming
-acti vities that can be ca rried on af ter college. U pper Division students may specialize in any activity, t eam or individual.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
COSTUME

The regula tion uni form may be purchased at the college book store.
COURSES

T he courses listed below cover instruction in the approved activities.
101 \Vf, 102\Vw, 103Ws. FIRST YEAR CouRSE.
201 Wf, 202\Vw, 203\Vs. SECOND YEAR COURSE.
301 \Vf, 302\Vw, 303\Vs. THIRD YEAR COURSE.
401 Wf, 402\Vw, 403\Vs. F OURTH YEAR COURSE.
ACTIVITIES FOR WOMEN

The following activities are open to women students whose physical
examinations show the ir health permits such participation. Activities
may be added or withdrawn at the discretion of the Director of
l'hysical Education and the Dean of the College.

Fall Term. Aquatics ( Di ving, Swimming, Tarpon ) , Archery,
Basketball, Dancing (Folk, Modern), Fencing , Golf, Riding, T ennis, W ater-skiing.
Winter Term. Aquatics (Canoeing) , Archery, Dancing (Folk,
Modern) , Fencing, Field Hockey, Golf, Riding and Equi tation Lecture, T ennis.
S pring T erm. Aquatics (D iving, Life-saving, Swimming, Tarpon ) , Archery, Fencing, Golf, R iding, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing .
Lower D i\·ision students must take part each term in at least one
of these activities and are expected to show accomplishment in:
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1. Ont- individual sport: Choice of tennis, golf, archery, riding,
1encing, water-skiing.
2. One team sport: choice of basketball, volleyball, softball.
3. One ter m's work in dancing: choice of folk-dancing, modern
d ancing .
4. Swimming, canoeing, or tarpon.
U pper D ivision students may specialize in one of these activities
or in the fa ll and spring ter ms may register for intramurals if they
have completed all of their Lower Division requ irements.
3 51. CAMP CouNSELLING. A study of the theory and practice of
camp counselling with particular emphasis on the qualifications
and d uties of the counsellor in all his relations in the camp comWaite
mun ity. Full Course.
352. T RAINING METHODS. The conditioning and t rai ning of athletic teams, with emphasis on work schedules, diet, and the t reatment of injuries. Full Course.
J 53. CAMP °ADMINISTRATION. _.T he pr inciples and techniques which
are basic to the operation of a summer camp as an educational
and communal institution. Full Course.
Waite
354. APPLIED ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. Basic understandings
with respect to human embryology; all tissues; the structure and
function of the skeletal, muscular, nervous, respiratory, digestive,
reproductive, endocrine, excretory and circulatory systems; and
their applications to the fields of physical education and health
education . Full Course.
The following courses are vocational in nature; only
those students ,planning to coacli and t eac/i should register
for t!Lem.
36 lf. I NTRAMURAL ATHLETICS. E mphasis placed u pon objectives
of the program and the organization of programs at both the college and secondary school levels. Opportunities offered for the
student to assist in conducting the college intramural program.
(Given 1949-50 only.) Full Course.
McDowall
362w. PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Designed to give
the student an understa nding of the basic principles and objectives
underlyi ng the physical education activ~ties. It is intended to
p repare the student to evaluate methods and practices in light of
val id principles. Full Course. ( 195 1-52)
Justice
363s. COACHING OF FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, AND BASEBALL. Fundamentals in theory and pract ice. A survey is made of the principal offensive and defensive team maneuvers. Full Course. (195 152)
McDowall
372w. T EACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL.
Method s and material with opportuniti es for observation and pracJustice
tice teaching . Full Course. ( 1950-51)
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373s. PSYCHOLOGY OF ATHLETICS AND COACHING. Designed to
aid t he prospective coach in understanding and solving problems
of a psychological nature. Full Course. ( 1950-51)
McDowall

HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
104f ; 104w. MEDIEVAL EUROPE. A survey of the origin and growth
of western civilization from the decline of the Roman Empire to
Collier, Smith
the period of the Renaissance. Full Course.
107f; 107w; 107s. MODERN EUROPE. From the R enaissance to t he
present day. A foundation course for history majors which also
fulfi lls the Lower Division requirements in this subject. Full
Course.
Bradley, Rich, Smith
109w; 109s. SURVEY OF UNITED STATES H ISTORY. Course for
majors and non-majors. With History 347 fulfills the Constitution
requirement for Florida teachers' certificate. Full Course. Bradley
1 lOf. H ISTORY OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST AND GREECE. A study
of the rise of civilization on the Nile and Tigris-Euphrates valleys
and the rise and fall of empires in the Ancient Near East, with
principal concentration on the civilization and political vicissitudes
of Greece to the end of the H ellenistic period. Full Course. Smith
11 1w. HISTORY OF ROME. A n intensive study of the civilization,
history, and cultural and political contributions of the Roman
Empire. Full Course.
Smith
231s. COLONIAL HISPANIC AMERICA. From the period of aboriginal cultures to the gaining of independence by the American colSmith
onies of Spain and Portuga l. Full Course. ( 1950-5 1)
233f. REPUBLICS OF LATIN AMER ICA. The historical development
of the republics of Latin Amer ica since independence-their systems of government, political and social problems, economic conHanna
ditions, and their international relations. Full Course.
236£. HISTORY OF MEXICO AND SPANISH NORTH AMERICA. A survey of political, economic, an d social development of Mexico and
of other areas of Spanish North A mer ica to the time they came
under the sovereignty of the United States. Half Course. Hanna
238s. H ISTORY OF THE CARIBBEAN AREA. A survey of the political, economic, and social development of the republics and deHanna
pendencies in the Caribbean Sea. Half Course.
246s. H ISTORY OF SPAIN. A n ana lysis of the probl ems of Span ish
evolution from prehistoric to con temporary t imes. Full Course.
( 195 1-52)
Smith
263s. H ISTORY OF THE FAR EAST AND THE P AqF1c. The impact
of the West upon the Far East, especially China, Japan, and India;
effect upon internal developments and foreig n relations. T he
struggle for the Pacific ; interests and pol icies of the Powers
involved. Full Course.
Collier
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277f-278w-279s. HISTORICAL RESEARCH AND WRITING. The gatherin g and criticizing of data and the presenting of facts in effective form . The source materials used are limited to the history of F lorida and Hispanic America. May not be elected for
less than three terms. Four-hour Seminar.
Hanna
304f-305w-306s. HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A survey of the evolution...__.
of English political, economic, and social institutions and policies. Consent of instructor required. Two-hour Seminar. Smith
31 lf. CONTEMPORARY EUROPE. A study of political, economic, and
social conditions and international relations of the European states
since 191 9; effects of the second World War; problems of reconCollier
struction. Full Course.
331£.
THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN EUROPE, 1485- 1763.
An
intensive study of the Renaissance, Reformation, and rise of the
dynastic power in the various countries from the Renaissance to
the French Revolution. Students are encouraged to specialize in
some particular aspect of the period. Prereq. 104 and 107, or
consent of instructor. Full Course. (1951-52)
Smith
332w. THE REVOLUTIONARY AND NAPOLEONIC ERA, 1715-1815. The
Old Regime; the "Age of Enlightenment" and the ferment of new
ideas, political, economic, and social; the Revolution in France and
in Europe; the Empire of Na pol eon. Open to qualified Lower
Division students, with the consent of instructor. Full Course.
Collier
333s. EUROPE, 1815- 1914. A study of formative forces and significant developments in nineteenth century E urope; nationalism;
libel:alism ; industrialism; colonial expansion and imperialism;
technological and scientific advance; social progress; causes of the
first World War. Open to qualified Lower Division students, with
the consent of instructor. Full Course.
Collier
335f-336w. HISTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY. A study of the development of the political ideas of the world's thinkers in political
philosophy from the Greeks to the present day. U se of source
Collier
materials. Full Course.
341£. ENGLISH COLONIES IN AMERICA. An intensive study of the
colonization of North A merica, from the discovery of America to
the conclusion of the American Revolution. Individualized study
and special reports r equired. Prereq. 109, or consent of instructor.
Full Course. ( 1950-51)
Smith
342w. FORMATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 1783-1865. A survey
of the foundations of the United States from the adoption of the
Constitution to the end of the Civil War. Full Course.
Hanna
343s. THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1865. A survey of political, social, and economic life of the United States from 1865 to the
present day. Prereq. 109, or consent of instructor. Full Course.
H anna
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347f. Al\lERICAN GOVERNMENT. A study of the operation of national
government. Emphasis on constitut ional in te rpretation with discuss ion of important decisions of the United States Supreme Court.
Fult Course.
Bradley
355w. HISTORY OF MODERN Russ1A. Russia under the T sars. The
Revol ution of 1917. Soviet Russia, its political, economic, and
social development; fore ig n policy and relations. Open to qual ified
L ower Division students, with the consent of instructor. Full
Course.
Collier
364f-365w-366s. AMERICAN WEST. The westward movement of the
B rit ish colonies and the westward extension of the boundaries of
the United States; the study of the organiza tion, settlement, and
problems involved in the formation of new states and territories.
Consent of instructor requi red . Two-ltour Seminar.
Smith

ITALIAN
101f-102w-103s. ELEIIIENTARV ITALI AN. Two-hottr Seminar.
van Boecop

LATIN
101£- 102w-103s. ELEM ENTARY LATI N. A study of the elements of the
language and reading in Caesar's Gallic Wa r. Full Course. (To
be arrang ed)
Grand
204f-205w-206s. MASTERP IECES OF Ro:-.IAN LITERATURE. R eading
of selected orations of Cicero, selections from Ovid, several plays
of Plautus and Terence, and a study of the history of the Roman
Grand
Comedy. Full Course. (To be arranged)

MATHEMATICS
101£ ; 101 w. ADVANCED COLLEGE ALGEBRA. Includes such topics a s :
quadrate equations, mathematical induction, bi nomi al theorem, progressions, complex numbers, per mutations, determinants, scales of
notation. Full Course.
Jones
102w; 102s. PLANE AND SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY. I ncludes s uch
topics as : use of tables of natural functions, logarithms, functions
and solution of ang les, plane sailing, graph of fun ctions, identities
and equations. Full Course.
Jones
121£; 121w; 12 1s. BUSINESS MATHEMATICS. Rev iew; arithmetic, algeb ra, d enomin ate numbers, interest, discount, present worth, annuities, perpetuities, depreciation, permutations, combinations, and
probabilities. Fttll Course
Jones
204w. MECHANICAL DRAWING. Applied geometry; the theory of
projection; orthographic projection; working drawings, perspective drawing, char ts, graphs, di agrams. Drawing equipment required. Prereq. l 02. Full Course ( To be arranged)
Jones
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208s. ELEMENTARY STATISTICS. The meaning and use of statistics.
The use of numbers, ratio, percentages; organization of statistical
problems; collecting and edi ting statistical data; frequency dist ribution; graphic presentation; averages, dispersion , skewness,
variation; linear regression; correlation and determination; tabular
analysis; sampling, probability and error. F1dl Course.
Jones
21 lf, 2 12w, 213s. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND THE CALCULUS. Fallcoordinate systems, graphs, geometry of the straight line and conic
sections. Winter and spring-methods of differentiation and integration with applications to physical problems and geometry.
Prereq. 102. Full Course.
Saute
301s. PLANE SURVEYING. Fiel d work; notes, care of field equipment; use of chain and tape; the compass, level, transit; practical
surveying; methods of computing. Prereq. 102. Full Course. ( To
be arranged)
Jones
303w. GRAPHIC STATICS. A course especially desig ned for science
majors. Arranged to fit the needs of the individual student.
Prereq. 102. Full Course.
J ones
304£. CONTENT. Content and methods for teach ing mathematics in
secondary school. ( 1951-52) Three-hour Seminar.
Jones
307f-308w. MECHANICS. See Physics 307f-308w.
Gilbert
3 1 lf, 312w, 313s. INTERMEDIATE CALCULUS AND DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS. Fall-completion of topics begun in 2 13; win terpartial derivatives, multiple integrals, infinite series ; spring-solution and applications or ordinary differential equations. Prereq.
213. Full Course.
Saute
401f, 402w, 403s. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF MATHEMATICS. A
course for science majors to meet the needs of the individual student. Consists in reading books on the concept of algebra, geometry, and analysis. Prereq. 313 or consent of instructor. TwoSaute
hour Seminar.
407£. STATISTICAL METHOD. Includes such topics as tabular and
graphical r epresentation; frequency distribution ; measures of
central tendency; moments ; l inear trends; correlation ; normal
curve. Full Course.
Jones
408s. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. Review of commercial algebra;
application to commercial problems; annuities; amortization; valuation of bonds; mathematics of depreciation; l ife insurance. Full
Course.
Jones
409f-410w. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. The history of the science
from the beginning to the present. Prereq. 21 1. Full Course.
(To be arranged)
Jones
421f, 422w, 423s. ADVANCED MATHEMATICS. Topics suited to need s
of individual students. Subjects include theory of equations, analytic geometry in space, determinants and matrices, advanced
calculus, calculus of variations. Prereq. 313. Full Course. (195152)
Saute
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MUSIC
The courses for music majors are listed under Conservatory of Music.
101£, 102w, 103s. Music A PPRECIATION. For non-music majors.
Fall-extensive, covering examples of many musical forms: opera,
orator io, overture, symphony, and symphonic suite; winter-intensive, devoted largely to t he study of sonata allegro form as found
in the works of Beethoven , Mozar t, and Haydn; spring-varied.
One-liour S eminar.
Nelson
11 lf-11 2w; 11 1w- 11 2s. FUNDAMENTALS OF Music. A course in rudiments, terminology, and knowledge of the keyboard. Prer equisite
for students taking applied music who have had little or no
previous training. With per mission of instructor, may be taken
simultaneously with applied music. Open to non -music majors
only. No Credit.
K. Carlo
181£, 182w, 183s. APPLIED Music.
28 1£, 282w, 283s. APPLIED Music.
381£, 382w, 383s. APPLIED Music.
481£, 482w, 483s. APPLIED Music.
Non-music maj ors may register for appl}ed music provided it is
taken in connection with, or subsequent to, 11 1-112 an d is carried
for at least two terms. One- or two-lwur Seminar.
Studen ts may register fo r courses in Music H istory and Theory
with permission of the instructor.

PHILOSOPHY

-

20 1w. H ISTORY OF ANCIENT MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY. The history of
western philosophy from the work of Thales through that of Roger
Bacon, emphasizing the middle period of Gr eek philosophy. Full
Course.
Fort
202s. HISTORY OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY. The history of philosophy
beginning with Roger Bacon and concluding with Herbert Spencer. I ssues emphasized are t hose of present significance. Full
Cottrse.
Fort
203f; 203s. A SURVEY OF THE PROBLEMS OF P HILOSOPHY. A survey
of the fields in philosophy, and of the most significant problems involved. An attempt is made to correlate the various bodies of knowledge in terms of a few basic principles. Full Course. Fort, Stone
22 1w. ETHICS. A study of the alternative concepts of the good life
and the problems of moral judgment. Full Course.
Fort
223f (1950-5 1) ; 223w. INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC AND THE SCIENTIFIC
METHOD. A course in the theory of logic. Emphasis is placed upon
contemporary developments in logic which tend to encourage
analytical habits of reasoning. Full Course.
Stone
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303s. CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY. Study is confined to the dominant members of the contemporary group. Each student studies
especially the works of one man. Prereq. 20 1, or 202, or 203, or
Fort
consent of instructor. Tliree-hour Seminar. ( 1950-5 1)
305f. PLATO. The greater part of Plato's Dialogues and certain sections of Aristotle's Metaphysics and Ethics are read and discussed.
Stone
Prereq. one course in philosophy. Full Course. (1951-52)
307s. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.A study of the various attempts
which have been made to formulate adequate religious values and
to comprehend man's r elation with God. Full Course. ( 1951-52)
Fort
308w. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. A non-technical course in the development of scientific ideas from Galileo's time to the present
day. Except for science majors, a course in philosophy is advised.
Full Cottrse. ( 1950-51)
Stone
309f. AESTHETICS. A course in the philosophical basis of the various
arts. In the light of knowledge gained the attempt is made to
establish a basis for aesthetic judgment. Full Course.
Starr
325s. PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY. A study of recent attempts to understand the significance of historical development, values arising in
the historical process and the goals of men's historical efforts
which are yet to be achieved. Full Course. ( 1950-5 1)
Fort
343s. PHILOSOPHY OF THE RECENT PAST. A study of those thinkers
who come between the "modern" and the "contemporary" periods.
Reports and class discussions. Pr ereq. 201, or 202, or 203, or consent of instructor. Two-hour Seminar. (195 1-52)
Fort
401f-402w-403s. SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY. Specific topics for study
are chosen each year upon consultation with the class. For majors
and those students who have had at least three courses in philosophy.
Two-/iottr Seminar.
Stone

PHYSICS
11 lf; 11 ls. PHYSICS SURVEY. A descriptive non-mathematical survey of the outlines of classical and modern physics. Designed for
students in other than science d epartments who wish to obtain some
knowledge of the subject matter and methods of physical science.
Full Course.
Huntley
201f-202w-203s. GENERAL PHYSICS. A general course covering
the entire field of physics. Class discussions and laboratory. Designed for students who desire a thorough knowledge of the fundamental principles of physics and some training in the laboratory.
Prereq. a working knowledge of algebra and plane geometry.
Full Course.
Gilbert, Huntley
307f-308w. MECHANICS. A course covering the fundamentals of
mechanics including statics and kinetics. Class discussions and
solution of problems. Prereq. 203, Mathematics 213. Full Course.
( 1951-52)
Gilbert
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310s. TH EORY OF H EAT. Class discussions and solution of problems.
P rereq. 203, Mathematics 213. Fi,ll Cottrse. ( 195 1-52 )
G ilber t
31 1f-31 2w. OPTICS. A class room and laboratory course coverin g
geometrical and physical optics and applications to the design of
optical apparatus. Prercq. 203, Mathematics 2 13. Full Coltrse.
(To be arranged)
Gilbert
315f-316w. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. A course covering the
theory and applications of electricity and magnetism. Designed
for students plann ing to contin ue studies in the direction of teaching, en gineering, or electronics, and for those wishing a further
knowledge of the applications of electricity met in daily life.
Prereq. 203, Mathematics 213. Full Course. ( 1950-51)
Gilbert
317s. MODERN PHYSICS. A class room course covering the outline of
the recent d iscover ies and d evelopments in atomic physics, elect ronics, radiation, etc. P rer eq. 203. Full Cottrse. ( 1950-5 1) Gilbert
3 19f, 320w, 32 l s. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS. A n intermediate
laboratory course covering experiments in mechanics, electricity,
and optics. Prerequisite 203. Full Coltrse. (To be arranged)
Gilbert, Hunt ley
40 1£, 402w, 403s. ADVANCED L ABORATORY P RACTICE. Open to
qualified students who have completed an advanced course in mechanics, optics, or electricity and mag netism. Work may be chosen
to suit the requirements of individual students. Arrange with instructor. Ftttl Course or Seminar.
Huntley

PSYCHOLOGY
111 f. APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL H YGIENE.
Problems of adjustment to college and other li fe problems. Analysis
of student's mental and social qualities, scholastic abil ities and
ach ievements. Full Course.
Fort, Packham, Russell, \Vaite
201£; 201w; 20 1s. GENERAL PsYCIIOLOGV. A survey of the more
impor tant developments in the psychological field. Designed as a
foundation course for both majors and non-majors. Full Course.
Russell, Waite
204£. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. A course dealing with the
early growth and development of the individual, as a key to the
und erstanding of the problems of adolescent and adult psychology.
Full Course.
Packham
205w. SocIAL PsYCI-IOLOCY. A s tudy of the behavior of the individual in the group situation with attention to the social factors in
human nature and personality, to differential psychology, to social
interaction, and to social psychology. Full Course.
Packham
254f-255w. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY. A study of the development of a wholesome personality. Two- and t!iree -hour Seminar.
( 195 1-52)
Fort
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303w. PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJ USTMENT. A d j ustment problems and
methods of solving; interp retations of com mon forms of " nervousn ess" ; impl ications for men tal g rowth an d hygiene. Prereq. one
psychology course. Full Course. ( 195 1- 52)
Waite
306w. PHYS IOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. P hysiological fac ts and methods
which are related to psychological problems. Full Course. ( 195051)
Waite
3 10s. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY. A study of the usua l neuroses and
psychoses and their relation to the normal and to mental hygiene ;
outlin e of psychother apy. Prer equ isite three cour ses in psych., inR ussell
cluding 303 or 3 12. Full Co1trse.
3 12s. CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY. A n in tr od uctor y course to acquaint
the studen t with the role of the psychologist in modern clinical
practice. P rereq. three courses in psychology and education, including 201 and 303. P re-medical majors excep ted. M ay be taken
R ussell
concurren tly with 310. Full Course. ( 1950-51)
3 16s. HISTORY OF P SYCHOLOGY. A study of the h istorical background of the major contemporary points of view in p yschology.
Full Course. ( 1950-5 1)
Waite
341. T ECHNIQUES OF CHILD GUIDANCE. Full Course.
See Education 341.
Waite
342. CASE S TUDIES 1~ C HILD GUIDANCE. F ull Course.
See Education 342.
W a ite
343. PRINCIPLES OF CHILD GUIDANCE. F ull Course.
See Education 343.
W a ite
35 1w. A DOLESCENT GROWTH AND D EVE LOPMENT. Full Cottrse.
See E d ucation 35 1.
Packham
3 55s. CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS OF P SYC HOLOGY. A survey of the
major schools of thought in psychology. Full Course. ( 195 1-52 )
W ai te
361 w. PSYCHOLOGY OF MOTIVATION. A study of the propert ies and
mod es of action of motivation forces in behavior , their constitu tional
basis, modification, and organization in to men tal systems an d the
relation of such systems to the total personal ity. P rer eq. 20 1. Full
Course. ( 1950-5 1)
·
W a ite
362w. L EARNING THEORIES. The contributions o f experi men tal and
theoretical psychology to the problem of learning with special
r eference to the cognitive processes ; perceivin g, thinking, r ememberin g. Prereq. 20 1. Full Course. ( 195 1-52)
\ Vait e
373s. Bus1NESS AND I NDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY. A stud y of the psychological techn iques cu rren tly in use and applicable to business and
industry. Full Course. (195 1-52)
Russell
394£. I NTERVIEWING T ECHNIQUES. Two-liour Seminar. ( 1950-5 1)
Russell
39 5w. COUNSELLING T ECHNIQUE. Two-l1our S eminar. ( 1950-5 1)
Russell
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396s. VOCATIONAL I NFORMATION.

Two-hour Seminar.

( 1950-5 1)
Russell
401f-402w-403s. P SYCHOLOGY SEMINAR. A course in which the
student studies the application of p sychological knowledge to chara ct er growth. Open only to senior majors. Two-Mur Seminar. Waite
404s. MEASUREMENT IN H UMAN BEHAVIOUR. Full Course. See
Education 404.
Packham
414f-4 15w-416s. APPLIED CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY. The administration, scoring, and interpretation of standardized tests in a clinical
situation. Prereq. 3 12 or 404. Consent of instructor . Two or
three-liour Seminar. (195 1-52)
Russell

RELIGION
202f. A STUDY OF THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS. The
writing of the Gospels and the record of the historic J esus as seen
in the Twentieth Century. Full Course.
Eny art
203w. CHRISTIANITY IN THE MODERN WORLD. W hat are the obstacles to applied Christianity? Religion and war. Religious
values in establishing permanent peace. Full Course. Enyart
209s. ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE BIBLE. Comparison of early
religions of the world-their bibles; the origin and development
of the Christian Bible, to the end of finding a basis and g uide
for a modern religious life. Full Cottrse.
E nyart
227f . THE OLD TESTAM ENT. A study of the literature and religion
of the Old Testament. Full Course.
Darrah
229s. THE NEW TESTAMENT. A study of the content, character, hope,
and promise of the New T estament. Full Course.
D arrah
332w. BASIC PROBLEMS OF RELIGION. Religion and science; faith
and reason; the idea of God; free will ; immortality; human r esponsibility; the universal concepts common to all religions. Full
Course.
Lazaron

SOCIOLOGY
103w. SOCIAL PATHOLOGY. Problems of dependency, delinquency,
mental and physical d isabil ities; proposed adjustments through
social welfare and other techniques. Full Course. ( 195 1-52) King
201£; 201 s. I NTRODUCTORY SocrOLOGY. A survey of the major
factors influencing group life and the development of culture.
Some consideration is given to the adjustments of primitive as
well as modern man to his needs and life conditions. Full Course.
King.
208s. MARRIAGE AND THE F AMILY. The family as a social institution and a system of personal relationships. Significant elements
in marital selection and compatability. Problems confronting the
modern fa mily. Full Course.
King
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21 1w. THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY. Patterns and problems of
modern community life. City growth and the resulting ecological
structure. Social groups, the slum, housing, and city planning.
Full Course. (1950-51)
King
222w. INTER-GROUP RELATIONS. Basic characteristics of cultures;
areas of irritation-economic, racial, and rel igious; principles
of inter-group cooperation; living together in a democracy. Full
Course.
Lazaron
301w. GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Emphasis will be placed on the
cultures of surviving primitive societies and the significance of
anthropological knowledge in understanding modern as well as
primitive group life. Included to some extent will be the biological and cultural evolution of prehistoric man. Full Course. King
318f. AMERICAN MINORITIES. The position in American society
of selected minority groups; The Oriental, Negro, Mexican, Jew,
and Indian. Historical and cultural factors con tributing to the
disabilities which persist and to those undergoing modification.
Full Course. ( 1951-52)
King
404s. SOCIAL CHANGE. An analysis of social reforms and experiments in society, their role in social change, and the possibilities
and problems of rational control and planning in social life. Individual research on specific programs and movements. Open
only to majors in the human relations fields. Full Course. (195051)
King
414f, 415w, 416s. SOCIOLOGY SEMINAR. Exploration of major problems and concepts in anthropology and sociology through some
of the outstanding works in these fields. The cultural approach
in understanding society and the individual will be stressed.
Prereq. 20 1, 301, or consent of instructor. Two-/wur Seminar.
King
417f. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK. A study of the basic assumptions, goals, and methods of social work. Discussion of types
of agencies, personal qualifications, and divisions of the field.
Observational field trips. Consent of a member of the sociology or
psychology departments required. Two-ltour Seminar. (Not given
1950-51)
418w, 419s. THE CASE STUDY. Techniques in the gathering,
recording, and interpretation of case materials. Particularly designed for students considering social work as a profession.
Agency and field experience for competent students. Prerequisite
417. Two-/Jour Seminar. (Not given 1950-51)

SPANISH
101f-102w-103s. ELEMENTARY SPANISH. Grammar and composition
as foundations for reading and speaking Spanish; reading of easy
stories; introduction of conversation. Full Course. Lamb, Minor
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201£, 202w, 203s. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. Gr ammar review; composi tion; readings from modern authors; conversation based on
current events; correspondence. Prereq. 103. Full Course.
Lamb, Minor
309s. METHODS OF TEACHING H IGH SCHOOL SPANISH. Phonetics;
examina tion and criticism of hig h school Spanish text books; intensive review of sy ntax; readings on methods of teaching Spanish in hi g h school. Full Cottrse. (To be arranged.)
Lamb
321£, 322w, 323s. ORAL SPANISH AND COMPOSITION. A course designed to develop ability in the use of the Spanish language. both
Campbell
in composition and oral di scussion. Full Course.
361£, 362w, 363s. SPANISH CLASSICS-PROSE OF THE GOLDEN A GE.
This course includes a special study of Don Quixote. Full Course.
(195 1-52 )
Lamb
364f, 365w, 366s. SPANISH CLASSICS-DRAMA OF THE GOLDEN AGE.
Full Course. ( 1950-51)
L amb
371£. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD IN SPAIN. Readings from representative authors. Full Course. ( 1950-5 1)
Minor
372w. MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE. Special attention given to
the Cid and El libro de Buen A mor. Full Course. ( 1950-5 1)
Minor
374f. THE MODERN NovEL AND E sSAY. From Valera to Baroja.
Full Course. (1951-52)
Minor
375w. MODERN DRAMA AND POETRY. Fttll Course. (195 1-52) Minor
376s. ADVANCED SPANISH SEMINAR. An intensive topic of Spanish
literature chosen in accord ance with the interests and needs of the
group. Admission subject to permission of instructor. Two-liour
Seminar.
Minor
401£, 402w, 403s. ADVANCED SEMINAR. A two-hour course in comp os1t1on and style based on the study of I iterary passages as
models. Weekly original compositions. Consent of instructor r e•
quired. Two-hottr Seminar.
Campbell
41 3f, 4 14w, 415s. SPANISH CULTURE. Fall-A study of Spain
through its history; winter- 16th century Spain, the Spanish
Mystics: Fray Luis d e L eon, Santa Teresa, San Juan de la Cruz,
etc.; spring-Spanish culture as interpreted by Menendez Pelayo,
Unamuno, Ortega, Gasset, Ganivet, etc. Consent of instructor
required. Full Co1trse.
Campbell

THEATRE ARTS AND SPEECH
101£; 101w; 101s. FUNDAMENTALS OF
in everyday speech includ:ng oral
p ronunciation, vocabu!ary, and oral
study of the phy sical, psychological,
speech . Full Course.
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SPEECH. A practical course
exercises to improve voice,
reading habits. Some basic
and physiological aspects of
Dorsett, Whitaker

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
11 0s. \rOICE AND DICTION. T rain ing the speaking voice for improvement of quality, enunciation, diction, and pronunciation.
Full Course.
Whitaker
12 1£. AN I NTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE. A course designed to
acquaint the student with the background and the import ant production activities contribut ing to good theatre. Open to all students but required of theatre majors. Full Course. Allen, D orsett
122w-123s. AN I NTRODUCTION TO ACTING. A course designed to
acquaint the student with acting through a study of stage deportment, and a comparison of the acting styles of the past and
present. Open to Lower Division theatre majors only. Two-/zour
Seminar.
Bailey
202w. ELEMENTARY RADIO. A first course in radio, designed to give
the stud ent a gen eral knowledge of the broadcast field with emphasis on local rad io station operation and production . Prereq. 10 1
Gaines, Whi taker
or consent of instructor. Full Course.
207f. D1scuss10N AN D DEBATE. A course covering t he fundamental
concepts of logic and reasoning in debate. The la tter weeks of
the course are devoted to classroom debates utilizing the principles
learned in the course. P rereq. 101. Full Course.
Whitaker
214£. STAGE L IGHTING AND MAKE-UP. Designed to g ive the student fundamental training in the principles of stage lighting a nd
theatre make-up. Open to theatre majors only. Two-lzour Seminar.
Dorsett, Verigan
251w-252s. ACTING. A laboratory course planned to g ive the student an opportunity to study the fundamentals of acting. Prereq. 101 or 110, and 12 1. Not open to first year stud en ts. Full
Course.
A llen
26 1£ ; 261 w; 26 l s. STAGECRAFT. Practical course; t echn ical aspects
of the design, construction, a nd painting of scener y with some
consideration for the historical d evelopment of stagecraft and some
design. Five class meetings plus two one-hour laboratory periods
Dorsett
each week. Full Course.
303s. RADIO PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE. Designed to give the stud ent practice in broadcast techniques, including radio speech,
radio acting, and dramatic production. Studen ts in this course
will participate in actual programs p roduced ove r local rad io staGaines, Wh itaker
t ions. Prereq. 202. Full Course.
304f-305w. ADVANCED ACTING. Desig ned to give the student an
opportunity for advanced study in acting. Prer eq. 252. Full
Course.
Bailey
306s. FUNDAMENTALS OF PLAY DIRECTI NG. A course designed to
acquaint th e student with the basic theories of the direction of
p' ays, and a study of the methods of outstanding theatre directors.
Prereq. 305, or consent of instructor. Full Course.
Bailey
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307w. ADVANCED DISCUSSION AND DEBATE. Emphasis on formal
debate. Participation in intercollegiate debate on extra-curricular
basis voluntary. Prereq. 101, 207. Permission of instructor reWhitaker
quired. Full Course.
3 11s. ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING. A functional course in public
speaking, covering the four basic speech typ es. Classroom time
spent in delivery of prepared speeches, use of recognized speech
techniques, analysis and criticism. Prereq. 101 Full_ Course.
Whitaker
312w. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE. Subject matter
drawn from literature of all ages, both prose and poetry, including
the Bible. Prereq. 10 1. Full Course.
Whitaker
337f-338w-339s. THE MODERN THEATRE. This course is designed
to give the student an opportunity to make a thorough study of
the modem and contemporary theatre. Open only to majors. Twohour Seminar.
All en
40 1w-402s. PLAv DIRECTION. T his course is planned to give the
student practical experience in play direction. Open only to
Allen
majors. Prereq. 306. Full Course.
406s. ADVANCED RADIO PRODUCTION. Desig ned to give outstanding
radio students practice in radio dramati c production, by the
wr iting and directing of radio pl ays over local radio stations.
Gaines, Whitaker
Consent of instructor r equired . Full Cottrse.
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CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
A. Carlo, K. Carlo, Carter, Charmbury, Fischer, Gustat, Hutchins, Johnston,
Moore, Nels on, Ritch, Siewert, W oodruf!.

T

HE courses of study in the Conservatory of Music, which is a
department of Rollins College, are arranged in accordance
with the Rollins Plan. The requirements for entrance and for
graduation, as set forth in th is catalogue, are also in accordance
with the published regulations of the National Association of Schools
of Music, of which the Rollins Conservatory of Music is a member.
Students in music may matriculate for the Bachelor of Music degree or for the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in music. With
additional study a student may secure both the Bachelor of Arts
and Bachelor of Music degrees. All regularly enrolled students of
the College, whether pursuing work leading to the Bachelor of Arts
or the Bachelor of Music degree, are entitled to private lessons in
music, as well as to the use of the Conservatory library and practice
room facilities.

COURSE LEADING TO BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE
The award of the degree of Bachelor of Music to a student at
Rollins College means that the College certifies that the student has
acquired a specified broad fundamental training in music, a skill
in a field of specialization, and is in possession of qualities needed
for good citizenship.
The work of the Conservatory of Music is divided into two divisions, a Lower Division in which all students must acquire their
broad fundamental training, and an Upper Division where they are
to obtain their specialized work. Approximately three-quarters of
the work is in music and one-quarter in non-music courses.

COURSE LEADING TO BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
WITH MAJOR IN MUSIC
Students wishing to qualify for the Bachelor of Arts degree with
maj or in music must complete the Lower Division requirements
for both the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Music courses.
Naturally, the proportion of non-music work required for this degree
is greater than for the Bachelor of Music degree. T he major in
music may be found on page 66.
R

COURSE LEADING TO BACHELOR OF ARTS
AND BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREES
Students expecting
their intention at the
requirements for the
both the Dean of the
before proceeding.

to qualify for both degrees should indicate
time they have completed the Lower Division
Bachelor of Music degree and should consult
College and the Director of the Conservatory
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To complete the work for both degrees will take at least five years.
The actual time required depends upon the qualifications of the
individual student.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
The musical preparation required for admission to the degree
courses, whether or not expressed in terms of units accepted for high
school graduation, includes a knowledge of elementary theory which
should embrace the subjects of notation, keys and scale construction.
A student selects his major subject upon entrance in consultation
with the Director of the Conservatory and by examination before
members of the faculty. T his examination is a testing program, designed to determine more accurately the individual needs of the student, who should come prepared to perform some work or works
representative of those listed in the following requirements for majors
in applied music:
Voice. To enter the four-year degree course in voice the student
should be able to sing on pitch with correct phrasing and with musical
intelligence standard songs in English (the simpler classics are
recommended). H e should also demonstrate his ability to read a
simple song at sight and a knowledge of the rudiments of music. •
Some knowledge of piano is urgently recommended.
Piano. T o enter the four-year degree course in piano the student
should be grounded in correct touch and reliable technique. He should
play all major and minor scales correctly in moderatel y rapid tempo,
also broken chords in octave position in all keys and should have acquired systematic methods of practice.
He should have studied some of the standard etudes, such as Czerny,
Op. 299, Bk. 1; Heller, Op. 47 and 46 (according to the individual
needs of the pupil); Bach, Little Preludes; a few Bach 2 Part I nventions and composition corresponding in difficulty toHaydn, Sonata No. 11 , G major No. 20 (Schirmer)
Mozart, Sonata C major No. 3, F major No. 13 (Schirmer)
Beethoven, Variations on Nel cor Piu, Sonata Op. 49 No. 1
Schubert, I mpromptu Op. 142, No. 2, etc.
Organ. To enter the four-year degree course in organ the student
should have completed sufficient piano study to enable him to play
some Bach I nventions, Mozart Sonatas, easier Beethoven Sonatas,
compositions by Mendelssohn, Grieg, Schubert, Schumann, etc.
Violin. To enter the four-year degree course in violin the student
should play satisfactorily major and minor scales and arpeggios in
two octaves, should have the ability to perform etudes of the difficulty
of the Kreutzer Etudes, Nos. 1 to 32, and works of the difficulty of the
Viotti Concerto, No. 23, the DeBer iot Concerti, Nos. 7 and 9, and the
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Tartini G minor Sonata. A n elementary knowledge of the pianoforte is urgently recommended .

Orcllestral Instruments. Students of violoncello, viola, bass, harp,
woodwind, and brass instruments should demonstrate the same
degree of proficiency in their chosen instrument as is required of
violin entrants. Some knowled ge of piano is urgently recommended.

MAJOR REQUffiEMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
A student must complete in his major field the achievements outlined below. In addition to giving numerous other public performances during the four-yea r course of study, all maj ors in
applied music must in the junior year at least take part in a joint
solo recital and, in the senior year, present a complete solo recital
from memory. Composition majors will presen t a program of
original works in varied musical forms before gradua tion. A required number of hours of recital attendance by all music majors
;s mandatory for graduation.
Piano:

1. Lower Division
The student must show technical proficiency permitting even
scales and arpeggii, as well as the knowledge of finger and
wrist action required for the performance of advanced studies
from Cramer or Czerny, Opus 740. The student must be able to
perform satisfactor ily works equivalent musically and techn ically to the difficulty of the following:
Bach, 3-Part Inventions, French or E nglish Suites
Mozart, Sonata in D major , K284
Beethoven, Sonata Opus 10, Nos. 2 and 3
Schumann, Fantasiestuecke
Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words
Representative Modern Works
2. Upper Division
The student must be able to perform satisfactorily the larger
keyboard works of Bach, the later sonatas of Beethoven, or a
concerto of equal difficulty; shorter pieces from the works of
Brahms, Chopin, Schumann, D ebussy; some modern works.

Voice:
1. Lower Division
The student must exhibit some command of breathing, phrasing,
and musical style, as well as the ability to sing satisfactorily
such works as songs from the earlier Italian composers, lieder,
and oratorio and operatic arias.
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2. Upper Division
T he student must evidence the ability to sing in Italian, French,
and German as well as in E nglish, and demonstrate matur ity
in matters of phrasing and style. Creditable per formances of
the larger arias from oratorio and opera as well as representa tive songs in other styles are expected.

Violin:
1. Lower Division
T he student must be able to play satisfactorily major and
minor scales in three oct aves; studies by Kreutzer, F iorillo, etc.;
standard concerti by Bach, Vivaldi, and Mozart; sonatas by
H andel and Mozart; and shorter representative pieces.
2. Upper Division
The student must be able to perform satisfactorily studies
equal i n d iffiiculty to those of Rode, Gavinies, P aganini; Bach
Sonatas for violin a lone; advanced concerti and sonatas from
the classic, romant ic and modem r epertoir e. T wo years of
ensemble and study of the viola as a secondary instrument
required .

Violoncello:
1. Lower Division
T he student must be able to play suitable scales, exercises, easier
sonat as, and recital pieces.
2. Upper Division
T he student must be able to play the more difficul t sonatas and
represen tative concerti, as well as concert pieces from the
standard classic and modern repertoir e. T wo year s of ensemble
playing required .

Organ:
1. Lower Division
The student must be able to pl ay satisfactorily some of the
easier sonatas, fugues, and concert pieces.
2. Upper D ivision
Some of the larger works of Bach, representat ive concert pieces
and sonatas requi red ; knowledge of registration ; ability to
modulate at the keyboard.

Composition:
1. Lower Division
T he student must show unusual aptitude for theoretical courses,
together with creative ability.
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2. Upper Division
The student must show ability to compose in the l arger forms
such as the sonata, fugue, etc., as well as in th e shorter lyric
forms of the song and short instrumental piece. The scoring of
a composition for full orchestra is required.

Music Education:
1. Lower Division
The student must meet the requirements for ad mission to the
upper division in some fiel d of applied music and also be able
to play simple piano accompaniments.
2. Upper Division
The student must maintain a cred itable record in all subjects
included in the course of study outlined for majors in Music
Education.
In addi tion to taking the required maj or subjects and music
electives, all students, in consul tation with their advisers, will select
from academic courses the equivalent of five full courses in the
Lower Division and six full courses in the Upper Division. They
must also demonstrate a defin ite achievement in physical education.
T h is will ordinarily be satisfied by participation in an approved
physical activity each term.

OUTLINE OF COURSES OF STUDY
BACHELOR OF Mus ic DEGREE WITH I NSTRUMENTAL MAJOR ( PIANO,
VIOLIN, 'CELLO, ORGAN, ETC.)

The courses shall include the following studies:
1. The study of applied music, consisting of two private lessons
a week, during each of the years of residence.
2. Theoretical Music:
Lower
H armony ( 104f-105w-106s)
D ivision Sight-singing, Ear Training, and Keyboard
Harmony (107f-108w-109s)
Advanced Harmony (2 14f-215w-216s)
Advanced Sight-singing, Ear Training, a nd
Keyboard Harmony (217f-218w-2 19s)
Survey of Music Literature and History ( 124f125w-l 26s)
U pper
16th Century Counterpoint (30 1f-302w)
Division Form and Analysis (306s)
Orchestration ( 307 f-308w-309s)
Canon and Fugue (40lf)
Composition Seminar ( 405w)
3. Music electives :
Survey of German Lieder (327f) (1951-52)
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Survey of Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas (328w) ( 195 1-52)
Survey of Chamber Music (339s) ( 1951 -52)
Analysis of "Mass in B Minor" or "The Passion According to
St. Matthew" by Bach (337f) ( 1950-51)
Analysis of "Die Walkiire" by Wagner (338w) ( 1950-51)
Survey of Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas-Part II (329s) (195051)
Sur vey of Symphonic and Choral Literature (324f-325w-326s)
P iano Pedagogy and Practice Teaching (334f, 335w )
Elementary Conducting (3 14f-315w-3 16s)
Advanced Conducting (41 4f-415w-4 16s)
Advanced History of Music (424f-425w-426s)
4. Minor Subject:
Applied music in a minor field may be taken by the piano
major at the discretion of the adviser. Students majoring in
string or wind instruments are expected to have or to acquire
sufficient skill at the piano to enable them to perform music of
moderate difficulty.
5. Academic Courses:
Approximately one-third of the total scheduled hours of the
student's course of study will be devoted to subjects of general
cult ural value and will be selected in consultation with the
student's adviser.
BACHELOR OF Music DEGREE WITH Vo1cE MAJOR

T he courses shall include the following studies :
1. The study of voice, consisting of two private lessons a week,
during each of the years of residence.
2. Theoretical Music:
H armon y ( 104f-105w-106s)
Lower
Division Sight-singi ng, Ear Training, and Keyboard
Harmony ( 107f- 108w- 109s )
Advanced Harmony (2 14f-2 15w-216s)
Advanced Sight-singing , Ear Training, and Keyboard H armony (2 17f-2 18w-2!9s )
Survey of Music Literature and H istory ( 124f125w-126s)
Upper
Division

16th Century Counterpoin t (30 1f-302w)
Form and Analysis (306s)
Orchestration ( 307 f-308w-309s)
Conducting ( 3 l 4f-315w-3 l 6s)

3. Music E lectives:
Survey of German Lieder (327f ) ( 1951-52)
Survey of Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas ( 328w) ( 195 1-52)
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Survey of Chamber Music (339s) ( 1951-52)
Analysis of "Mass in B Minor" or "The Passion According to
St. Matthew" by Bach (337f) ( 1950-51)
Analysis of "Die Walkiire" by Wagner (338w) (1950-51)
Survey of Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas-Part II (329s) (195051)
Survey of Symphonic and Choral Li terature (324f-325w-326s)
Advanced History of Music ( 424f-425w-426s)
Canon and Fugue ( 40 lf)
Composition Seminar ( 405w)
Advanced Conducting (4 14f-415w-4 16s)
4. Minor Subject:
Applied music in a minor field may be taken by the voice major
at the discretion of the adviser. Students are expected to have,
or to acquire, sufficient skill at the piano to enable them to play
accompaniments of moderate difficulty. At least two years of
vocal ensemble singing is also r equired.
5. Acad emic Courses:
Approximately one-third of the total schedul ed hours of the
studen t's course of study will be d evoted to subjects of general
cultural value, including two full years of foreig n language,
one of which is to be taken in the Lower Division. Entrance
credit in language will not be counted.
BACHELOR OF Music DEGREE WITH COMPOSITION MAJOR

The courses shall include the following studies:
1. Theoretical Music:
Lower
Harmony ( 104f-105w-106s)
Division Sight-singing, Ear Training, and Keyboard
Harmony ( 107f-108w-109s)
Advanced H armony (2 14f-2 15w-216s)
Advanced Sight-sing ing, Ear Training, and Keyboard Harmony (2 17f-218w-219s)
Survey of Music Literature and History
( 124f-125w-126s)
Upper
16th Century Counterpoint (30 1f-302w )
Division Form and Analysis (306s)
Orchestration (307f-308w-309s)
Canon and Fug ue ( 40 lf)
Composition ( 39 lf-392w-393s)
Advanced Composition ( 491f-492w-493s)
2. Music Electives :
Survey of German Lieder (327f) ( 195 1-52)
Survey of Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas (328w) (1951 -52)
Survey of Chamber Music (339s) (1951-52)
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A n alysis of "Mass in B Minor" or "The Passion According to
St. Matthew" by Bach ( 337f) (1950-51)
Analysis of " Die Walkure" by Wagner ( 338w) ( 1950-5 1)
Survey of Beethoven Pianofor te Sonatas-Part II (329s 1
( 1950-5 1)
Sur vey of Symphonic and Choral Li terature (324f-325w-326s)
Advanced H istory of Music ( 424f-425w-426s)
Conducting ( 3 14f-3 15w-316s)
Ad vanced Cond ucting ( 414f-4 1Sw-416s)
3. Applied Music:
T he student will continue the study of applied music throughout the four years of his course, whether or not the piano is
the major instrument. A thorough knowledge of the pianoforte
should be acquired and, if possible, the student should spend
one term each in the stud y of three orchestral instruments, to
incl ude one from each section of the orchestra : stri ngs, woodwinds, and brass.
4. A cademic Courses :
Approximatel y one-third of the total schedul ed hou rs of the
student's course of study will be d evoted to subjects of general
cultural value and will be selected in consultation with the
student's adviser.
BACHELOR OF Music DEGREE WITH MUS IC EDUCATION MAJOR

T he courses shall include the following studies:
1. Theoretical Music :

Lower
Division

H a rmony ( 104f-105w-106s)
Sight-singing, E ar T raining, and Keyboard
H armony ( 107 f- 10Sw-109s)
Advanced Harmony (2 14f-215w-21 6s)
Advanced S ight-singi ng, Ear Trainin g, and K eyboard H armony (217f-21 8w-2 19s)
Survey of Music Literature and H istor y
( 124f-l 25w- 126s)
Upper
16th Century Counterpoint ( 301 f-302w)
Division Form and Anal ysis (306s )
Orchestration ( 307 f-308w-309s)
Conducting ( 3 l 4f-3 l Sw-3 l 6s)
Adva nced Conducting ( 414f-41Sw-416s)
General School Music Methods (3 1 lf-312w )
Juni or Hi gh School Methods (3 13s)
Second ary School Methods (Vocal ) ( 4 1 lf)
Secondary School Methods (Theory and Music
Appreciation ) ( 41 2w)
Problems in School Music (413s)
2. Music Electi ves:
Canon and Fugue ( 40 If)
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Composition Seminar ( 405w)
Survey of Symphonic and Choral Li terature (324f-325w-326s)
Survey of German Lieder (327f ) ( 195 1-52 )
Survey of Beethoven Pia noforte Sonatas (328w ) (1 951-52)
Survey of Chamber Music (339s) ( 195 1-52)
A n alysis of Bach's "Mass in B Minor" or " T he Passion Accordin g to St. Matthew" (337f) (1950-51 )
Analysis of Wagner's " Die Walkiire" (338w) (1950-5 1)
Sur vey' of Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas-Part II (329s )
( 1950-5 1)
A dvanced H istory of Music ( 424f-425w-426s)
3. A ppl ied Music :
In the U pper D ivision, the student is r equired to pl ay sim ple
piano accompaniments and to demonstrate at least a secondary
a d vancement in applied music. P articipation in some ma nner
of public solo performance is a g raduation requirement. The
student who plans to enter the field of inst rumental special ization is expected to demonstrate a high degree of performing
ability on at least one orchestral instrument, and a practical
knowledge of one from each major fam il y of orchestral instruments. A t least 45 term hours of applied music are required.
4. A cademic Courses :
Courses to insure a broad general culture, and prepar ation for
and in the experience of teaching , will be selected with t he help
of the student's adviser. T he course of study, including observat ion and practice teaching , will meet the current requirements
of the F lorida State Department of Education for teacher cert ifica t ion. The equivalent of four full courses in education will
be included .

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Cand idates fo r the Bachelor of Music degree or the Bachelor of
Arts degree wi th a major in music will meet the requirements for admission to the U pper Di vis ion and fo r graduation outlined on pages
S0-53.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
S ee page 67 for explanation of numbering of courses
MUSI C HISTORY AND LITERATURE

These courses a re for music majors and other students with sufficie nt background. T he lives and works of great composers will be
studied and analyzed, with comparative analysis of both vocal and
instrumental compositions. Assign ed readings.
124f-1 25w-1 26s. SURVEY OF Music LITERATURE AN D H ISTORY. Twohour Seminar.
324f-325w-326s. SYMP HONIC AND CHORAL LITERATURE. T wo-hour
Seminar.
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327f. SURVEY OF GERMAN LIEDER. ( 1951-52) One-hour Seminar.
328w. SURVEY OF BEETHOVEN PIANOFORTE SONATAS. ( 195 1-52) One-

hour Seminar.
329s. SURVEY OF BEETHOVEN PIANOFORTE SONATAS-Part II. (195051) One-hour Seminar.
337£. ANALYSIS OF BACH'S "MASS IN B MINOR" OR "THE PASSION
ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW." ( 1950-51 ) One-hour S eminar.
338w. ANALYSIS OF WAGNER'S "DIE WALKURE." ( 1950-51) One-

hour Seminar.
339s. SURVEY OF CHAMBER Music. (195 1-52) One-hour Seminar.
424f-425w-426s. ADVANCED H ISTORY OF Musrc. Two-hour Seminar.
THEORY
The courses include harmony, counterpoint, musical forms, can on
and fugue, composition, and or chestration, and are so coordinated
that the student should be en abled to form a clear conception of the
materials and structure of music.
104f-105w-106s. H ARMONY. Three-hour S eminar.
107f-108w-109s. SIGHT-SINGING, EAR TRAINING, AND KEYilOARD
H ARMONY. T hree-lwur Seminar.
2 14f -215w-216s. ADVANCED H ARMONY. Three-hour Seminar.
217f-218w-219s . ADVANCED SIGHT-SINGING, EAR TRAINING, AND
KEYBOARD HARMONY. Three-lwur Seminar.
301f-302w.
SIXTEENTH CENTURY COUNTERPOINT. Three-hour

Seminar.
306s. FORM AND ANALYSIS. Three-hour Seminar.
307f- 308w-309s. ORCHESTRATION. Two-hour Seminar.
401£. CANON AND FUGUE. Three-hour Seminar.
4 05w. COMPOSITION SEMINAR. One-hour S eminar.
11 lf-112w; 111 w-11 2s. FUNDAMENTALS OF Music. See page 88. No
Credit.
MUSIC EDUCATION
The elementary mus ic education course includes psychology of
public school music teaching , techniques and materials for the
teaching of singing, music appreciation, rhythmic activities, instrumental instruction, and observation and practice t eaching. The
advanced music education course includes junior high and high
school methods, choral a nd orchestral conducting , instrumental and
vocal materials, org anization and supervision of mus ic in schools
of various types, observation and practice teaching.
311f-312w. GENERAL SCHOOL Music METHODS. Three-hour Seminar.
313s. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL METHODS. T hree-liour Seminar.
411 f. SECONDARY S CHOOL METHODS (Vocal). Three-hour Seminar.
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41 2w. SECONDARY SCHOOL METHODS (T heory and Music Apprecia tion ). Three-hour Seminar.
413s. P ROBLEMS IN SCHOOL Music. Three-hour Seminar.
PIANO PEDAGOGY

A course for p iano majors with special emphasis upon t he principles of learning as applied to p iano study, including comparative
analysis of various approaches for the beginner; musical and
pianistic development; teacher skills and techn iques for private and
group instruction ; problems of program building, memorization, and
per formance.
334f. T HEORY. Two-hour Seminar.
335w. PRACTICE TEACHING. P rereq. 334. One- or T wo-liour Seminar.
COMPOSITION

391f-392w-393s. COMPOSITION. Full Course.
491f-492w-493s. A DVANCED COMPOSITION. F ull Course.
CONDUCTING

The elementary course is designed to prepare t he student in t he
basic elements in the art of conducting and to give him practical experience in the leading of group singing and the conducting of
simple material with small vocal and instrumental groups.
The advanced course offers intensive work of a more advanced
nature with both choral and instrumental groups, and is designed
to acquaint the studen t with a considerable reper toire of material
useful to anyone undertaking musical leadership in school, church,
college, or commun ity. Student-conducted programs are g iven during
t he year.
314f-31Sw-31 6s. E LEMENTARY COURSE IN CONDUCTING. Two-hour
Seminar.
414f-41Sw-416s. ADVANCED COURSE IN CONDUCTING. Two-hour
Seminar.
VOICE

The voice depar tment offers opportunity for occasional participation in small operatic scenes, appearance of advanced students
with orchestral accompaniments, and participation on radio progr ams. T he courses incl ude development of vocal technique together
with musicianly style in sing ing. The literature includes opera,
oratorio, a nd art songs of the g reat composers.
121£, 122w, 123s. F IRST YEAR SINGING. Four-hour Seminar.
221£, 222w, 223s. SECOND YEAR SINGING. Four-hour Seminar.
321f, 322w, 323s. THIRD YEAR SINGING. F our-hour Seminar.
421f, 422w, 423s. FOURTH YEAR SINGING. Full Cottrse.
181f, 182w, 183s, etc. APPLIED Music (VorcE) . For n on-voice
majors. One-lwur Seminar.
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PIANO
The objects for which the study of the piano may be pursued are
many, a nd the instrument occup ies a corresponding ly importan t place
in the musica l field . As a solo instrument it possesses a litera ture
embraci ng many different sty les, whose mas tery is in itself a libe ral
musi ca l educat ion. A s an instrument of accompaniment it finds a
place in nearly all musica l acti vities. Throug h pia no tran?criptions
the study of orchestral and operatic mus ic by the indi vidual is made
possi bl e, a nd for the study of harmony and other phases of musical
structure a knowledge of the keyboard is almost a n essential.
13 lf,
23 lf,
331 f,
431£,

132w,
232w,
332w,
43 2w,

133s.
233s.
333s.
433s.

FIRST YEAR PIANO. Full Course.
SECON D Y EAR PIANO. Full Course.
THIRD YEAR P IANO. Full Course .
FOURTH YEAR PIANO. Full Course.

18lf, 182w, 183s, etc. APPLIED MUSIC (PIANO).
maj or s. Two-ltour Seminar.

For n on-piano

STRINGED I NSTRUMENTS

In violin the student will cover material selected from technical
foundation work equivalent to Sevcik, Doun is, and Flesch ; etudes
from Kreutzer through Paganini, and the s tand ard ad va nced solo
repertoire of concerti, sonatas, a nd shorter composi tions. A ttention
is placed on solo, ensemble, and o~chestral aspects of violin playing.
FIRST YEAR V 10L1N. Full Course.
SECON D Y EA R VIOLIN. Full Course.
THIRD YEAR V IOLIN. Full Course.
F OU RTH YEAR VIOLIN. Full Course.

141£,
24 1£,
34 1£,
441£,

142w,
242w,
342w,
442w,

143s.
243s.
343s.
443s.

144£,
244£,
344£,
444£,

145w,
245 w,
345w,
445w,

146s. FIRST Y EAR V 10 LA. F ull Course.
246s. SECOND Y EAR VIOLA. Full Course.
346s. THIRD YEAR VJOLA. Full Course.
446s. FOURTH YEAR VIOLA. Full Course.

15 1£,
25 1f,
35 1£,
45 1£,

152w,
252w,
352w,
452w,

153s. FIRST YEAR CELLO. Full course.
253s. SECOND YEAR CELLO. Full Course.
353s. TH IRD YEAR CELLO. Full Course.
453s. FOURTH YEAR CELLO. Full Course.

18 lf, 182w, 183s, etc. APPLIED Music (VIOLIN, V 10LA, OR CELLO) .
F or non-ma jors. Two-ltour Seminar.
BRASS AND WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS

Students studying brass and woodwind ins truments will be preparing for professional work, either as teachers or performers, and
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as a consequence their courses of study will b e arranged with this
cbject in view. All advanced students will be expected to take part
in as many ensemble g roups as possible.
16 1£,
26 1f,
36 1f ,
461£.

162w,
262w,
362w,
462w,

163s. FIRST YEAR WOODWIND.
263s. SECOND YEAR WOODWIND.
363s. THIRD YEAR WOODWIND.
463s. F OURTH YEAR WOODWIND.

164f,
264f,
364f,
464f,

165w,
265w,
365w,
465w,

166s.
266s.
366s.
466s.

FIRST YEAR I3RASS.
SECOND YEAR BRASS.
THIRD YEAR BRASS.
FOURTH YEAR BRASS.
ORGAN

The courses are designed for the development of a facile t echniq ue, hymn playing, ability to p erform representative concert
works, a knowledge of reg istration, and ability to modul ate at the
keyboard.
17 lf,
27lf,
371 f,
471£,

172w,
272w,
372w,
472w,

173s.
273s.
373s.
473s.

FIRST YEAR ORGAN. Full Course.
SECOND YEAR ORGAN. Full Course.
THIRD YEAR ORGAN. Full Course.
FOURTH YEAR ORGAN. Full Course.

181£, 182w, 183s, etc. APPLIED Music (ORGAN). For non-organ
m ajors. Two-hour Seminar.

MUSIC ACTIVITIES
ROLLINS CHAPEL CHOIR. The choir of the Knowles Memorial
Chapel devotes its entire time to the serious study of representative
types of the best choral literature from the early English and Roman
schools up to and including contemporary composer s. The choir participates in the Knowles Memorial Chapel services and sings in the
;,.nnual Bach Festival of Winter Park. Auditions, wh ich are held at
the begin nin g of the college year, are open to all students matricu7
lated in the College. One term hour of credit is granted fo r each term
of sa tisfactory membership in the Choir.
P1 KAPPA L AMBDA. The X i Chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda, n ational honorary music society, was installed at Roll ins in 1935. Its
prime object is the encouragemen t of eminent achievement in performance and origina l composition. Only students in the Upper
D iv ision are eligible for con sideration for membership.
TH E STUDENT Music GUILD, comprised of students who are interested in promoting the musical welfare of the College, holds r egular
meetings and is active on campus in the sponsoring of recitals and
other activities of musical worth.
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FACULTY RECITAL SERIES. Members of the Conservatory faculty
present a series of concerts, including violin, piano, voice and chamber music.
ORGAN VESPER RECITALS. During the greater part of the college
year a weekly organ program is presented, with assisting soloists, on
the b eautiful three manual Skinner organ in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel.
STUDENT RECITALS AND RAmo. Formal and informal recitals are
given throughout the college year by students of the Conservatory,
and frequent opportunities are available for appearances on radio
programs.
ROLLINS CHAMBER ORCHESTRA. A series of concerts is g iven
by members of thi s orchestra which includes members of the faculty,
advanced students, and selected instrumentalists of the community.
T he ensemble also provides accompaniments of concerti for artist
students.
THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL BACH F ESTIVAL OF WINTER PARK. The
Ba.c h Festival of Winter Park, consisting of a series of three programs by the Bach Choir of one hundred and thirty voices assisted
by renowned Bach soloists, orchestra, and organ, will be held in
March at the Knowles Memorial Chapel. The chorus, under the
direction of Professor Harvey L. Woodruff, includes the Chapel
Choi r and selected singers from the community. Choir and soloists
are assisted by artist instrumenta lists from the Faculty and from
New York City. A special performance of the Mass in B Minor, or
the Passion According to St. Matthew, will be given for stu dents
of all colleges in the State of Florida by invitation of the Board of
Trustees of the Bach F estival Society, on a Saturday early in March.
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EXTENSION DIVISION
Courses in the Extension Division of the Conservatory of Music
are open to non-college students, both children and adults. Students
in this division have the use of the Conservatory library and are
entitled to the student r ate for all activities sponsored by the Conservatory. No college credit is allowed. Students may begin lessons
at any time.
Tutition rates in the Extension Division are as follows:
S ingle
Lesson

Piano-Katherine Carlo, _ _ _ ,._ $2.50
Piano-J ohn Carter.
4.00
P iano-Walter Charmbury
4.00
Piano- Helen Moore____
4 00
Piano- Mary Jarman Nelson _______ 3.50
(1 class and one private
lesson per week)
Voice-Arthur Hutchins ________ 4.00
Voice-Mabel Ritch _ ______ 4.00
Violin and Viola-Alphonse Carlo_ 4.00
Violoncello-Rudolph Fischer _ _ 2.50
Organ-Herman F . Siewer _ ___ 4.00
Brass-Joseph Gus tat _ __ _ _ 2.50
Reeds-To be arranged
Flute-Edna Wallace Johnston_ _ 2.50
Theory and CompositionJ ohn Carter_ _ _ _ _ _ 3.50

1 less on
pe r week
per te r m

2 l essons
per w ee k
per t e rm

$.38.00
38.00
38.00

$70.00
70.00
70.00
40.00

38.00
38.00
38.00

70.00
70.00
70.00

38.00

70.00

35.00

67.00

Arrangemen ts for these lessons may be made at the Conservatory
office. Practice studio pianos and use of practice or gan are available to students registered in the Extension Division as follows :
Use of piano, one hour per day, per terUL-_ _ _ _ _ _ $7.50
Use of organ, per hour
.25

Tuition rates for class courses are determ ined by the hours per
week.
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DEGREES AND AWARDS
DEGREES CONFERRED
FEBRUARY

21, 1949

Mary McLeod Bethune-Doctor of Humanities
Serge Koussevitzky-Doctor of Humanities
Albert J oseph McCartney- Doctor of Humanities
Edward R. Murrow- Doctor of Humanities
Leonard Huntress Dyer-Doctor of S cience
Karl Taylor Com pton-Doctor of Laws
Eugene Randolph S mith- Doctor of Laws
Paul Edwin Stillman-Doctor of Laws
MARCH

8, 1949

H arry S. T ruman-Doctor of Humanities
J UNE

2, 1949

Arthur Knowles Hutchins-Doctor of Music
Royal Wilbur France---Doctor of Humanities
Edwin Osgood Grover-Doctor of Humanities
Nathan Comfort Starr-Doctor of Literature
Arthur Delano Enyart-Doctor of Laws
W ill iam Melcher-Doctor of Laws
Wendell Cornell Stone---Doctor of Laws

Bachelor of Arts
Nancy McConnell Butts
E leanore Claire Cain
Irma Jean Cartwr ight
with lliflttsl Distinct ion
William Benjamin Cater
in Spanish
Benjamin Aycrigg
Jan Chambers
Mary Claparols
Jean Elizabeth Bacchus
David Hope Cl ark
H arry Alfred Baldwin, J r.
William J ay Barker IV
J ean Clarke
Nellie J uanita Read Bastedo
Ma rtha Jane Conwell
Marie Lucy Cook
Calvin Lambert Beard
Edward Murdock Copeland
Elinore Katherine Bellen
Melvin LeRoy Blockinger
Beverly Joan Cotter
H ar vard Bruce Cox
Edward Brinson
Carol Al ice C rane
Samuel Alfred Burchers
Robert Leland Daniel
Beverly Li na Burkhart
Robert Alfred Allen
F r ancis A loysius A lt
J ames Richard Andrews

w it h Distinction
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Richard Walter Darty
An toinette Veasey E astwood
Monica Stella Mary Egan
H elen Bridger Ellis

James Edward Langley
Sidney Lanier
Joan French Leonard
with Distinction

H arry Levene, Jr.
Priscilla Mae Likely
Martha McDonald
Tom Stanford MacDonald
T heodore Roland McElwee
Harold Price McKinney
Robert Allison McVey
Frances Neimyer Maring
Gordon Stern Marks
J oe Master
Patricia Ann Meyer

with Hi1h Distinction
in Entlish

Walter Richard Every
William Forrest Fetner, Jr.
Jane Tallman Freeman
J oseph Abrams Friedman
Shirley June Fry
Helen Yvonne Fulton
Patricia Elaine Furey
Robert Alfred Garbutt
Ann Elizabeth Garner
Patricia Anne German
Thomas Carlton Gillespie
Barbara J une Godfrey
Charles Clayton Harra
J ohn Frederick Hartley, Jr.
Lawrence L indley Haworth, J r.

with Bi1hut Distinct,o,.
in En1/1sh

Marion Esther Miller
Robert David Miller
Nancy Jane Morrison
June Chandler Nelson
John William Northrup
Janet Artha Ott

with Hithest Distinctio,.
in Philosophy

Beverly June H edrick
Janet Morrow Hetzel
Richard Arnold Hill
Marilyn Virginia Hoffman
Mary Frances Hill H olton
Raymond Oliver H olton, Jr.
Gerald Leon Honaker
Dorothy McFetridge H ostettler
Lucius Philip Howland
Marcia Ann Huntoon
Claudia H elene Hutchison
*Robert Jerome Jackson
H arry William James
Stuart Burke James

with Distinction

Ben Garnett Page
Willard Duval Palmer
Calvin Joseph Peacock
Alice Ethel Peel
Montine Mary Pellington
H arrison J oseph Pemberton, J r .
with Bi1hest Distinction
;,. Philosophy

Robert Sabin Pollard
Elizabeth Mary Pottinger
Margaret Clarke Ragsdale
Robert Edward Ragsdale
Marjorie Elizabeth Reese
Robert Reynolds
Marshall Edison Rinker
Stanley Arthur Schultz
Milton Ezra Schwartz
Zelda Ann Sheketoff
John Lewars Shollenberger
Charles Parker Simpson
Don Ward Sisson
William Frederick Sprandel
Jo~ette Estelle Stanciu
Abraham Lewis Starr
John Emmett Stripling, Jr.

with Hifh Disti,.ction
in En1luh

Pearl J ean Jordan
Martha Jane Keiter
Paul Foster Klinefelter
Rosann Shaffer Klinefelter
William Freder ick Koch
Virginia Myrtle Koos
Warren F rederick Kuehl
with Hi1h Distinction
in History

Marilyn Joyce Lahn
J. Louis Lamberton
•Deceased July IS, 194/J.
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Johnson Tai
Jack Erb Teagarden
Patricia Tennant
H arriett Parish Terry
Andrew Tomasko
Cornelius Hoyt Van Buren

Cecil Wallace Van H oose
Sylvia Louise Verdin
Ernie Aurell Walker
James Clyde Walker, Jr.
Norman Trammell Whittle

Bachelor of Science
Elizabeth Sue Adams
David Walton Cramp
Carleton Cutten Emery
Robert Nelson Fitzwater
Bernard Friedland
H arriet Louise Kirby

David Harold Larsen
I elene Beatrice Morrow
Donald Dines Riddle
Louis Edward Stone
Benjamin Palmer Tuthill, Jr.
Sylvia Louise Verdin

Bachelor of Music
Martha Lee Barksdale

Martha McDonald

with Hithtst Distinction
in Piano

(Piano)

Michael Malis

Agnes Ann H endrix

(Voice)

(Piano)

Kenneth Claude Newbern
(Piano)
with Bithtst Distinction

Laura Fortune King
(Piano)

Edward William Rosevear
( Music Education)

James Edward Langley

Mary Louis Rothermel

(Music Education)

( Voice)

Olga Irma Llano

Robert Dunham Setzer

With Hich tst Distinction
in Piano

with Hithtst Distinction
in Organ

Master of Education
Jesse Brenard Bookhardt

HONORS AND AWARDS

1948-49
Tlie R ollins Decoration of Honor
Clara B. Adolfs
Udolpho T. Bradley
Nina Oliver Dean
Raymond W. Greene

Edi th
Mary
Rhea
John
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Nicholas
M. Price
Marsh Smith
Meyer Tiedtke
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Elected to Phi Society
Edna Florence Baldwin
Sheila Monroe
Elaine Marie Brackett
Thomas Eugene Mullen
John Towne Murphey
Charles Blaidsdell Dawson
Marjorie Mae Norris
Peter T horpe Fay
Eleanor Elaine Hummel
Maud Detmar Trismen
Richard Lynn J ohnson
Ann Lewis Turley
The General R eeve Awards for Scholarship
James Richard Andrews
Kenneth Claude Newbern
Helen Bridger Ellis Haworth
Janet Artha Ott
Patricia Ann Meyer
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
Benjamin A ycrigg
J oseph Abrams Friedman
*Edwin Leavitt Clarke
Sylvia Louise Verdin
Cynthia WiJliams Eastwood
Order of the Libra Cup
Martha Lee Barksdale
Chi Omega Social Science Award
Beverly Lina Burkhart
Gamma Phi Beta Economics Prize
Janet Morrow Hetzel
The Gen11ral Reeve Essay Contest
Gordon Baine Clark
Stanley Arthur Schultz
Stuart Burke James
Milton E zra Schwartz
H arold Price McKinney
**Jack Erb Teagarden
Zeta Alpha E psilon B ook Prize
Ielene Beatrice Morrow
Tliomas R. Baker Memorial Prize
James William Ogilvie, J r.
Class of 1941 Science Prize
Richard Lynn J ohnson
•Awarded posthumously

..Winna of lht Hamuton Holl Gold !ftdal
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The Phi Beta Awards
Martha Lee Barksdale-Mwic
Irma Jean Cartwright-Speech
P Iii Beta Scholars hip
Helen J ane Hood
Pi Beta Phi Dramatics Prize
Gerald Honaker
Theta A lpha Phi Award
Robert Elman
J anet E linor Olson
The H iram Powers Memorial Prizes for Art
Daniel Boone Hudgens
William Frederick Koch
The R ose Mills Powers Memorial Prizes for Poetry
Harold Price McKinney
Edgar Hall Tennis
Gordon Baine Clark
The Howard Fox Literature Prize
Gordon Baine Clark
H arold Price McKinney
Phi Mtt A tldetic Trophy
Shirley June Fry
The O'Brien I ntramural Trophy
Kappa Alpha Theta
The / . Gordon Clark lntramttral Trophy
X Club
Campus S ing
Phi Mu
L ambda Chi Alpha
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Scholarship Trophy
Alpha Phi Lambda
Phi Mu
Suzanne Wilfley Rauscher Essay Prize
H arold Price McKinney, First
Lawrence Lindley H aworth, Jr., Second
Milton Ezra Schwartz, Tltird

Independent Creative Arts Sclwlarsliip
Hilda Margaret Bell
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SUMMARY OF ENROLMENT
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS
1948-1949
Ala b a m a ............................................ 6
Arkan sas .......................................... 1
Cali f ornia .......................................... 4
Connec tic ut ...................................... 1 3
D e l aware ........................,................... 1
District of Columbia...................... 8
Fl orida ·····················-·······················326
Georgia .............................................. 6
Illinois ······················-························ 39
India na .............................................. 14
I owa.................................................... 2
K a n sas .............................................. 2
Ken t u c k y .......................................... 6
Loui s iana .......................................... 2
Maine .................................................. 2
Maryl and .......................................... 3
Massachusetts .................................. 16
Michigan ............................................ 12
M i nnesot a······························-·········· 7

Mississippi ........................................

Missouri ............................................
Nebraska ..........................................
New Hampshire ............................
New Jersey ......................................
New York ..........................................
North Carolin a ······················-········
Ohio ·············································- ·
Oklahoma ········································Oregon ..............................................
Pennsylvan ia ..................................
South Car oli na ................................
Tennessee ..........................................
T exas ..................................................
Vermont ·········································-·
Virginia ............................................
West Virginia ·······················-···-··W isconsin..........................................
Hawaii ······································-········

a

3
2

3

22
39
21
32
3
2
17
3
10
6
1
7
6
6
1

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Canada -············································
Chile ....................................................
China ..................................................
Dominican Republic ......................

1 Engla nd ............................................
1 France ..............................................
1 Mexico ................................................
1

2
3
2

GENERAL SUMMARY FOR YEAR 1948-1949
Wome n Stu dents ............................ 304 T otal Enrolment ............................ 664
Men Students ·····················-··-·········360

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS
1949-1950
Alabama ............................................ 7
California .......................................... 3
Connecticut ...................................... 14
D elaware .......................................... 1
District of Colu mbia...................... 4
Florida ················-······························288
Georgia .............................................. 14
Illinois ····················-························ 36
India na ·············-······························· 13
I owa .................................................... 2
Kansas .............................................. 2
Ken t uck y .......................................... 7
L ouisiana .......................................... 2
Maine .................................................. 3
Maryland .......................................... 4
Massachusetts ................................ 1 8
Michiga n ········-·································· 1 5
M in n esota.......................................... 8
Mi ssissippi ··················-···················· 1

M issouri ............................................
Nebraska ..........................................
New Hampshire ..............................
New Jersey ····································New York ···················-···················
North Carolina ················-··············
Ohio ....................................................
Oklahoma ..........................................
O r ego n ..............................................
Pennsylvania ....................................
South Carolina ................................
T ennessee ........................................
T exas ..................................................
Vermont ............................................
Virginia ..............................................
Wes t Virginia ................................
Wisconsin ........................................
Hawai i ................................................

3
2
6
21
40
H
38
3
1
14
8
10
3
1
10
6
9
1

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
B erm uda ............................................
Chile ....................................................
Colombia ............................................
D omin ican Republic --······--··-

1 England ............................................
2 Franc e ····································-···-2 Panama ···································-···· ·-···
1

1
2

1

GENERAL SUMMARY FOR YEAR 1949-1950
Wome n Students ............................ 284 T otal Enrolment ........................- .. 641
Men S tu dents .................................. 357
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Academic Start ································································-······································
A ccident Ins u rance ·······················································-······································
Achievement Scholarships ········································-········································
Activities, Athletic ................................................................................................
Activities, M usic ....................................................................................................
Activities, Stu dent ······················································-·-·····································
Administration ·····································································································- ·
Administrative and Execu tive Staft............................................................
Admiss ion by Certlticate.......................................... ·-································--·
Adm ission by Certltlcate ot Examination .......... ·--·····································
.A dmisslon by Examination ........................................ _ ...................................... Admission from Other Colleges..............................- · ····························-·····
Admission ot Students............................................_........................................
.A du 1t Edu ca t lon ............................................................- ........................................
Advisers, Fac ul ty............................................................. -.....................................
Algernon Sydn ey Sullivan Award ............................ _......................................
Alumni Associ ation................................ ..................................................................
Alumni O r ganization ....................................................-.....................................
A nimat e d Magazine................................................................................................
A pplication Fee .................................................................................................. 24,
Application Procedure..................................................._.......................................
Art, Courses In........................................................................................................
Art Major.........................................................................·-·····································
Athletic Activities ......................................................._.......................................
Automobile Regulatlons ................................................ _.................................. 31,
Award ot Honors and Prizes .................................·-······································-

G

29
32
37
109
34
43
6
26
26
26
26
24
21
18
39
21
21
22
28
24

68
65
37
46
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Bach Festival .......................................................................................................... 110
Bachelor ot Arts Degree, Requirements ............ - ........................................ 50- 62
Bachelor ot Arts Degree with Major In :\1uslc, Requirements............. 97
Bachelor ot Arts and Bachelor of Music Degr ees, Requirements........ 97
Bachelor of Music Degrees, Requl r ements .......................................... 97, 99-106
Bachelor of Science D egree, Requirements.................................................... 52
Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum................................................................................ 21
Biology, Courses In................................................................................................ 69
Biology Majo r .......................................................................................................... 68
Board of Admissions to Upper D ivision........................................................ 49
Board of Trustees................................................................................................
4
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